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Preface
This third volume in the series Pothway8 to Practice i the first of two

publications in which the Nursing Curriculum Project's theoretical
framework is delineated. In this book, we present the results of an ex-
tended examination of three social elements that impinge so directly
upon nursing that they can be said to contribute fundamentally to its
course in history. The next volume will deal directly with n-arsing itself.

The project sought first to explore the "environme nts" (as we have
called them) because we believed that awareness of the trends in
feminism, higher education, and health care, and the development of
some acuity as to where these trends might be leading us, would be
essential to building an intelligent and useful theoretical framework for
nursing curricula. (For a thorough discussion of just what a "theoretical
framework" is and how it relates to the development of nursing e
ricula, see the section on project methodology in the Introduction,
below.)

We have called this a "workbook" because we wished the reader to
know that these explorations of three massive and constantly changing
arenas are not definitivenor could they be. The preparation of these
three papers was an exercise designed to allow both staff and seminar
members to learn as much as possible by becoming immersed in the
issues and sensitive to their many ramifications. Workbooks are like
diaries or journalsthey cannot be completed in the way novels can,
for novels create their own finite worlds. Workbooks and journals,
which reflect the ongoing nature of an unruly and unencompassable
world, can stop but never really be finished. In fact, we learned that
writing a workbook can be very frustrating: whenever we stopped to
have others read a current draft, the passage of only a few weeks would
always bring new facts and new ideas that would force us back to our
typewriters for more revision.

When a book is written by a number of people, the labor has to be
divided according to some plan. Since the staff numbered three and
since the environments we had chosen also were three, each of us took
the responsibility for doing the research and the writing of the succes-
sive drafts on one of the environments. Patricia Haase undertook the
research and wrote the drafts for the chapter on feminism. Mary
Howard Smith brought her extensive experience with the Southern
Regional Education Board (SREB) to bear on the subject of higher
education, searching through the voluminous material now appearing
in the subject to write the chapter summarizing the recent trends here
that are relevant to nursing education's special needs. Barbara Reitt
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sampled the iiterature in heiilt h care systems and Ow Cut tire of Anwrica it
health care to ,.oripose t nunwrou:. ftafts t his chapter passeii through.

As each draft fur each chapter was rumple' oil, it sulmlit ted not
only to vayious con:tilt:pits for their criticism, hut to members of the
project seminar as well. Our g1its is that nearly one hundri.d persons
have reviewed one or more chapters one 0.. more times. This process of
writing and review, repeatet . mony times. has produced what we hope
is a highly relined piece of work; our expectation was that the combi-
nation of soand ia...;earch witii review by experts in many fields would
enablo provide our readers information about ongoing trends in
comple], subjects that woulil be reasonably accurate and genuinely
helpful to persons who bear the responsibility of planning fm a real
world in a real future.

We have ended our labors over our "workbook.' with a mixture of
regret and we admit it- -relief, but satisfied that the exercise has pre-
pared the foundation for our rwxt Fablication, in whieh the framework
for nursing curricula itself will he presented.

We owe much to the large number of people who have helped Us with
the many revisions of this volume. Some, who are named in the rosters
at the end of the book, have made their contributions through their
formal association with the iiroject. 'Many others. colleagues and friends
who are not officially or directly associated with us, have generously
contributed time and effort on our behalf. We thank them all for catch-
ing our errors of commission and omission (any that remain are our
responsibility) and for giving us suggestions that have proven very
helpful, sometimes downright inspiring. It is in this sense, too, that this
is a "workbook" --the fruit of the efforts of a large number of people.

PATRICIA T. HAASE
MARY 1IOWARD S!IITII
BARBARA B. REIrr
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Introduction: The Nursing Curriculum Project
In OctoUer 1972, the Nursing Curriculum Project of the Southern

Regional Education Board (SRE13) was begun pursuant to the wishes
of the members of the SREI3 Nut sing Council. The specific purpose of
the project is to describe and h (fere ntiate the types of nursing per-
sonnel needed for the future (coruqusions that are based on an assess-
ment of the needs of Southerners for health services that can best be
provided by nurses) and to propose ways in which these nurses can
best be educated. The specific aims of the project are: (1) to develop a
set of assumptions about present and predicted health care needs;
(2) to propose categories of nursing personnel to provide the full range
of nursing scrvices implied in the assumptions; and (3) to propose a
broad scheme or blueprint for nursing education showing how the
types of nurses suggested can be prepared within the educational system,

METHODOLOGY OF THE PROJECT

Using the project proposal as a guhle, the staff decided a) follow the
traditional methodology for developing nursing curricula, a primary
step of which is the identification of a set of assumptions known as a
theoretical framework. These assumptions usually represent the col-
lective thinking of a single faculty about the nature of nursing practice,
of the roles for which nurses are to be prepared, of the students as
learners, and of the educational institutions of Which nursing is a part
(Harms, 19.39). For a regional planning group, the theoretical frame-
work needs a broader base encompassing, in addition, assumptions
about the future directions of the health care system of which nursing
is a part, the changing status of women in society, and the educational
settings in which different nursing programs function. From this set
of assumptions based on theoretical considerations and statistical data,
conclusions can be determined regarding: (1) the kinds of nurse workers
needed; (2) the competencies required by each, including a taxonomy
of behaviors differentiating workers; and (3) a body of knowledge
optimal for fostering the acquisition of the identified behaviors.

Unfortunately, educators (lisagree about what constitutes a frame-
ixoi.k for a curriculum. Some use the term to describe not only assump-
tions but also relevant theory. Others define it as a process, and still
others as a philosophy that specifies concepts to be taught and the
interrelationships betweeo those con(2epts (Dunlap, 1972).

The 1972 revision of the National League for Nursing (NLN) Criteria
for the Accreditation of Baccalaur.eate and Higher Degree Programs
requires a curriculum plan to be based on a "conceptual framework
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consistent with the stated philosophy, purposes, and objectives of
the program." The meaning of conceptual in this sense, is based on the
definition of the word concept as used in theory construction, and can
be construed to intend, according to Hodgman (1973), "a basic struc-
ture in which a complex of ideas are unified so as to portray" a larger
geneml notion. Examples might be: adaptation, aggression, alienation,
leisure, poverty, stress, system maintenance, or tissue integrity. An
entire curriculum might be focused on life processes or the concepts
inherent therein, or several more unrelated concepts might be chosen
to guide the selection of content. The NLN requirement is an example
of the use of the phrase conceptual framework that includes a philosophy
specifying concepts to be taught and the interrelationships between
those concepts. The philosophy, on the other hand, is a set of beliefs or
assumptions modified by and based in part on relevant theory.

A regional curricular group can evolve a set of assumptions based
on theory in good conscience, but individual schools and programs
must select the theory and specific concepts required for their own
respective efforts in curriculum design.

For the purposes of the Nursing Curriculum Project, the theoretical
framework is defined as a set of assumptions representing the collective
thinking of a number of persons regarding the nature of nursing prac-
tice within the health care system, of the roles for which nurses are to
be prepared, of the students as persons, and of the educational insti-
tutions of which nursing is a part. The framework may be likened to
an empty garage for mass parking, as it were; like buildings that
temporarily house automobiles, it provides a structure for the changing
aspects of the curriculum. Changes may be made in the day-to-day
instructional plan or course outline, based on scientific or technological
advances, but the overall purpose and direction for teaching remains
constant. Changes may be made in a course, or in the sequence of
courses, or in the strategies for teaching the courses, but the beliefs and
purposes, the assumptions encased in the theoretical framework,
remain the same.

The project proposal espouses the idea that nursing curricula ought
to be based on the health care needs of the people. After much thought
and consultation, the staff elected an inductive rather than a deductive
approach to such a determination. It was decided that further collection
of data would merely reflect the existing structure and not predict the
future directions of a rapidly changing health care system. NuIsing
Education in the South, 1973, a fact book based on the initial findings,
was published in the early spring of 1974. The data support the view
that the nation has too many educational programs and not enough
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nurses with expertise for practice, education, and research. Further
assumptions about the future of the health care delivery system, the
system of higher olucation, and the changing social scene have been
taken from a literature that is growing larger and more comprehensive
each day.

SEMINARS

After wide consultation, thirty-six seminar members were appointed
in the fall and winter of 1972-73 to serve as the working group for the
project. Members were drawn from each of the fourteen states in the
SREB region. Representation was secured from both nursing practice
and education. The seminar also had representation from medicine,
hospital and university administration, and vocational training pro-
grams. A list of members and their respective titles is to be found in the
final section of this book.

In inviting persons to participate in the seminar, tht :ject director
made clear the extent of commitment that would be 7equired: atten-
dance at week-long sessions three times a year for two nd a half years,
with the probability of intersession assignments. There has been very
little attrition in the roster.

The first seminar session was the beginning step in the development
of a set of assumptions concerning a theoretical framework for a nursing
curriculum. Seminar members were convened in Atlanta March 5-9,
1973. The conference was largely informational, addressed to the issues
already identified as pertinent to the construction of a curricular frame-
work. Participants were then asked to write position papers on the
future of nursing: how they desired nursing to evolve if there were no
constraints upon its growth. The project's second publication, To Serve
the Future Hour, is an anthology of essays on the future of nursing that
grew out of this first conference.

Following the conference the staff attempted to derive assumptions
applicable to the theoretical framework from the literature and from
position papers submitted by seminar participants. Assumptions con-
cerning the future health care system and a philosophical commitment
to the place of nursing in that context were prepared for seminar
deliberation.

The second seminar was held in Savannah June 11-15, 1973. At this
time the projections of the health care system and statements on the
role and scope of nursing practice were discussed, modified, and ap-
proved. The beginning of a taxonomy of nursing competencies was also
presented for consideration.

In the third seminar session, held October 15-19, 1973 in New
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Orleans, the members gave final approval to a set of basic assumptions
to be used in the curricular framework. They also developed further
the taxonomy of nursing competencies and began deliberation of kinds
of nursing workers needed for the coining decades.

A fourth seminar was held in Atlanta in February 4-7, 1974. At this
session the schematics for the taxonomy were completed, conclusions
were reached about kinds and levels of nursing workers, and the process
was begun of fitting together the competencies and workers as they
would interact in the health care system.

The fifth seminar was held in Palm Beach Shores May 27-30, 1974.

At this session the seminar members completed the correlation of the
competencies with levels of workers needed in the evolving health care
system. Final -econmendations regarding a system of nursing educa-
tion to provide orderly and complemental learning opportunities were
reviewed.

ADVISORY AND PLANNING COMMITTEES

An ad hoc advisory panel was convened in December 1972 to assist
with the selection of seminar members. The groups also gave approval
to the initial planning for the first seminar session held in Atlanta on
March 5-9. (A list of members of this committee is provided in the final

section of this book.)
At the close of the second seminar session, the staff perceived the

need for a planning committee composed of selected seminar members
whose function would be to facilitate feedback from the members con-
cerring the general direction of the project and to assist in working
out details for seminar sessions and interim assignments. A planning
committee of six was appointed after solicitation of nominations from
the fuil ,nembership. (Planning committee members are indicated by
asterisks on the seminar roster in the final section of the book.)

To guide the remaining tasks of recommendation, demonstration,
and dissemination, the project needed an advisory group composed
principally of persons who are not nurses but who are in one way or
another influential in shaping nursing education in the South. To meet
this need, SREB appointed an eight-member advisory committee
representing pertinent sectors of higher education and the lay public.
This group wa :. convened for the first time in the summer of 1974 and
will meet twice more during the life of the project. (Advisory committee
members are listed below, in the final section.)

Professional consultants have been and will be selected to assess and
review all phases of the prcject which involve products. Some of these
professionals have been asked to evaluate not only this narrative con-
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cerning the conceptual framework, but also the assumptions derived
from such theoretical formulations. Thc Opinions of consultants in
several relevant areas of expertisehealth care planning, medicine,
nursing practice, nuNing education have been and will be sought. The
criticism and valuable assistance of these consultants is gratefully
acknowledged by the project staff and its seminar members.

EXPECTED OUTCOMES

In 1971, the National Commission for Study of Nursing and Nursing
Education recommended that regional or inter-inrtitutional groups be
established for the study and de ?elopment of nursing curricula. These
studies were to be similar to previous national studies in the biological,
physical, and social sciences, except that the above-named projects,
prompted by widespread alarm to the launching of Sputnik I, had a
clear objective: to improve student achievement nationally. Scholars
were given the decision-making power to plan national curricula for
Ise in the public school system. Moreover, these projects were funded
cn an exceptionally large scale. One hundred million dollars was spent
for science and mathematics, and the fifty projects in the social sciences,
including an educational laboratory, were costing three million a year
in 1971 (Eisner, 1971).

The objective of the Southern Nursing Curriculum Projecta
regional reconceptualization of the system for educating nursesis
less specific and less achievement-oriented. Time was needed to re-
examine the assumptions underlying nursing practice, as it exists now,
and as it will exist, in the context of rapidly changing values and
structures in both health care and higher education. Moreover, .t
appears unsound to consider modifying the existing educational pro-
cess without examining the practice arena, as each system lives in a
symbiotic relationship with the other.

Both regionally and nationally SREB's Nursing Curriculum ProjPof
is generating interest among those concerned about the contribution
of nursing education to health care. Following on th2 heels of the recent
report of the National Commission on Nursing and Nursing Education,
the project operates in a climate favorable to change. Originally con-
ceived by the SREB Council on Collegiate Education for Nursing, the
project has the further advantage of the C'ouncil's twelve-year impact
on nursing education in the South. There are cogent reasons therefore,
to predict that project recommendations will be accorded serious
attention and that many of them will eventually become incorporated
into the struet nursing's educational enterprise.

Even par .:on will take time, of course, as anyone knows who
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is familiar with the workings of educational change. In the year or two
immediately following the project, we can expect to hear its recom-
mendations quoted and discussed, and to see some of them imple-
mented here and there in the schools of the region. The pace of change
in the health care system will serve to expedite and expand implemen-
tation. The South can lead in bringing about a cohesive system of
nursing education, a system that will realize the full spectrum of
nursing's potential for advancing the health care of the nation.

1 1
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The Environments of Nursing: Basic
Assumptions

The three working papers making up the main body of this book are
united in a number of ways that might not be immediately apparent to
the reader. Disparab. as the three snbjects might seem, our examination of
trends in feminism, higher education, and the health care system are based
on common assumptions. An anderstanding of what these premises are
will help the reader see not onlr why these three subjects were chosen for
such close scrutiny but also to see how the common themes, which are dis-
cussed in the final chapter, emerged.

HOW CAN YOU STUDY NURSING
BY LOOKING AT SOMETHING ELSE?

The question has been posed to us in many different forms, and often.
We have been asked why we hare spent so 11111Ch time sbulying the "back-
ground" of nursing; it is "just background," after all. Aren't we pending
too much time reinventing the wheel, as it were? Some hare been pu:::led
by our preocenpation with the obrious: shouldn't we spend less time on areas
that "everybody knows" are "connected" leith it to sing and "get to

brass tacks" instead? Oi1:9-s protest what they think is an unscientific
approach: shouldn't we isolate the object of our study and then examine it
directly and thoroughly? Would a laboratory researcher study the loblolly
pine by analyzing first the soil it grows in?

Obviously a study of the soil alone will not endow the researcher with an
understanding of the loblolly pine. but a failure tO study the soil will pre-
vent his achieving complete knowledge of the tree. Likewise, our examination
of such environments of nursing as feminism, higher education, and the
health care system is no snbstitute for a study of nursing itself, but failure
to examine such essential elewnts in the "soil" in which nursing grows
would mean that our theoretical framework would be incomplete. This is
probably the most important premise the project has adopted.

It is obvious that nursing, being traditionally a woman's occupation, is
'connected' Somehmr, with feminism. And that nursing is -connected"

with higher education, as many nurses are educated in ins!itutious of
higher education. Finally, as a health ervice, nursing is "connected" with
the whole health service systcm. But what does 'con nectar' mean? Such
rogue terms are not useful, however obvious the truisms they express :nay be.

The essential question that needs to be ansrered is: how is nursing con-
nected with this, that, or the other element in society? .1 o iv does feminism
affect nursing? Does nursing affect feminism? How? How do higher edu-
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cation and nursing affect each other? In what sense is nursing a part of the
health care system? Is it or is it not wholly contained within the system?

Careful attention to these and similar questions brings to the fore a
conception of nursing that will remind readers of the many ecologically
oriented discussions of Mc natural and the social -..orld that one can read
in the current literature. Like biological ecologi, 0;her scholars using
similar viewpoints awl methods, we have assum, igirsing, like every-
thing else, exists in a context made up of ma ronments and that
these environments all contribute to the creation of identity" for nurs-
ing. Together, they all make nursing what it is. To understand completely
Aat is happening in nursing, one must understand what is happening in
these environments.

The same idea can be expressed another way. Nursing would be utterly
different (1) if it had not always been a woman's but a man's occupation,
(2) if no nursing programs were located in ;4, ',lotions of higher educa-
li(m, or (3) if nursing were not a provider of health services to society. We

assume that basic changes in any one of these three environments would
cause a basic diange in nursing and Iluit in picking these three environ-
ments we hare select. I 'I, ee of the defining en riron ments of nursing.

Or, 10 return to first analogy, we are assuming that in a different
environment, a loblolly pine wonbl cease to be a loblolly pine; it wonld be

either a dead one or a mutated one.
In other words, nursing is a product of its social environment. Snch an

assertion does not rob nursing of its integrity as a separate and viable
entity, any more than our understanding of the tree (m a product. of its
environment ?mikes it any less a. tree, a viable specimen of a recognizable
species. Jp fart, it can be soundly argued that anything, whether it is a
natural or a social object, cannot be seen in its fullest integrity and viability
except as it I'S ;Wen iii interaction with its environment.

Dissection, for all its u.sefulness, requires that the object dud is to be
studied be killed _first. The knowledge gained by such stmly is valid but in-
complete. It yiebls few insights &mut living proreS8e8. The /rind of ap-
proach we hal . lopted is a c.obpleinentary and contrasting One to the
well-establii (1 nolhods of analy8:8, dissection, and the study of parts in

isolation. It: 'her "thinking a world to pieces," we are "thinking a
world together, pill it in more sophisticated terms, we are assuming
that the world "out there" can and 8110441(1 be perceived holistically.

WHAT ARE NURSING'S ENVIRONMENTS?

Assuming, then, that a 80Cia1 email nursihg cannot be fully known
until its deJining environments MT 1111(11181WHI, holt) dorn OM' U0 about

identifying such en eiron menbi!
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One of the most difficult problems is knowing what to exclude. In per-
ceiving an interrelated reality holistically, one is in danger of being too
inclusive, since just about anything can be shown to be at least indirectly
or distantly related to anything else. One need.4 to whittle the problem down
to manageable, reasanable size.

To do so, one needs to devise a good definition of what an environment
is. The three environments we have chosen to examine are very different from
each other, and it might appear that we have had no good operating definition
for "environment" when we made our choices. Feminism, which is a social
movement and an attitude held by individuate, is quite a different sort of
thing than higher education and the health system, which are loosely inter-
connected systems of institutions, organizations, and individuals. Despite
these differences, we have treated the three alike.

It's not that the project can't tell apples from pears; it's that we are work-
ing from the knowledge that "fruit" is a larger and more inclusive but
equally legitimate category.

Most of us are in the habit of thutking of environments as places. We
think of ourselves as living in both our social and our natural environments.
The fish lives in its environment, the sea. Likewise, we tend to think of
nursing as existing in an imntediate environment, the health system, which
in turn is in a larger environment, society. No.sing obviously is not in
fentinism, nor is it in higher education. how can they be considered
environments of nursing?

In defining "environment," we avoided thinking of places or things that
have location and dimension. Likewise, we avoided thinking of the relation-
ship between the environment and its object as a geographical or dimen-
sional one, as one thing outsule aml surrounding another, or as one thing
that is bigger than the other. We discovered that this Hort of conception of
environment could be very misleading.

Instead, we developed a definition of en viroom!ntu lutppeningn, Oc-
currences, or processes. The greatent difficulty of courne in that it is hard to
devise a mental image of a procesn.

Environments are forcen or conditionn that, working alone and together,
can create their objertn or ',rake them ponnible, can change their objectn, or
can destroy or kill them. Put myna ni m ply, an en virmunont im anything
that influences rolmething vise. (For thin definition of environment, we are
indebted to the work of Noel Mr Innin in hin booktri You Are An En viron-

Tourhing/b.arning Eovirminiontal Attitudva, publinhed by the
Center for Curriculum benign, Kvannton, Illinois, in 19724 Obviounly,
the thing that doen the influencing doen not have to be Wove than the thing
it injluencen, nor doen it Ilerd to Conklin it or even be phynirally near it.

9
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Taking this approach, then, we have mule a number of corollary assump-
tions:

1. Because so many individuals, .institutions, systems, and events in-
fluence nursing, we cannot say that there is just one en viron !tient of nursing.
Nursing has many environments.

2. Because for all practical purposes there are too many nursing en-
virmments to study (for instance, by our definition it can be said that each
and every nurse is an environment of nursing; those who emerge as leaders
can clearly be very important environments), we had to work out a rationale
for selecting some environments over others. We have assumed that environ-
ments can be evaluated as to their relative importance.

3. The three we selected emerged on most important for two reasons.
First, each seemed to. exert, in comparison with other environments, the
most constant influence on nursing. Second, each eemed to have been
doing so, and seemed likely to continue doing so, for a long time. In short,
the influence of the most important environments was seen to be strong and
permanent. We could think, of no better way to determine what a defining
environment is.

WHAT KIND OF INFLUENCE DOES AN ENVIIMNMENT WIELD?

We started by agreeing that, for example, feminism has "someh,ing to
do with" nursing. We improved this a little by sayiny that feminism
"influences" nursing and that the influence is stroug and permanent.
Bnt we have yet to describe how the influence works.

We have assumed that social enviromnents affect their objects in ways
that are analogous to the ways that environments in the biological realm
affect their objects.

Envirminents can be positive or ecvative, That is, their force, alone or
collectively, can either allow for the coming into existence of the object or
even directly create the object. The seed of the loblolly pine will lie dormant
in the soil until conditions are just right; then, when the proper humidity,
temperature, and the essential nutrients (ire all present, the seed will begin
to germinate,

I.;nvironments can cause an ongoing process to clutrige. A germinating
seed pushing up through the oil may meet an obstacle that forces it to grow
arm mlii if it cannot grow through it. The consequence is a changed shape
in the adult plant.

Finally, environments can have a negative or destructive effect on their
objects. The germinating seed may encounter an environment dint halts the
germination; too much moLsture or too little, too high or too low a tempera-
ture a ml that partirular loblolly pine will cease to be, If the killing con-
dition iwrsists and is widespread, all loblolly pines may go out of existence.
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Thus, as we hare examined the environments of nursing, we have tried
to keep in miml the three kinds of effects they may have on nursing. It is a
iimple sort of approach, but it nonetheless yields insights that can be very
interesting. We have assumed that fentinism, higher education, and the
health system all hare the power to influence nursing in creative, altering,
and destructive trays. Front the point of view of anyone concerned with the
improvement of nursing, it is clear that such an approach can be helpful as
it increases awareness of the influences one would want to encourage and
of the influences one would need to prevent or circumvent. It is an approacit
conducive to a method of planning that is both creative and defensive.

The ecologist has some special methodological problems. The worst one,
probably, is that he has so much trouble getting a grip on the object he is
studying. A. long as it is still alive aml interacting with its environments,
it is difficult if not downright impossible to analyze fully. We certainly had
difficultY getting a firm grip on our subjects: they refused to sit still! No
sooner di(! we begin I() grw ,) Ow current picture in one of these three en-
vironments when a new derelopment would come to our attention, one that
would completely alter the sittlation. We did not solve this problem any
better than anyone else who has tried to examine ongoing interrelations
between complex enti1ies. We vie ' to remain undeterred by the problem,
assuming that although we would fall far short of an ideal or co( :pl4ely
holistic understamling, any other approach would be far worse. Holistic
insights aren't eo.sy to obtaihand to hold onto; we tried to offset the problem
as best ire could by remimr. j onrselve.s and our readers that anytniny we
look at is in the process of cluing( n i; as we gaze at it. II'hen Oh assuwes that
change is constant, one's descr.'ptir, is of what one sees are invalidated by
the mere passage of time. A. long os that is understood, there is nothing to
lose by working out such descriptions, a,;(1 everything to gain if the exercise,
like practice, makes holistic perception more nearl, perfect.

After all, we are trying to look intelliyently at a reality that is so complex
that it appears to be disorderly, so eomple.r that attempts to bring it into
simplified order are bound to be distortions. The simpl.ficai,ons we have
u.sed, when we've u.sed them, are heuristic, in other words. 13y the same
token, conclusions and predict hnis we make are necessarily tentative and
incomplete. We nonetheless assume that they have value for the planner.

IS NURSING AN ENVIRONMENT?

One final point needs to be made about the nature of "influence," as we
hare understoml it. Influence between environments and their objects is
reciprocal. Every environment has environments; everything is an en-
vironment.

An explanation ()J. lite reciprocal nature of environmental influence pro-
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vides the most satisfactory reply to those who object to the ecological or inter-
active approach because they feel it robs things of their integrity or identity.
Such objections are most strenuous when. the approach is applied to the
study of human beings, especially to the study of individual persons. Such
critics have overlooked the fact that such study assumes that if people are
acted upon, they also act. If I am the product of my environment, then ?Fly
environment is just as much my product.. We create each other, over and
over, in a continuously interactive manner.

Likewise, nursing is not something we have thought of as passive and con-
stantly acted upon but n.7,,cc acting. Rather, we have assi:ined that nursing
is an environment of many other things.

Obviously, it is ; oeiy immi )or1a,t environment of every nurse. It is a
crucial environm ii 1 many Plient. It is one of the environments of all
the people working *n t'te health cr -e system,. Nursing, we have assumed, is
one of feminism's in )st fmportant environments. Think about it for a
minute: nurses and It huve probably done more to define the "working
woman" in people's minds than anyone else! A close look at the history
of higher education reveals nnmerous examples of trays that nursing has
altered the face of higher education.

In other words, while examining the "soil" that nursing grows in, we have
tried to keep sight of the fact Pint nursing is one of the environments of its
environments, sometimes a ig environment. The relation bet ween
nursing and these envirom me.,',. a continuously reciprocating sort of
behavior, such action causing rctions that, in turn, are actions that call
forth still other reactions. Familiar analogies to this sort of behavior include
the thermostat. (where the goal is a steady state, (z given temperature) and
the computer (where goals can be both various an(1 complex). The model of
the computer provides some of the most useful guidelines for thinking about
social entitie.s such as nursing, better often than the biological world and
its loblolly pine can, even when it is described in terms of its relation to its
environments. One reason the cybernetic approach turns out to be more
useful is that it affords the means for II orfring with. greater complexity of
interaction between things dud are not, after all, living organisms, but sys-
leins of living organisms. An extended analogy bet ween the loblolly pine and
nursing would br'eak down iffter a while; nursing would be loo complex in
too many ways that hare no parallel in a living plant.

However, whether one works the somewhat limited but more familiar and
concrete examples that can be gleaned from ecological biology and that is
a very good place to start, or whether one is more comfortable a nd more
satisfied with the abstract and less familiar models provided by cybernetics
and systems theory, it is crilcial for the purposes of this project to remetnber:
the basic premise undirlying the entire theoretical framework for nursing
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curricula is that the future of nursing can be planned for only as well as
one has accurately anticipated the future of nursing's encironments. The
perception of either one illuminates the perception of the other.

It is a sobering thought: nmny factor.s aff ect the decisions of curriculum
planners, and many are ;he consequences of their plans.
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WORKING PAPER ONE

Feminism and Nursing: How the Ethos
Defines a System

Young women, . . . you are, in my opinion, disgracefully
ignorant. You have never made a discovery of any impor-
tance. You have never shaken an empire or lee! an army into
battle. The plays of Shakespeare are not by you, and you
have never introduced a Inirintrous race to the blessings of
civilization. What is your excuse?

Virginia Woolf, A Room of One's Own

INTRODUCTION

The fact that this country is experiencing a value crisis needs no
documentation. Not only are we confronted with continual change and
subsequent ambiguity, but as a people we are particularly uncertain
about, he function of our social institutions and the role of the indi-
vidual therein. In the fall and winter of 1971-72, Shane, a leading
university educator, interviewed eighty-two prominent futurists in
America and England to determine what they might contribute to the
establishment of educational goals and priorities (Shane, 1973). He
found not only a general agreement on the universal problems society
faces but also a growing conviction that education should be more
closely aligned with the realities of the human and material world.
Some of the problems identified are indeed ominous and portend a
future that. is more depressing 1 han challenging to contemplate. These
broadly defined areas touch issues that concern the rejection of egali-
tarianism in our society, the distribution of vani.ihing resources, and
the ever continuing accumulation of crises, to name a few. Others are
more germane to the whole notion of higher education and tweurately
describe the difficulties most of us experience as we design newer, more
diversified programs. Shane suggests, as an example, that there is no
clear social agreement on what, «nistitutes the good life, or, for that
matter, on what, are the basic characteristics of educated men and
women in contemporary society. The interaction of philosophy and
events, the reformist ideology of the sixties, has affected us all: the way
we think, Ow way we behave, t he way we feel about our very being.
I fntil that, time at least the broad category of people labeled as "middle
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class" knew the sccial proprieties and amenities they were expected to

respect and observe. Each one was reared with a similar set of ex-
pectancies, and the role of social institutions was clear.

Today nothing stands still; "kinetic" is the word of the hour. Expec-

tancies must necessarily be uncertain and changing. Few of us are cer-

tain of the exac functions of the universities, the church, the health

care system, or the roles of men and women in contemporary society.

No one living in contemporary society was unduly moved when
TofTler (1970) suggested that choice has become the mort potent quality

of modern life. For obviously the technology had expanded in ways that

emancipated contemporary man from the concerns and labors of yester-

day, and the reformist movement of the sixties had resulted in an over-

riding value change that freed the individual to choose from the many

alternatives increasingly available. The impact on women has been

powerful. Certainly the cultural expectations of femininity are no longer

fixed and values are changing into definitions that are increasingly

individually or situationally determined. Self-realization is a demand

of the many. Norms are disappearing and the traditional scripts are

being rewritten. Feminism is alive as a social movement once more

replete with demands for equal rights, gender role changes, and liberat-

ing life-styles. Women may now more freely choose.to marry or remain

single. They may more freely choose a lesser or greater amount of

education. They may more freely and successfully control the number

of children in their families; increasing numbers feel free to decide on

none at all. Traditional male occupations and professions are increas-

ingly open as options. At no other time in history have women had as

free a choice among so many alternatives. However, conflict is inherent

in choice, and that conflict is part of the essence of what it means to

be a woman or a man in contemporary society.
Since the middle ages, nursing has been an occupation sanctioned by

society as appropriate for women, but it too is changing. Girls who

choose nursing as a career are quite similar to other girls in the culture

in life expectations, but initially most seem more committed to the

traditional stereotyped role. Nurturing that part of femininity that

is most closely associated with wornan's psychobiological function, and

to nurse is to nurture. The desire of most nurses to look after people is

so pervasive that many feel they will soon be the only ones left in the

health care system who can and will care about the emotional comfort

and well-being of the client, 'l'his is not a surprising position for nurses

to assume lo.cause, in fact, it represents a strongly feminine bias. Wom-

en are aceulturated to rare for others; young applicants to nursing

programs say they want to help people. Unfortunately, parents are
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more than willing to enroll their daughters in nursing programs as
preparation for marriagP and maternity. Unwisely, educators have not
questioned the selection or its rationale.

The long-term solution to many of the pressing problems of nursing
today may be, as some male writers observe (Christman, 1970), the
recruitment of more male nurses (at this writing, 99 per cent of all
practicing nurses women), but the status of the changing role of
women within American society appears more germane to a theoretical
framework for nursing curricula. For as Cleland (1972) says, "Nursing
as a human service is so tied to the nurturant role of women that nurs-
ing's professional , Gle can expand only as the societal role for women
expands."

ROLES

Given the holistic notions of systems theory, it is an empty gesture
to discuss women without including men. A change in the role of one
necessitates a change in the role of the other, if indeed a rapid or ex-
tensive change in the role of either is to be forthcoming. This event can-
not be fully anticipated for at least another generation or until changes
in child education and child-rearing practices permit the process to
develop without undue personal conflict. Anatomy need not determine
destiny, but neither will role changes occur by fiat, an unrealistic
expectation of some of the more extreme liberationist proponents.

Historically it is true that the roles of men and women are shaped
and determined by cultural need and ideology. Nowhere is this thought
better conveyed than in the contemporary writings of Ruth Benedict,
Margaret Mead, and Erik Erikson, to name a very few contributors to
the literature of interaction between culture and personality.

In agrarian societies, men and women are not separated economically
or socially in their day-to-day lives, but actively work together to
accomplish common goals. Women work in the fields, assist in the pro-
prietary shops, and manage the home and children. The economy is one
of scarcity necessitating the contribution of most members of the ex-
tended family to the process of making a living and maintaining a
home, the locus of work. By contrast, in more urbanized societies the
style of relations between men and women is determined by certain
other well-defined social patterns. In 1965, Margaret Mead identified
them to include: early marriage; marriage as the principal form of
relationship between adult men and women; parenthood immediately
following or even preceding marriage; a separate home for each nuclear
family; the exclusion of all adults except the parenk from the home;
education for daughters apropos of their potential functions as wife,
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mother, and homemaker; and increasing participation of men in day-
to-day household activities, including child care and rearing.

The scientific and technological revolution has caused significant
changes in urbanized societies. Male-female roles and the family are
only two examples of social forms undergoing radical change as a
result of that revolution. Technological advances in many fields have
altered the economic landscape both to free the woman from menial
and arduous housekeeping tasks and to open up many occupational
fields hitherto closed to her. Furthermore, family planning has ad-
vanced to the point that women in developed societies may, if they
wish, devote longer periods of their lives to work outside the home.

Accordingly, increasing numbers of women are working today, some
to provide or supplement the family income, and some, it would seem,
to seek new forms of self-realization. Nearly two-thirds of all women
employed are single, divorced, or married to men earning less than seven
thousand dollars a year; obviously these are working to provide basic
necessities. On the other hand, the idea that some women choose to
work for personal fulfillment is much more difficult to validate from
existing data. It would probably be safe to assume that the working
wife whose husband's income is high is working primarily for self-
fulfillment or material luxuries and equally safe to say that the working
wife whose husband earns less than the average wage is working be-
cause of need, but the motivations of the growing numbers of employed
women who fall between these two categories are indetermihable.
There are simply not enough facts to develop any viable theory.

Women composed 20 per cent of the labor force in 1920, 36 per cent
during World War II, and approximately 40 per cent today. The
figures have shown a slight but steady increase during thc past two
decades, and further expansion is expected. Three out of five women
workers are married, with husband present in the home. In fact, 41
per cent of all married women in ihe population, with husband present
in the home, are employed. The age distribution of women working
shows two peak periods: one at 18-24 years and another at 35-54 years.
One could easily conclude that women usually do not work during
the child bearing and rearing period, except that almost two out of
five women workers had children under eighteen years of age. Interest-
ingly, a recent sharp increase in working mothers with small children
has been noted. Of the thirteen million mothers in the labor force, more
than four million have children under six years of age. Forty-four per
cent of all women sixteen years old and over are working.

In reviewing the history of American women, Degler (1965) suggests
that "As workers outside the home, women buried the Victorian stereo-
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type of a lady under a mountain of reality." Indeed it is difficult to
think of women as weak, passive, or dependent when in 1972 there were
more than thirty-three million of them employed. Unfortunately, the
traditional stereotype has mysteriously prevailed. It would seem that
economics and the sheer force of statistics are not enough to loosen the
grip of traditional stereotypes on our minds. The social and psychologi-
cal milieu shapes the woman's role by cultural dictate as surely as do
economic forces. It may be that the feminine stereotypes 1-,ave persisted
because as a society we have been so attracted to and enraptured with
psychoanalytic thinking. Freudian theory was clearly built on a male
model, and woman was the exception to the rule, a deviation from the
norm, a pale reflection of the man. Psychoanalysts and other therapists
and theoreticians vary widely in their thinking about the role of women
or the essence of femininity, but when their ideas were popularized by
marriage and family counselors, writers, columnists, social scientists,
some physicians and mental health workers, the traditional stereotype
of the woman was perpetuated (Rossi, 1965).

Unfortunately the woman k still today thought to reject her femi-
ninity if she is not absorbed by her role as wife and mother. Women
who choose careers rather than marriage and family, or arrange their
life-styles to include a self-fulfilling kind of work, are still often made to
feel twinges of inadequacy as women. Modern life may and should be
filled with alternatives, but few of us have the strength to transcend our
cukurally and historically defined sexual identities. Choices dictated
by cultural fiat, as Rossi predicted in 1965, may still result in a re-
striction of aspiration and achievement, an early commitment to seeking
and finding a mate, a personal closur,2 to other than a world for which
the script has already been written. Mixed-gender housing and the
sexual revolution notwithstanding, the possibilities of an achieving
life-style for the young college woman have still not raised sufficiently.

The female stereotype begins facetiously in childhood as "sugar and
spice and everything nice" but changes in adulthood to other less
charitable images. Any quick perusal of the literature reveals: de-
pendent, passive, envious, masochistic, emotional, irrational, impatient,
impulsive, flighty, unreliable, unmechanical, good at detail, small,
weak, soft, light., dull, peaceful and cold. As Ozick (1970) writes quite
amusingly, woman. "Is either too sensitive (that is why she cannot be
presi(lent of General Motors) or she is not sensitive enough (that is
why she will never write King Leer)." Fortunately there are a few
saving graces: nurturing, humanizing, preserving, and adapting,
qualities still thought. to capture the essential meaning of femininity.

The stereotype for the nurse is synonymous with that for women,
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including a strong nod toward anti-intellectualism. A quiet evening
before the television can become more than disturbing when the nurse,
as portrayed in the typical bill of fare, is viewed as senseless and con-
trolled from without. In addition, the focus on scatological humor in
our society immediately brings to roind the association of nurse with
activities appropriate to the bathroom. In the 1965 Daedalus issue
concerning women, McClelland observed that many psychological
studies had shown that women were not perceived by either sex as a
person or a self but as a member of a couple in terms of woman's rela-
tion to man: "Adam's rib, Adam's temptress, Adam's helpmate, Adam's
vife and the mother of his children."

In contrast, the traditional male stereotype is: aggressive, inde-
pendent, active, strong, brave, achieving, rational, utilitarian, con-
trolled, film, c,t i,urpose, wary of impulses and correct in judgments.

After exannuing the stereotyping even from the viewpoint of the
literature alone, it certainly is not surprising that women have been
unhappy with their iniage, felt anger or confusion, or doubted their
own worth. Women have been traditionally seen as nurturant and
expressive, and men as instrumental and active, but when this model
is projected upon the individual many of both sexes zkre thought to be
deviants. If matched appropriately word-for-word the stereotyping is
a series of dichotomies. That there are differences between the sexes is
clearly documented; that they are opposites is highly questionable.

According to Keiley (1972), 'There are differences between the sexes

in terms of perceptual style, behavioral disposition, and to some degree
emotional reactivity based upon differences in endocrine patterns and
central nervous system sex-linked neural circuitry." The longitudinal
studies of Kagan and Moss, to name one set, clearly elucidate the
development of behavioral differences, and the data of contemporary
endocrinology and neurobiology confirm physiological differences.

Exactly on point, however, Keiley (1972) says there are also profound
differences between the same sexed individuals, both male and female,

a fact even more strongly documented. Quite clearly the most pro-
foundly influential factor is the acculturation process by which gender
differences are shaped. Money and his associates at Johns Hopkins
have determined that gender role may be learned by the age of three,
and cannot then be changed without resultant emotional damage to
the child. Regardless of the actual facts of physiology, the most impor-
tant variable in learning gender role to the child is the sex the parents
believe their offspring to be.

These data provide adequate evidence, not only for McClelland's
(1965) statement that "Nothing is absolutely foreordained, women
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can learn the male patterns, and men fafl to learn them," hut also for
Seidenberg's (1973) opinion that "Circumstances of anatomy or destiny
loom as large or as small as the social rules of society make them."

What is germane is that western civilization is undergoing profound
change. In fact, the present span of time may be known to future
historians as the scientific revolution. A new role structure for both
men and women will emerge, but the nature of the new man and new
woman is as yet uncertain (Wheeler, 1972). Howe,: the gender role.;
evolve, the economic, political, social, and emotionv S ,-ts of life point
to times of uncertainty and resultant stress. As Lifton observed in post-
war Japan (1965), historical change creates disequilibrium, a dis-
sonance in the emotional balance between the sexes, causing con-
siderable personal conflict for both men and women. In fact, Matek
(1972) believes stress will be the leading candidate for the Number One
health issue for the remainder of the century. Changes in gender role
structures will account for only a portion of that stress, but will con-
tribute heavily to a value reorientation for the future.

GENERAL NOTIONS REGARDING FEMALE DEVELOPMENT

Given the principal notions of systems theory, it would seem that
many different elements would contribute to the issue of gender role
change for women. Some of these might be the general state of affluence
in Amer:ea allowing women to remain in the home, a philosophical
ambience absorbed and fascinated with the individual child and re-
quiring the most concentrated attention of the mother to the process of
chikl-rearing, and the general disposition of most individuals to think
of women as belonging in the home with outside interests directed
toward volunteer activities. In opposition to that fine of reasoning are
the notions of alternative life-styles, more freedom of choice for women,
the magnitude of the untapped resources that women represent, and
the general and increasing decline in the birth rate. Regardless of these
overriding issues, however, the nature of the interaction between the
societal milieu and the development in the individual of the more
universal personality characteristics needs re-examination, because the
developmental fife of the child portends the social and emotional fife
processes of the adult.

Unfortunately the descriptive material on female emotiona l. develop-
ment is scattered, and, with the exception of numerous empirical
developmental studies, there is no model, guide, or composite picture
that stands an intuitive test for goodness of fit. The universals and
alternatives of feminine development have been poorly articulated by
even the most thoughtful theorists. Obviousl t here are distinctions
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in personal life expectancies and cultural expectations by SEX, but it
also happens that much of the literature on the usual patterns of
development for females is unclear and ambiguous. As an example, it
is quite possible, as Bardwick (1971) suggests, that girls in adolescence
do not experience the usual "identity crisis" that boys of this same age
do, but that a firm sense of "who I am, and what I am" is established
at a later time develupmentally.

Although identifying female developmental patterns is much beyond
the scope of establishing a theoretical framework for nursing curricula,
ome trends and general notions can be described that may be helpful

to educators in planning programs for women generally and nurses
particularly.

Almost without exception women want to choose to be married, and
one expects many nurses will opt for the marriage pattern described by
Rostow (1965), "in which mutuality of care and self-realization, as
well as intellectual and emotional sharing, have been achieved, or
sought after to an unprecedented degree." Women who choose this
pattern must find partners who are willing to collaborate in such a
commitment; they must recognize that chances for success may be
limited or disappointing.

Lifton (1965) has the impression that women who are most feminine
that is, highly adaptive, nurturing, humanizingsuffer the greatest
disappointment when they cannot find a mate who is equally motivated
to establish and maintain a sharing relationship. It appears that the
effectiveness of such an arrangement is highly dependent on the emo-
tional maturity of both partners. The characteristics apparently needed
are: a positive se:f-concept, some common goals and interest, mutual
respect and trust, a deep and abiding affection, and a genuine desire
and willingness to see the other grow, develop, and actualize. As a
listing, these qualities appear easy to accomplish, but, in fact, they are
rare indeed. A fusing of the two personalities, in those spheres of life
where fusing is desirable, is possible only when there is unusual strength
in each separately. It has been suggested by some that at least a small
portion of the high divorce rate may result from unreal expectations
for mutuality or reciprocation.

:1.-iny women will want to become part-time masters of varying
competencies. They will desire and acquire abilities as wife, mother,
gourmet cook, housekeeper, social director, transportation manager,
community affairs participant, scholar, or clinician to name a few, with
primary emphasis on the part-time nature of every activity. Sur-
prisingly an increasing group of remarkable women manage to achieve
this balancing act with great success. Such a life-style is part of "being
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feminine," but impossible to accomplish for some who are consequently
left with feelings of inadequacy or inferiority. Women who experience
a demanding professional life often choose not to marry, and it may be
that these women find commitment to work and the pursuit of married
life with the traditional generalist expectations wholly incompatible.

One reason may lie with what we might call the "household impera-
tive": because many of the obligations of managing a family household
are rigid or unrelentingmeals cannot be skipped, certain maintenance
tasks which are essential to basically sanitary, clean, healthful living
cannot be left undonethey sometimes conflict directly with the
demands of an occupation or profession. Whenever a woman finds such
conflicts between household and job commitments becoming too intense
or frequent, she is forced to make choices between the sets of responsi-
bilities. But even when the choice is made to eschew career commit-
ments, a woman will engage in many more different activities in the
course of a life-time than a man, who is more focused on achievement
behaviors in a particular area of expertise; that is, he is a specialist.
Interestingly, the future may cause this whole notion to change som..-
what, for a man is also a generalist who acquires abilities as husband,
father, landscape artist, financial planner, businens manager, carperter,
community affairs participant, mechanic, electrician, scientist, scholar,
or clinician, to name a few.

A women's success, however, is less visible than that of her male
counterpart. As McClelland (1965) suspects, women may not know
how to recognize their own achievements even when they are in fact
well on the road to meeting the cultural ideal. A man's success is easily
measured by his achievement behaviors: his research, his clinical
abilities, his writii.g, the fortunes of his business, and others too numer-
ous to name. A woman is a skilled amateur in many fields and society
rewards her less for her more broadly based contribLtions to "highly
specific others."

Erica Jong has pointedly addresseli nei eif tc this ph momenon in
the poetry of the new feminist movement:

Though she is quick to learn
& admittedly clever,
her natural doubt of herself
should make her so weak
that she dabbles brilliantly
in half a dozen talents
& thus embellishes
but does not change our life.
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It is doubtful that educated women, particularly those with graduate
education, will desire to be full-time wives and mothers. Femininity for
them cannot rest sole!: on success and satisfaction in traditional female
roles. In fact, Seidenberg 1973) questions the value of the idea for
any woman, "if as we are told, love is not enough for children, it is
equally true for parents. For a woman, as for a man, to be loved by
husband, by children, by family is not enough in the quest to be whole."

Traditionally the man has always been more than husband and
father, as most have sought, and some found, self-realization in work.
Only in the very recent past has the role of houseperson evolved, a male
who almost exclusively performs domestic tasks, and it remains for
future generations to incorporate these tasks into the male role reper-
toire, to be freely chosen by men from a wide variety of other alterna-
tives. What is unalterably important, however, is that every person
must first have an identity as an individual with hopes and goals for
personal development and accomplishment. Unless that identity is
present, the individual, either male or female, will become imprisoned
by dependency and develop a defeating set of expectancies, incorporat-
ing the belief that husband or wife and children will provide gratifica-
tions that must come from self. Educated women who do desire to use
their college-acquired skills in seeking self-realization and accomplish-
ment outside the arena of the family must exercise wise judgments and
those judgments are dependent on determining how much time should
be devoted to a vocation, how much energy and how much emotional
commitment.

The feminine qualities of giving, nurturing, and adapting have been
demonstrated time and again by outstanding women, and according
to McClelland (1965) "because they respected themselves and what
t y could do well, they seemed able to do a great deal more than the
average person of either sex?'

In the seventies, as in the sixties, the feminine life-style requires a
delicate balancing between dependent, independent, and interdependent
functioning, and women who aspire to be both feminine and achieving
must find that middle ground between personal fulfillment and family
happiness that enhances a general sense of well-being for all concerned.

Many women have difficulty achieving that sense of success that
comes from matching their own characteristics to the criteria of a social
ideal. To be sure, there are perceptual difficulties inherent in making
such a comparison. However, several other factors may also be causa-
tive. The first is a lack of a role model. Margaret Mead noted in her
autobiography that as a contemporary woman she was two generations
ahead of others, meaning that both her mother and grandmother had
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commitments to the world of work. If, however, according to Seiden-
berg (1973),

a girl in her development has no other than the image of a
woman in the domestic role, this image will be internalized and
become her principle knowledge of what a woman is and does.
In spite of later worldly education, the earliest l.sons come
from all powerful, life-giving, and sustaining giantsparents
and they stick. This learning is, then, the education of how to
please, how to be loved, how to survive. These earliest lessons
from kin take priority and can be overcome only by vigorous
self-purging efforts. The little girl who sees her own mother and
aunts and grandmothers invested completely in household
matters and disdainful of women who are active in the world
of work will feel that any but the attitudes and roles of her fe-
male relatives are unnatural and immoral. She is getting her
definition of femininity, and will thereafter "know" what a
woman should properly do. Contrary to the expectations and
demands of reformers, human growth is never acrogenic.

The simple emotional fact is that many women have been socialized
in one gender role and then as adults are expected to behave as though
they had been acculturated into another, one that has changed since
their socialization, and one that is continually changing. The ensuing
uncertainty results in stress, and the matching of self to a new social
ideal is an effort of will rather than comfort.

The second impediment is the cultural expectation of early marriage.
Regardless of a woman's intellectual or clinical gifts and abilities she is
thought to be a failure if she does not marry soon after late adolescence;
therefore the cultural and parental expectations for her to marry may
often interfere with any inclination the young woman might have per-
sonally to be self-actualizing or to find self-fulfillment in her own
individual way. Parents encourage their daughters to attend college
and do well in their studies, but often the encouragement is shallow and
lacks any real sense of purpose. Parents frequently think of college
education as a stop-gap measure until a suitable and welcome wedding
ensues. In fact, many young women receive contradictory messages
from both parents and society, similar to that old adage, "Yes dear,
you may go swimming, but don't go near the water." Only the message
of late adolescence reads, "Yes dear, you may go to college or nursing
school, but don't be too smart, too independent, or take your work too
seriously, because after all you are going to get married."
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Two factors are involved: one is the rose-colored glasses through
which the world gazes at young ladies; and the other is how these same
young women seek for themselves a firm sense of who they are now and
what they will become. Therefore, it is for culturally imperative de-
velopmental reasons, in part, that young women in late adolescence
seek heterosexual affiliation. This is true in the sense that, over the long
life pull, an identity for the woman who chooses to marry has tradi-
tionally been established not on the basis of what she in late adolescence
aspires to be, but on the basis of what her husband aspires to be. The
structuring of the woman's contribution to the marriage partnership
must await, or at least work in concert with, the development of
achievement potentialities in the man. The simple fact is that women
have ever desired and been expected to adapt and modify their own
achievement behaviors to be in concert with their husbands. Changes
are occurring in the determination of whose achievement needs will be
fulfilled, but differences from the traditional pattern are still the ex-
ception to the rule. With this thought in mind, it is certainly no sur-
prise that most young college women fail to acquire the motivation for
achievement to the same degree that men do. The fact is, students in
coeducational schools are competitive, and at the undergraduate level,
it does not make good sense for young women to compete successfully
with possible mates or at least to compete too well. It may be that
sexually segregated colleges are more effective in educating women for
this very reason.

If the woman does not marry early, the cultural expectation is at
least that she will do so sometime later: we all breathe a sigh of relief
when a woman of any age marries. Relatively few young women will
choose the single life; among those who choose marriage, there will
always be some who will devote themselves completely to their families.
It would be a mistake to assume that such a choice is necessarily a sign
of excessive dependence or avoidance of achievement; a basic emotional
maturity appears to be the key. A woman can fulfill her need for
achievement in domestic tasks and derive satisfaction in the traditional
feminine role. She need not work outside the home to achieve a feeling
of fulfillment and worth, a point sometimes overlooked or denied by
activists in the feminist movement.

The third impediment is the high degree of dependency behaviors in
women. Whatever the choice of life-style or occupation, the dominant
theme in the lives of most women is other people. Moreover, women
place an inordinately high value on harmonious interpersonal relation-
ships. Little girls are taught to placate "significant others," to achieve
accord in interpersonal relationships, but if the woman relies heavily on
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this ability, she may be caught in a web of dependency, debilitating to
herself and others. Establishing a proper balance between dependence,
independence, and interdependence appears crucial to establishing a
feminine identity that matches the cultural ideal and at the same time
insures an enhancing amount of self-worth for the individual.

Dependency may be defined as relying on a few significant others to
be told how to think, act and feel. Fleming (1967) surmises that the
dependent individual has no other responsibilities than to maintain a
passive role and keep alive a nurturing relat: )nship. If, however, ag-
gression is defined as the desire to exercise will and passivity (opera-
tionalized as dependency) is thought to be the opposite, then the passive
individual becomes quite simply a slave to a few significant others: a
complaint of the feminist movement since the beginning. Obviously
either overt or covert hostility must result. There is no doubt that
dependency training is fostered in female development and that it may
very well promote passivity (to do as others wish, to be as others desire)
as an adult personality characteristic that generalizes from family
settings to occupational ones. Moreover, females do seem to depend
more than males on the response and reaction of other people for their
own feelings of worth, competency, and self-esteem (Kiely, 1972).
The learned response of dependency may lead women in occupational
settings to be fearful of incurring the displeasure of another individual
or a group of individuals, or, on the other hand, to spend inordinate
amounts of time in arranging for harmonious relationships. Unfortu-
nately, the art of pleasing others without regard for self-interest can
be detrimental to the establishment of a firm identity. It should be
noted that dependency behaviors must be carefully distinguished from
adaptive behaviors. It may be that the first is a precursor of the second;
if that is true, then the self-concept based on the desire to please others
may grow into the ability to be adaptive and modify behavior according
to the wishes of others without the loss of self or the established identity.

Another whole facet of the idea, however, is that the dichotomy,
aggressive-passive, as it is thought to apply to men and women in our
culture, may be false. A nearer approximation of the truth is that aggres-
sion is expressed passively by most women because they have learned
to simulate dependency. When this occurs, women use manipulation
to achieve desired ends. In fact, some of the literature in nursing
describing interpersonal competencies in the organization actually
suggests manipulation (without, however, calling it that) for the ulti-
mate purpose of serving the client in a better fashion.

Deference, on the other hand, is a lesser form of dependency: a part
of the total picture, but one that assumes an added anportance in
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physician-nurse interaction. Deference is defined by Webster's (1965)
as the courteous, respectful, or ingratiating regard for another's wishes
including the process of submitting or yielding to another's view. In
the fifties and early sixties the Eterature on personality characteristics
of nurse ;vas replete with measures on the Edwards Personal Preference
Schedule showing high scores for nurses in deference. The, question
that immediately comes to mind is whether students enter nursing
programs high in deference or whether it is developed by the educational
process. There is some empirical evidence to indicate that the latter
may be true. A fortuitous finding in a doctoral dissertation showed that
locus of control scores were significantly more external in nursing stu-
dents after only one semester of an associate degree nursing program
(Haase, 1972. 1 Externality indicates that the individual believes that
rewards are controlled by situations or other actors and cannot be
mediated by his or her own effort or personal attributes. MacDonald
(1972) has also reported her intuitive feelings that nurses are educated
to be deferent. Certainly this personality characteristic in nurses is
adaptive to the way that care and cure are currently managed in hos-
pitals and other larger bureaucrdtic institutions. Fortunately or un-
fortunately, it has until very recently been a part of the feminine life-
style, and also a way of surviving harmoniously in a male-dominated
health care system. Paradoxically there have always been more women
than men giving health care but until the present era, as Jacobi notes,
the "backbone . . . has been in the background."

Interdependence means to rely on one another, to modify behavior
in response to another's need or desire, to look at a situation from the
perspective of all involved. If a woman can please others and also serve
her own desire for a separate identity she is then interdependent, the
sine qua non of femininity. It may be that the essence of the feminine
life-style is what Lifton (1965) has called, in another context, the
Proteus style of self-process, or the assuming of many different identities
pursuant to the felt needs of specific situations, without a loss of unity
in thought or personality organization in behavior.

Independence, or the looking to the self for cues to action, thought,
and feeling, posits complete responsibility upon the individual, demand-
ing that he or she accept full responsibility for positive or negative re-
actions. These behaviors must be recognized as assuming a greater
part of the female role repertoire if gender role modification is to pro-
ceed rapidly. They are already present in many women, but it is dif-
ficult to convince many others, with preconceived cultural notions,
that these behaviors should be fostered in the female. The arguments
of many opponents of the Equal Rights Amendment provide good
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examples of the forms these preconceived ideas can take, and the
intensity with which the arguments are forwarded indicate how dif-
ficult it is for many to change their concepts of the "proper" female role.

The fourth and last impediment may he a summary factor for the
rest, that is, a lack of sdf-respect in some women, a feeling of unimpor-
tance. It has been observed by Seidenberg (1973) and others that self-
love is grossly lacking in the female. Not only is it rarely present, but
it is poorly tolerated by others when it does exist. Unfortunately,
self-depreciation may generalize, and women may often condemr
members of their own sex who do achieve in the world of work or at
least try for alternative styles of living. Unfortunately these women do
not seem to understand that they are indulging in self-contempt when
they criticize or undervalue other women who do not aspire to the
traditional feminine role.

As an example, Schwartz (1971) questioned male executives in large
corporations and small businesses, in addition to women who had
achieved executive status in both areas, about how they felt about
female executives. Schwartz reported that a

substantial number of businessmen who participated in this
study [felt that] women should focus not only on changing
male attitudes toward women in management but also female
attitudes toward women in senior positions. To a very large
extent [they contended] women hold women back; and ulti-
mately, woman's biggest challenge may be . . . removing the
distrust, competitiveness and damaging jealousies of other
females. These men [felt] that woman's insatiable need to
prove they are better than other women is the real enemy, and
women will really come into their own only when they are
above this kind of competition and can professionally accept,
affirm and help each other as men do. Perhaps there is more
truth here than women might care to admit, for in this very
study most of the women respondees themselves unequivocally
admitted they personally prefer working for a man.

Other authors suggest that the lack of an established "code of chivalry"
handicaps women who are attempting to work productively together.

WOMEN, EDUCATION, AND WORK COMMITMENT

If it is true as Deg ler (1965) suggests that America has been favorably
inclined toward women from the beginning, how contradictory the
record of women in academic and professional life is! Certainly the doors
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of higher education opened more rapidly to women in America than
elsewhere in the world, but women in some European countries have
now surpassed American women at least by number their representa-
tion in professional fields. AmPrican women, by contrast, constitute a
smaller group in traditional professional occupations than they did in
the 1930's. As an example, only 7.6 per cent of American physicians
are women, whereas women physicians number 15.4 per cent in Sweden,
16.5 per cent in Denmark, and 20 per cent in West Germany. Russian
physicians are mostly women, but the extent of their education may
not be comparable te that attained in American medical schools. In a
study done for the American Council of Education (ACE), it was found
that between 1968 and 1972 female representation on college and
university faculties only rose nine-tenths of 1 per cent, from 19.1 to
20 per cent. Of all high school graduates, 50.4 Der cent are wmnen; 43.1
per cent of all baccalaureate degrees mid 36.5 per cent of all master's
and doctoral degrees are held by women. Moreover, the findings of the
ACE study also include data indicating that women faculty members
primarily hold master's degrees; 61.6 per cent hold master's degrees
whereas only 15.6 per cent of the total number of women faculty
employed hold doctorates. Nurses have been notoriously underedu-
cated: approximately 3 per cent hokl master's degrees, and doctoral
degree holders still total under one thousand.

For women generally and nurses particularly, the number of years
of education appears to be telling in regard to work history and, one
suspects, career commitment. A direct accelerating linear relationship
exists between the total number of years spent in education and current
employment. Two out of three women are high school graduates, and
50 per cent of these are employed. One out of ten women are college
graduates, of whom 56 per cent are working. The majority of women
with five or more years of college are employed to include 71 per cent
of their number. A recent survey found that 81 per cent of women
with doctorates work full time (Furniss and Graham, 1973). It appears
that the higher the level of education, the greater the level of work
commitment.

The college-educated nurse represents approximately 18 per cent of
the total nurse population, and those nurses holding graduate degrees
approximately 3 per cent. If it follows, however, that numbers of years
of preparation are telling in regard to work commitment, increasing the
number of college-prepared graduates might have great impact on
nursing's portion of the health care delivery package. One suspects.
looking at the data, that a woman who has attended a diploma program
in nursing, a junior college, a proprietary school, or who has nut at-
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tended any higher educational program at all, will hold allegiance to
specific jobs rather than to a long-term career commitment in the usual
sense. Her desire to work in the marketplace or service center may
fluctuate with the economy or the needs of her family.

Job opportunities for women like this, the vast majority of nurses
after all, will vary for the most part as a function not only of the
economy but of technology as well, so that continual learning of new
and differing skills must be a mearingful part of their life plan. Old
skills and knowledges will deteriorate, requiring multiple entrances and
exits from some form of continuing education.

The woman who has earned less than a baccalaureate degree is typical
of the vast majority of nurses, whether active or inactive, and her at-
titudes and work history, or lack of it, are in accord with other similar
women in the culture. When the pool of inactive nurses, so often cited in
the literature, is viewed from the perspective of the activities of other
women holding like academic credentials, it is exactly the same: approx-
imately 50 per cent of each group works. It appears many women can
fulfill their need for achievement and wholeness in household or do-
mestic tasks and still retain a healthy self-concept and sense of success.

Who can deny either half the right to make a choice?

IMPLICATIONS FOR CURRICULUM CONSTRUCTION

A review of the literature suggests that an increasing number of con-
temporary women will want to seek new forms of self-realization cen-
tered in activities properly belonging outside the home. In fact, achieve-
ment behaviors, traditionally associated with masculinity, will become
an important part of the lives of more women than ever before in
American history. It is difficult to separate women's desire to work
from their need to work. Many college-educated women will want to
use their skills and abilities not only because it is gratifying to do so
but also because they wish to contribute to the overall aims of a hu-
manistic society. An exclusive dedication to husband and family will
become for many a foundation upon which to build a new life, one
that is more encompassing and more challenging to live successfully.
Hopefully this new life will continue to be built around those virtues
traditionally associated with femininity: the predisposition and the
ability to be adapting, nurturing, preserving, and humanizing. Many
distinguished theorists have pointed to the dire need of these personal
attributes in professional, business, and political affairs.

In fact, these very qualities make women particularly useful in filling
at least some of the existing gaps in health care. After World War II
when hospitals expanded services and facilities, nurses voluntarily
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relinquished many of the service functions traditionally associated with
their discipline. Allied care workers began appearing on the
nursing units in increasing numbers performing highly specialized
direct care activities. The nurse, on the other hand, remained content
to perform the more generalized functions of sick care, including the
overall coordination of the activities of all those specialized others.
Since that time, however, social issues, many resulting from the re-
formist movement of the sixties, have resulted in new directions for
health care and new roles for nurses. In fact, the nurse, at least in the
view of some, may become the gate-keeper to the entire health care
system. At least the contribution of the nurse will be vital to the imple-
mentation of a system in which everyone has equal access to services.
Moreover, the gaps in the present system may very well be filled by
nurses functioning in new or relatively new roles.

Certainly, quality care of the aged is one of those gaps that nurses are
admirably suited to fill. It is hard to imagine another area of service
where the feminine virtues of adapting, nurturing, humanizing, and
preserving could be better used. That is not to say that these virtues
are enough to accomplish the goal of quality care for the elderly, but
it is to say that the feminine acculturation toward these qualities will
be helpful in acquiring the other competencies that are needed. How
ironic that many homes for the sick aged are called "nursing" homes
but exist without quality nursing services. Geriatric client care in the
future may require the development of a newer role for nurses, one
that is highly independent, one that involves everything from manage-
ment to policy-making, from sustaining a one-to-one relationship with
the client to family counseling.

The whole area of the management of stress is another for which
women are particularly suited due to their life-long interest in the inter-
personal lives of others. If as Matek (1972) assumes, stress, anxiety,
and alienation become the primary health problem for the remainder
of the century, then nurses must play a leading part in determining the
direction and management of the care required in this vast endeavor.
The implications of this assumption for curriculum development are
immense. Not only must interpersonal skills and knowledges be taught,
as they always have been, but other teaching strategies must be d-eirised

to enable students to learn more about their own particular personality
dynamisms and behaviors. A high-level practice skill for the manage-
ment of stress simply cannot. be taught in short programs or short
periods of time.

Nurses will also move into primary care in greater niambers than ever
before. In fact, some plans for the future direction of health care desig-
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nate nurses as the first contact any client will have with the system.
Interdisciplinary and systematic planning between the various health
disciplines will be required for the implementation of any national
health care service design, but it is more than likely that the nurse will
be a key figure in its delivery. Certainly traditional feminine virtues
might make the whole process a more humanizing one. Those nurses
who desire to change the system to encompass more care as well as
cure have an opportunity at hand.

Quality care for the chronically ill, those not requiring direct medical
intervention for long periods, is another gap in the health care system
admirably suited to Lurses possessing strong feminine qualities. The
nursing units at Loeb Center may become the prototype for chronic
disease care that will be given in satellite centers for large hospitals
including a home visiting service. Chronic-disease hospitals with back-
up by tertiary center consultation may become the almost exclusive
responsibility of adequately prepared nurses.

Nurse educators, if they are to prepare students for traditional roles
in addition to new roles, will be faced with difficult tasks and decisions.
Certainly they cannot change the social norms of what it means to be
feminine in our society. What they can do, must do, is seriously con-
sider in their planning the desires of most women to live an achieving
life-style as well as to seek fulfillment in the roles of wife and mother.

One problem deserving much more direct attention is the selection
of young women for educational preparation in nursing. If the existing
data base is seriously evaluated, it is obvious that preparation for
nursing leadership must be given at the graduate level. This means, of
course, continuing graduate programs for nurses holding baccalaureate
degrees in nursing; it also means giving a generic education to indi-
viduals holding baccalaureate degrees in other disciplines. The reason
for this is the apparently realistic expectation of a greater work com-
mitment from those educated at the graduate level. This.statement is
not meant to detract from the many fine contributions of diploma,
associate degree, or baccalaureate graduates; it is simply meant to
comply with a data base on wmnen generally that indicates that the
greater number holding advanced degrees work. Currently large sums
are being spent on undergraduate education but the work attrition rate
is indeed alarming. If more funds could be diverted into graduate
education, a greater return would be realized in terms of the projected
expansion of the health care system.

Until the very recent past, the undergraduate student has been most
primarily the young lady in late adolescence. Currently nursing pro-
grams are also admitting the adult woman student, the mother with
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small children, the grandmother, the woman with a previous work
history in nursing. One supposes that this group of graduates will be
a better risk to continue practice after completing the nursing program.
But if it is true that adolescent girls do not develop a firm identity until
a later time in life, then it behooves educators to think about an articu-
lated nursing curriculum; one with many entry and exit points; one with
both vertical and horizontal mobility; one that builds on a common
knowledge base; and one that includes readily available forms of con-
tinuing education. Such a curriculum is not only now in the educational
spotlight but also adapts itself well to women's lives, enabling them to
work at their own pace in updating their knowledge and skills and at
the same time allowing them a choice of life-style suited to their own
particular desires and expectations. An area of cencentrated study, or
to use that much maligned word "specialization," might be started
much earlier in all educational careers. If nurse educators now agree
that "everything" can't be offered to "everyone," then after a common
knowledge base is taught it appears reasonable to offer a concentration
of courses in the student's area of interest and ability.

Nursing faculties should also accept the responsibility, at least in
part, for fostering an enhanced achievement motivation in their young
students. Given the renewed force of the woman's movement, in few
fields are the future challenges so numerous or the work as yet so under-
developed as in nursing. Nursing has the opportunity to assist with the
development of applied science in quality nursing care for the aged, the
chronically ill, the mostly well, to name only a very few areas needing
research. The intellectual task of developing the knowledge base that
describes the services needed, the strategies for achieving those goals,
and the skills to give the services is stimulating indeed. In addition,
the service component of creating new roles, providing new services,

of being at the interface between humanism and health care technology
will require a new kind of leadership from those nurses desiring to
achieve in the world of work.

Another problem of first priority to many nurses is their desire to
change the health care system to one that is more humane for both
clients and workers. To achieve this goal most nurses believe that a
change in the present power structure must be forthcoming to include
nurses in the decision-making process for planning and giving client
care. The difficulties in effecting this change have caused many nurses
to feel powerless and unimportant, generating a rage that is just begin-
ning to take another direction. In the sixties, nursing facilities, like
social work facilities, began to view their young graduates as change
agents, expecting them to create new practice and new attitudes in
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various health care settings. The approach of the individual change-
agent strategy was unproductive, particularly for the reason that the
change agent selected was female and less than twenty-five years of
age. A more workable plan of confrontation must now be put forward
if nurses are to make their voices felt in policy decisions that will
greatly affect their wot king lives.

The efforts of nursing organizations to establish policy and to in-
fluence legislators and other disciplines to act favorably on behalf of
nurses have provided an excellent foundation for further energetic work.
Nurses must be untiring in their efforts to work more effectively to-
gether if they are to bring about the changes in their working lives that
they desire. In 1972-73 only 21 per cent of nurses belonged to the Ameri-
can Nurses' Association. Clearly, then, curriculum planning should
include the provision of opportunities for nurse students to work to-
gether harmoniously, to take risks based on reliable data, to know and
respect the abilities and accomplishments of their peers and leaders, to
see their flaws, and effectively negotiate a better position. Political
power strategies cannot continu to be thought unfeminine or "not in
the best tradition of nursing" if the ends desired are to be achieved, If
it is a true assumption that women are inexperienced in productively
working with each other, then this opportunity to practice appears
imperative. The theoretical study of change strategies or movement of
power within a group is simply not the same as arranging small con-
frontations or small conflicts to be resolved by students working to-
gether to achieve a mutually agreed-upon goal.

If it is true that some women lack a proper sense of self-respect, or
adequate feelings of self-worth, then nurging faculties may want to
investigate and allow students to elect courses from those offered by the
women's studies program. Certainly there is much in nursing history
to demonstrate courage in the face of adversity, determination, and
achievenwnt in women, subject matter that would be a valuable addi-
tion to an interdisciplinary study. In addition, some graduate programs
in nursing are now holding small group discussions of women's issues
similar to the "consciousness-raising" sessions of the liberation move-
ment. A few group sessions on various feminine life-styles might be
very beneficial to the personal development of many students in under-
graduate programs as well. Role models of various feminine life-styles
should also be active in the life of the nursing school. They might
include: the achiever whose primary satisfactions are focused on work,
the part-time specialist who is master of varying competencies, and
the woman whose primary satisfactions are derived from domestic life.
Preceptorships are another way of arranging a more personal student
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view of varying feminine life-styles.
The early history of the women's movement has recorded a struggle

over the desires of the members to he egalitarian in practice, to reject
elitism, and to enhance the "sisterhood." It is interesting to speculate
about the correspondence, if there is one, between tlw desire for egali-
tarism and the broad parameters that define the tono nurse. The client
most often defines nurse as "the nursing assistar t"; the physician and
other health care professionals define her as "whichevt r nurse is staffing
the unit"; and the academy defines her as "one of the faculty." As
Merton (1962) pointed out, the parameters of nursing are notoriously
wide. To say that "a nurse is a nurse is a nur -0- is often defeating to
groups who wish to be egalitarian and yet at the same time decisive at
he policy-making level. Other terms to define the levels of practice

may come into usage, as they have in medicine, but until that moment,
work should be directed toward defining nursing practice in terms of
levels of skills, commonly used strategies, and the relative independence
of nursing behaviors. To A...-ducate for independent behaviors may be
maladaptive for some and adaptive for others, and to educate for
deference may be a disaster for most but necessary for others. The
identification of differences in terms of job expectations must be an
item of first priority.
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WORKING PAPER TWO

Higher Education: Trends and Tenors
Along with radical changes in thP health care system and in the posi-

_Ion of women in society, nursing education has to deal with funda-
mental changes in the system of education beyond the high school.
Sixty-five per cent of the nation's nurse preparatory programs are now
in colleges, junior colleges, and universities, and the proportion still in
hospitals dwindles yearly. New opportunities and new constraints in
the post-high school educational system will affect nursing education
just as surely as they will liberal arts, medicine, and law.

It is no longer true that it takes thirty to fifty years for a new idea to
be incorporated into the mainstream of education. The pace of change
in education has quickened in the past fifteen to twenty years, as has
the pace of change in our lives generally, and its magnitude has grown.
Trends and developments becoming clear today are likely to have
"built themselves into the system" by 1980.

A NEW DIVERSITY

Many formerly private institutions have recently become parts of
state systems of higher education, teachers' colleges are becoming state
colleges, and state colleges have become universities and thus, usually,
multipurpose institutions. The past twenty years of swelling enroll-
ments have also seen the "homogenization of higher education." The
phrase constitutes a chapter heading in the report of the Newman
Task Force, which stltes: "Our colleges and universities have become
extraordinarily similar. Nearly all 2,500 institutions have adopted the
same mode of teaching and learning. Nearly all strive to perform the
same generalized educational mission. The traditional sources of dif-
ferentiationbetween public and private, large and small, secular and
sectarian, male and female are disappearing. Even the differences in
character of individual institutions are fading" (p. 12). The fact that
there is more intra-institutional diversity in course offerings may be
read as further evidence of homogenization, since "the uniform accep-
tance of a diverse curriculum is an indication of a growing similarity of
mission" (p. 13).

A look at the kinds of institutions establishing new baccalaureate
nursing programs tends to bear out Nwman's theids. Of 11 bachelor's
degree programs opened in 1971-72 (National League for Nursing,
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1973), seven were in state universities having no medical center as
such, three were in private institutions once chiefly limited to liberal
arts and teacher education, and only one was in a university already
providing a medical-health professional specialization.

While institutional outlines and structures have become more and
more alike, diversification has begun to occur in who is educated, where,
when, by whom, and under what conditions.

Who Is Educated

Two major forces seem to be changing our ideas about who should re-
ceive more than the high school education already universally available.
One is the increase in technology in all aspects of our lives, rendering
special training a necessity for making a decent living. The other is our
growing conviction that in a democracy everyone has the right to make
a decent living, therefore the right to a post-secondary education.

There are corollaries: (1) In a rapidly changing technological society,
old occupations obsolesce and new ones open up, making second and
even third careers a frequent phenomenon. (2) In addition to having
the right to make a decent living, everyone has the right to improve the
quality of his life if he wishes to do so, and whether the individual's
definition of "improved quality" means upward mobility or enhanced
appreciation of the world around him, it is likely to entail further
education.

The impact of these forces on education beyond the high school will
vastly increase the heterogeneity of the collective student body as to
age range, background, and ability.

Though adult students are not a new phenomenon in higher educa-
tion, they have historically composed a very small percentage of the
total registration. A change in this picture has been slowly coming for
some time, predicted in the late sixties by such qualified observers as
Nevitt Sanford, Lewis Mayhew, and others (Eurich, 1968). Recently
the enrollment of adults has accelerated; in 1972 only 52 per cent of the
nation's college students were in the 18-21 year age group (SREB, 1973).
Whereas in 1967 persons 22 to :35 years old constituted 32 per cent of
college enrollments. in 1973 they made up 40.2 per cent. Doubtless
prophecies of flechning enrollments, combined with the first pangs of
the "new depression of higher education," have rendered educational
institutions more receptive to the idea of accommodating the adult
student. Thus in the recent literature we find references to adults as an
educational "market," viz.,

The market of eighteen to twenty-two year olds is not drying
up completely, but it is levelling off. Tht, market of adult
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students is inexhaustible. Their need for continuing educa-
tion, life-long learning and skill building or rebuilding is an
inescapable fact (Bulpitt, 1973).

Across the nation, colleges . . . are devising an unprecedented
array of new courses and programs designed to attract the
adult learner. More than ever before, they are planning courses
specifically aimed at a sharply defined share of the "market",
be it airline stewardesses, accountants or women who want to
resume their studies or go back to work (Ricklefs, 1974).

Of course, as both these quotations imply, other factors are also at
work, a dominant one being the need for updating, for occupational
progression, or simply for gainful employment. Nursing education has
long recognized these needs, as is by the existence of a number
of refresher courses, special degree programs for diploma graduates, and
enrollment of mature women in associate degree programs. A more
favorable climate for adults in higher education generally may facilitate
nursing's efforts.

Like the adult student, the student from the lower socioeconomic
strata is not entirely a newcomer to higher education. We have had
some twenty years of what Jencks and Rieman (1968) called the
"meritocratic" era of higher education, when colleges and universities
recruited and (often with federal help) subsidized "promising" young
people from social classes other than those from which most of their stu-
dents came. Now, however, with the growing need for special training
at a number of occupational levels, we are seeing a surge in enrollment
of students of lower socioeconomic status and lesser academic inclina-
tion. In an analysis of raw data compiled by four previous studies
involving a grand total of some 129,000 subjects, Cross (19V1) con-
cluded that "the distinguishing characteristic of the young people seek-
ing post-secondary education in the 1970's is their low level of academic
achievement on traditional measures in traditional curricula" (p. xiii).
The group in the lowest third on tests of academic achievement, whom
Cross calls "new students to higher education," are "swept into college
by the rising educational aspirations of the citizenry. For the majority,
the motivation for college does not arise from anticipation of interest
in learning the things they will be learning in college but from the
recognition that education is the way to a better job and a better life
than that of their parents" (p. 15). Though a "substantial number" are
members of minority ethnic groups, most are Caucasian; and though
about 25 per cent are the children of college-educated fathers, the
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majority come from blue-collar, non-college families. They plan to
enter public community, colleges or vocational schools.

An analysis by Martorana and Sturtz of several more recent studies
underscores Cross's findings. Occupational (i.e., sub-baccalaureate
and terminal) students "came from lower socioeconomic backgrounds
and displayed less academic aptitude in terms of both high school
grades and test scores" (Martorana and Sturtz, 1973, P. 22). That occu-
pational students (so defined) constitute an increasing proportion in
post-secondary enrollments becomes ove7 more clear as we advance into
the seventies.

Many institutions are mounting programs to reach this new mix of
adults, varied socioeconomic backgrounds, and the less academically
able, along with their traditional studatts. Among the 89 grants an-
nounced in 1973 by the U.S. Office of Education from the Fund for
the Improvement of Post-Secondary Education were 31 projects aimed
at the following groups of non-traditional learners: non-college-age
women, minority women, adult urban women, urban residents, in-
dustrial workers, high-risk students, home-based students, rural resi-
dents, veterans, minorities, Indians, Puerto Ricans, Spanish-speaking
adults, prison inmates, former inmates, and (unspecified) "unserved
clientele or new clientele" (Chronicle of Higher Education, July 30, 1973.)

Schools of nursing have joined this trend to reach out to new groups,
of course. In the past few years a number of special programs have been
designed to recruit and retain disadvantaged or high-risk students who
would not normally have gone to college. Other special programs, such
as those for policemen and for military paramedics, may also be seen
as part of the trend to provide for divergent student groups.

Where Education Is Available

Obviously, to serve such groups adequately, education must be
available in more. 'places and at more times, rather than locked into
an academic year in a sequestered location. Unquestionably the logis-
tical inaccessibility of higher education has been a major block to many
persons in the recent past. The Commission on Non-Traditional Study,
in a survey conducted in 1972 of a "representative sample" of 3,910
persons aged 18 through 60, found that while 30.87 per cent had re-
ceived instruction within the year, 76.77 per cent would like to know
more about something or learn how to do something better (Diversity,
p. 15). The reasons given by those who did not take fortnal instruction
"demonstrate rather convincingly that in the minds of a very large
number of American adults, educationhowever much desiredis still
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too costly, too rigid in its formal requirments, and unavailable at the
places and times it is needed" (p. 19).

If higher education is accepted as a right rather than a privilege, and
if previously underserved populations are to be reached, we can expect
acceleration and expansion of provisions for making education available
to the student where he is and when he wants it.

Existing urban institutions are growing in importance and in size;
concentration of higher edulation in suburbia and exurbia is in process
of dilution. Multipurpose, community-oriented, urban universities con-
tinue to develop from what oliginally were limited-purpose institutions
or branches of parent institutions located elsewhere. The metamorphosis
of Georgia State University in the past twenty years from an evening
college branch of the University of Georgia to its present status as an
autonomous, full-scale university is a case in point. Additionally, we
may anticipate the fulfillment of Cosand's prediction (1968) of a major
community college campus in every urban center to provide educational
opportunities to the inner city. The new inner city branch of Miami-
Dade Community College is one example of such a development. Col-
leges and universities located outside urban areas will participate in
consortia and extramural arrangements to assist in meeting the growing
needs for higher education in a metropolitan complex.

For the less populated areas ways are also being found to provide
post-high school education. Although the rate of increase of two-year
colleges has slowed down, new ones are still being added to state sys-
tems. (Thus, for example, in 1973 Georgia authorized four more junior
colleges to be added to a system already numbering fourteen.) Most
of the few states not yet having community college systems are moving
toward establishing them. This continuing growth suggests that within
the foreseeable future community colleges will be lrated within one-
day commuting distance of all but the most remote pulations. Com-
munications technology can put formal education within the reach of
even these.

It can, but will higher education use communications technology
effectively for this purpose? At the risk of seeming to digress, it might
be worthwhile to take a quick look at where we have been in inStruc-
tional telecasting and where we might go.

It is now more than twenty years since Arthur S. Adams, then presi-
dent of the American Council on Education, noted the significance of the
FCC's reservation of television channels for education in a speech
which contained these words: "Television gives us a means by which
the individual may be reached wherever he may be, in order to bring
him new resources of education at a time when those resources are
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sorely needed" (Adams, 1952). During the ensuing decade at least 15
colleges and universities undertook to broadcast televised credit courses
to off-campus students. This number did not include those offering
credit for nationally televised courses such as Continental Classroom
(cf. McKune, 1963). Some of those experiments became institutionalized
and are still around, notably those of Chicago TV College and New York
University's Sunrise Semester. Most of them, however, apparently
dropped into oblivion. Reasons for this can readily be adduced, includ-
ing the preoccupation of institutions with tremendous internal pressures
during the middle and late sixties, the chronically low estate of con-
tinuing or extension education, and the lack of creativity and resources
that went into most of those instructional productions. At any rate, the
telecasting of credit courses for off-campus study all but disappeared.

Predictably, the pressures of the seventies for extending instructional
services to new constituencies are prompting renewed attention to
television's capability for outreach. The success of Britain's Open Uni-
versity, with its important television component, doubtless intensifies
the seriousness of this attention. Thus the University of Houston's
TV station KUHT, one of the first in the nation to telecast college
courses in the early fifties, suspended its college credit broadcasts for
several years, but recently announced the intention of broadcasting the
Open University videotapes in connection with UH's trial of the OU
materials (Zwicky, 1973).

Where state educational networks have flourished, televised college
courses are on the rise. The University of South Carolina broadcasts
55 courses to students in its eight rtTional campuses and to most of the
state's 17 Technical Centers (GPN Field Report, 1974). The Maryland
network operates the Maryland College of the Air, providing courses
which in the fail of 1973 were utihzed for credit in 17 colleges through-
out the state (Smith, 1973). At least two very ambitious projects are
in the final planning stages, One is the Massachusetts Open University,
an "Open IA qtrning Network" providing courses "packaged for use in

regional centers, on public, commercial or cable television, aryl in

neighborhood centers" (Kramer 1974, p. 4), and involving 50 insti-
tutions in its planning. The other such project, the State University of
Nebraska (SEIN), is financed by the National Institute of Education in
an effort to ascertain whether it can become regionalized and serve as a
national model (Chronicle of Higher E(Iucation, May 28, 1974). SUN
will combine certain features of both Britain's Open University aml the
Children's Television Workshop to offer, eventually, two full years of
college in off-campus study (Wall, 1973). SUN's research and production
plans as described are reassuring to those who hope higher education
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may have learned, from the credit course telecasts of an earlier period,
that both imagination and resources are required for the production of
effective "software of distinction."

If these ingredients are not supplied for the new rush to broadcast
media, a tremendous educational opportunity will go begging. Today
technological means of reaching the remote student are abundantly
present and promising to multiply. More than 200 television channels
are owned and operated by non-commercial interestsuniversities,
school systems, or communities in the main. Most states have statewide
networks for educational and public purposes. Cable te!evision is grow-
ing rapidly, offering multiple channels, a means of telecasting to geo-
graphic pockets out of broadcast signal range, and a way to bring
distant signals into many communities. Cable television also has an
inherent two-way capability that conventional broadcast television
does not have. Community, school, university, or PTV station owner-
ship of cable systems is being promoted in many quarters (Vlcek, 1973),
and current FCC policies are favorable to CATV's use by education.
The Cabinet Committee on Cable Television, in its report to President
Nixon, recommended that the federal government subsidize research
and demonstration in the potential use of cable television, including
its application to adult education (Report on Education Research, 1974).
Finally, experiments with NASA's ATS-1 satellite are demonstrating
that instructional communications can be delivered to widely scattered
rural areas at much less copt than ground-based television (Polcyn,
1973). The Veterans' Administration plans to interconnect ten hospitals
with the ATS-F satellite, which is already delivering instructional
materials to teachers in areas of rural Appalachia and the Rocky
Mountains previously inaccessible to television signals.

It looks as though Dr. Adams' prognostication may yet be fulfilled.

When Education Is Available

The "where" is only half the battle in making education more widely
available; the "when" is equall crucial in serving new student popu-
lations who are already in the workforce. Whether they are adults en-
rolling for more education or young people of traditional college age
whose families cannot help thi f financially, an increasingly large per-
centage of post-secondary students are employed and unable to meet
traditional daytime chss schedules; nor are most of them able to take
summers off to o to school ar, chers have done in the past. Indeed,
a 1972 Calife, nif, survey sh et, that although some 72,000 adults
wanted to earn degreeE onl third of them were willing to come to a
college campus for c'., , tig the summer (Higher Education and
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National Affairs, 1973). Daily and yearly scheduling are perfoece be-
coming more flexible to accommodate these conditions. Fordham Uni-
versity, for example, has inaugurated a special program in which classes
are repeated at various times, so that students unable to attend at one
time can go at another, and those unable to attend any of the scheduled
times can make up the class via tapes and tutorials (Ricklefs, 1974).

However, questions of where and when are increasingly being met
by programs tliat minimize the necessity for the student to appear on
campus at set times and places. Probably the most complex such enter-
priseas well as the most diverse--is the University Without Walls
participated in by a multi-institutional consortium, with each auton-
omous member institution operating a number of units in various
places, utilizing existing community facilities, flexible time units, and a
variety of opportunities for learning. UWW's First Report (1972) has
this to say about the "when": "Although almost all of the 3,000 en-
rolled University Without Walls students began their programs in the
fall of 1971, that was the only thing that all UWW students will ever
have in common. From now on, students will enter the program at
various time periods, they will study in 'episodes' or 'variable time
frames' that best suit their program, and will be graduated when they
have achieved the learning objectives agreed on by the student and his
advisor, be it one, four, ten or twenty years after he entered" (p. 24).

UWW has thus thrown out another traditional aspect of the "when"
--that is, when the student begins, suspends, or resumes his studies And
when he terminates them. It is an example of the thirty-year lag in our
attitudes about education that we still think of going to college as an
unbroken four-year span following high school graduation. Mayhew
and Ford (1971) point out: "In reality students have made inter-
rupted education the rule rather than the exception. Less than 50 per
cent of today's college freshmen will receive the bachelor's degree four
years from now. However, in some institutions 65 to 70 per cent of these
freshmen will receive a bachelor's degree within the next ten years.
The rapidly growing public junior colleges are one institutionalized way
of allowing for discontinuity" (p. 75).

Of the 1,182 institutions surveyed by the Commission on Non-
Traditional Study, 48 per cent reported that "dropping in and out is
facilitated but not encouraged, and in an additional 28 per cent the
practice is neither encouraged nor discouraged" (Diversity, p. 71).
"Stopping out" before ever entering college is another form of inter-
rupted attendance that s:!erns to be gaining in favor. Many colleges now
(the University of California-Davis, Amherst, and Beloit among them)
are gua.anteeing deferred admission to successful applicants who want
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to take a year ofT between high school and further education (Welch,
1973). Robbins (1973), who differentiates between "the alienated drop-
out, the stopout, and the shoved-out," states that "Many colleges now
have formal programs approving or even encouraging a stop-out period,
some on a deferred admission basis, some on a leave of absence basis"
(p. 74).

The Newman Task Force urged that interrupted attendance be
legitimatized, so that students could enter and leave the system accord-
ing to their individual needs, on the ground that "experiences outside
formal education . . . would strengthen their motivation and increase
their ability to choose relevant courses of instruction" (Report, p. 67).
The argument can be pushed still further: If educational programs and
services were planned to allow for discontinuity, the student starting
out in a one-year vocational-technical course could work his way in
and out of successive steps up the educational ladder until he had gone
as far as his abilities and inclination would take him. America would
thus realize what has long been a pious hopean educational system
that would permit each individual to be educated up to his potential.
It is in line with this kind of thinking, of course, that in nursing edu-
cation, as in a n4nber of other fields, there is currently frequent men-
tion of making possible a career ladder, with multiple entrances into
and exits from the educational system available to the individual.

Who Does the Educating

With a heterogenous student group presenting themselves for in-
struction at irregular times, it seems a logical co-development that
faculties should become more diverse also. There are many reasons to
predict that this will occur. Faculty diversification has already begun,
of course, as a resalt of national pressures to employ more women and
more members lf racial minorities. The trends described in the fore-
going sections may be expected to produce a still more varied faculty.

As new kinds of students enter and move through the post-secondary
system, some of them will remain in or return to the system as
teachers.

As'new l:inds of occupational goals are provided for in the curriculum
in response to new students needs, teachers will be drawn from new
manpower pools previously untouched by higher educatien.

As more instruction is offered at unconventional schedule times,
more Use will be made of part-time faculty whose major careers are
in other scientific, technical, professional, or htesiness occupations.
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In this connection, it is significant to note that most institutions
participating in the University Without Walls are making extensive
use of adjunct faculty people from many fields, who are not primarily
academicians (First Report, 1972).

A weakening or re-definition of the tenure system may encourage
flexibility and diversity in faculty appointments. That the tradition of
tenure is being seriously questioned is obvious in the increasing number
of articles attacking or defending it in educational publications in the
last two or three years.

Changes in faculty composition will bring with them changes in
faculty orientation. A higher proportion of part-time teachers from
other fields will diversify the experience and interest of the faculty as
a whole and tend to reduce the concentration of scholarship and re-
search. The pursuit of scholarship at the expense of teaching has already
been the target of a good deal of unfavorable public attention, thanks
to the student discontent of the last decade. Recognition of the im-
portance of teaching as a faculty responsibility continues to receive
impetus in the seventies, as grants for faculty research and study are
less and less available and as legislatures interest themselves in faculty
work loads. Bayer (1974), in comparing a 1968-69 sui.vey of faculty
with the one conducted in 1972-73 by the American Council on Educa-
tion, notes that the average number of classroom teaching hours rose
at all types of institutions. He attributes the increase not only to
legislative concern, but also to the re-emphasis on teaching activity
and performance as critical evaluative criteria for faculty promotion
and advancement. He also notes that, "Asked to describe their single
most outstanding professional accomplishment or achievement, most
faculty chose experiences in teaching over other areas of achievement
such as research and writing or the attainment of professional cre-
dentials or present position." In an article entitled "Education at
Harvard," Riesman (1973) refers to "the new pressure on teaching,
which is part of the current academic climate" (p. 33). If a teaching
orientation is endemic among the faculty at Harvard, we can be sure
many other institutions will see that it becomes epidemic if it has not
already done so. That this trend is healthy from the learner's point
of view few will deny. However, as the center of gravity shifts from
research to instruction, it is to be hoped that fields which are egregiously
under-researched, as nursing is (cf., for example, Diers, 1972) will find
it possible to expand research and fortify instruction at the same time.
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Under What Conditions

To the extent that academic concern has already begun to re-focus
on instruction, there is discernible a trend toward diversifying the
methods of teaching and learning.

"Personalized Self-Instruction" (PSI) and variations thereof are
coming more and more into use. The salient features of PSI are (1)
the formulation of clear course objectives, which are also made clear
to the student, (2) the opportunity for each student to proceed at his
own learning pace, (3) mastery of one unit of study before proceeding
to the next, (4) use of lectures and demonstrations as vehicles for
motivating students rather than as sources of critical information,
(5) frequent and quick feedback to the student, and (6) placing the
responsibility for learning on the student. "The personalized or indi-
vidualized approach . . . has been adopted in a variety of courses,
including chemistry, mathematics, earth sciences, physics, engineering
management, philosophy, psychology, and statistics. The spectrum of
schools in which these conditions for learning have been introduced
covers the community college through such prestigious universities
as the Massachusetts Institute of Technology" (Milton, 1972, p. 71).

PSI has much in common with audio-tutorial instruction as it is
usually practiced by followers of Postlethwaite. There are numerous
variations of the audio-tutorial concept, according to the particular
configuration of audio-visual and other learning materials in use. Most
systems of audio-tutorial instruction, like personalized self-instruction,
emphasize learner self-pacing and minimize the role of the teacher as
lecturer. They also emphasize a multisensory approach to learning,
rather than placing reliance on the written or spoken word With a few
demonstrations and/or pictures. Audio-tutorial instruction has gained
tremendous currency in the sciences and in scientifically based profes-
sional curricula such as medicine and nursing. Nursing programs making
extensive use of this type of instruction include those at Arizona State
University, Emory University, Indiana University, the University of
Maryland, St. Mary's Junior College, Houston Baptist College, Hamp-
ton Institute, Delta College, Henry Ford Community College, and the
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee--to name just a few.

In addition to their use in audio-tutorial programs, technological
media are being employed to change teaching and learning in numerous
ways, from complex dial-access installations to simple check-out sys-
tems for audio or video cassettes; from computer-assisted instruction
and simulations to single-concept films. As technology increases and
diversifies in our life generally, as its products become ever more com-
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mon, more taken-for-granted, technological teaching and learning
methods will continue to become more accessible to the everyday class-
room and more unremarkable in it. Hopefully, "professors finally will
generally have overcome the subconscious fear that the machine would
replace the human" (Mayhew, 1968, p. 214).

It will be noted that all means described above for diversifying in-
structional methodsincluding the technological mediaplace more
responsibility on the student for his oven learning and tend toward
independent study. In the ultimate form of independent learning, the
student not only sets his own pace and proceeds without constant
supervision; he sets his own goals and decides when they have been
met, seeking professorial guidance in the process on need rather than
on a schedule. The relationship between teacher and learner changes:
"The teacher's role is not that of director, but of resource.... It is the
teacher who responds to the learner" (Moore, 1973, p. 670). It is this
form of independent study which the University W;thout Walls promul-
gates, and which Mayhew predicted in 1968 "will be so well entrenched
by 1980 that every student will spend as much as a third of his under-
graduate years working on his own" (p. 212).

The trend toward viewing students as capable of assuming respon-
sibility for their own learning has a logical concomitant: viewing stu-
dents as sufficiently mature to participate in the real activities of the
real world. Much of the recent student protest and demand for rele-
vance stemmed from the students' effort to put across this view, and
they made their point. Formal academic recognition of student partici-
pation in a broad spectrum of public ond business affairs is gaining
ground each year, especially in experiential education and co-operative
education.

While there are many versions of experiential education and many
names for it, in general we are talking about provision for a planned
internship or period of employment, often a summer or a semester, in
a community agency, governmental ,office, or private organization,
with prearranged supervision of the learning experience, as well as
credit for it, being given by an appropriate department in a college or
university. Twenty-six state and metropolitan governments have
established central offices to co-ordinate the requests of students wish-
ing such experiences with colleges co-operating by extending credit
and agencies offering placement opportunities. Several hundred col-
leges, junior colleges, and universities provide some form of experiential
education (Lewchuck, 1973).

Co-operative education, which might be thought of as an older first
cousin of experiential learning, has noticeably gathered momentum
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in the past few years. Co-operative work-study arrangements now are
available at some 400 institutions (Chronicle of Higher Education,
October 23, 1973). The impetus of federal funding is no doubt respon-
sible for much of this growth; but we must also consider that it is an
idea whose time has come. The number of curricula now involved ex-
tends to a much broader range than business and engineering, the
original fields. Education, law, and the health fields have been major
additions (Knowles, 1971). Community colleges in substantial numbers
are engaging in co-operative education programs.

Recognition of the educational value of a non-academic experience
is concretely expressed, not only in the growth of experiential and
co-operative education, but also in the movement toward granting
academic credit for relevant experience obtained completely outside
the system. The Commission on Non-Traditional Study found that of
1,882 institutions surveyed, credit was granted for the following kinds
of work experience in the percentages indicated:

Volunteer work in a community agency 28 per cent

A completed work (book, piece of sculpture,
patent, etc.) 17

Participation in community theater,
orchestea, or civic activity 14

Co-operative work experience 35

Most of these examples stop just short of giving credit for full-time,
paid employment. However, the growing number of external degree
programs include employment experience as a source of learning which
may be validated by examinations. In the Regents External Degree in
the state of New York, for example, "The bachelor of science in busi-
ness administration program consists of both a business and a general
education. . . . In the business component, candidates must demon-
strate basic competence in accounting, finance, management of human
resources, marketing, and operations management by pxssing specially
designed examinations" (Nolan, 1972, p. 9). Similarly, in the Associate
in Applied Science in Nursing program, "Candidates, in gen( ral, will be
required to demonstrate competence in the areas of health, com-
monalities of nursing care, differences in nursing care, occupational
strategy, and clinical performance . . ." (Nolan, 1972, p. 10). No one
inquires where the business person learned accounting or the nurse
health care; it is ehough to ascertain whether the necessary knowledge
and skills have been acquired.
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By the end of the 1972-73 academic year the New York program
had awarded 413 external degrees; a similar program in New Jersey
awarded 70. Florida International University and the University of
Alabama, among others, have made available plans for earning degrees
on an external basis. A reasonable prediction is that trends in co-opera-
tive education, interrupted study, and competency-based credit policies
will combine to make feasible a planned progression of study and work
with each re-entry into either education or work being done at a higher
level. Academic credit for relevant work experience will become ir:ere
common and better standardized.

Competency-based degree programs validate and grant credit for a
wide variety of experiences other than employment or courses. Under
such policies degrees.are based on evaluated attainments rather than on
hours of exposure to formal instruction. It may be hard for someone
whose whole life has been devoted to systematic disciplinary studies
to imagine how a student can achieve a mastery of an intellectval or
complex subject without encountering it in some kind of orderly "text-
book" approach. Such persons may find some comfort in contemplating
the implications of the research of Keller and others on programmed
instruction, which demonstrated that "The logical order of presenta-
tion was not always inherent in the subject matter. Time after time,
for example, students would not follow directions (a frequent phenom-
enon in all instruction) and cons2quently would proceed through the
material in almost no order, let alone a logical one; nevertheless, termi-
nal tests indicated that they had learned" (Milton, 1972, p. 68).

That there is a movement toward competency-based degrees is
evident not only in the growing interest in external degree programs
but also in the fact that the Fund for Improvement of Post-Secondary
Education is supporting a number of projects to develop guidelines,
define content areas and objectives, and implement such programs
(Chronicle of Higher Education, July 30, 1973). It is noteworthy that
several of these projects are exploring competency-based teaching and
learning in various human service occupations and professions, includ-
ing nursing.

Obviously we can expect a great deal of attention to student evalua-
tion in the foreseeable future. Unconventional learning experiences,
increased student self-direction, and a variegated student body will
necessitate frequent and constructive evaluation of student perfor-
mance, not only as a basis for granting credit, but for feedback to the
student and as an aid to teaching.

The same factors will give an increasing importance to the counseling
function. It wonld be unrealistic to ignore the fact that many learners,
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however self-starting and of whatever age, need guidance in making
plans, selecting among alternatives, and moving from one part of the
system to another. Kin tzer's study (1973) of community college trans-
fers concluded that by far the chief problem of these students was lack
of adequate counseling at both ends, and pointed out that this conclu-
sion was in line with several previously reported studies. Bulpitt (1973)
describes quite graphically the several dilemmas of the adult learner:
"In the school situation the adult self-concept can be very weak. Adults
frequently lack self-confidence in their ability to achieve academically
and are apologetic about having to ask questions to which they feel
they slio-ld know the answers. Many are career oriented and seek

utions, having less time to experiment than younger
;5). The Commission on Non-Traditional Study calls

zl le many counseling resources that already exist and
ul ation and publicizing of counseling centers whose functions
would include: "referring would-be learners who know what they want
to the places where they can get it; helping less confident individuals
define their interest and needs; identifying sources of financial support;
offering testing services; developing group counseling situations; and
training counselors for individual institutions" (Diversity, p. 35). In the
fields like nursing, w: :iv- both new career options and new educational
opportunities are opening up rapidly, the need for counseling services
has never been greater. It seems likely that in all fields, with the variety
of educational and occupational choices emerging and with the growing
heterogeneity of the student body, higher education will be forced to
provide counseling that is visible and available, not only for academic
and career matters, but for personal problems as well. Counseling not
only can assist the student; it can provide valuable feedback to the
educational system for planning and program evaluation.

Planning and evaluation, in their turn, may act to diversify still
further the conditions under which teaching and learning will occur.
In an age of change, we will have to demand of our system of higher
education a rapid response to change.

THE SUM OF ITS PARTS

Three years before the Newman Task Force criticized higher edu-
cation institutions for becoming larger and, in the process, more alike,
John Gardner (1968) defelidc,i Ihem for what was really the same thing:
"The critics may, if they wish, attack the American people for being so
wimerous and so fertile. They may, if they wish, attack society generally
for holding such a liberal view concerning who should go to college.
But they should not attack institutions that are simply trying to
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accomplish a well-nigh impossible task the society has handed them.
The institutions being scolded for largeness today are the ones that
have been most responsive to the American eagerness to broaden edu-
cational opportunities" (p. 5.

Bigness was, in effect, hieher education's response to change in the
fifties and sixties. Though er,- )11ments are not increasing as much as
they were a few years ago and in some cases are actually declining,
still the overall picture is one of growth, at least for the remainder of the
seventies. It is doubtful, therefore, whether bigness will wither away
zsppreciably. The system of higher education is responding to change
in the seventies, as we have seen, by beginning a process of diversifica-
tion along new lines. In this process, the nature of the system's parts
will change .nd the relationships of the parts to each other will also
change.

Levels and Th ()grams

Sub-baccalaureatc programs will become a greater part of the total
system. The Carnegie Commission, in its revised enrollment projections
(1973), forecasts a somewhat greater growth in occupational enroll-
ments than in pre- or post-baccalaureate, and suggests that Trost of this
growth will occur in community colleges. It seems reasonahle to antici-
pate that vocational-technical programs will also grow as _,eparate
entities. A period of general financial stringency and rising tuition
charges will be responsible for some of the increase in sub-bac( alaureate
programs; there will be students who would have gone to four-year
colleges by preference and by aptitude but who cannot afford to do so.
However, a great deal of the growth in vocational and techrical pro-
grams will be due to the "new students in higher education"those
whose talents are less academic than motor-manipulative and inter-
personal, and who seek specific career training and earlier entry into
the work force (Cross, 1971).

Many of these students will seek such training outside the system, in
the growing number of proprietary schools, some of them corporately
owned, providing short-term training for particular occupations, such
as data processing, bulldozer operation, and various health service jobs.
The number of technical post-secondary schools in the proprietary
sector increased from 405 in 1963 (Erickson, 1972) to 5,036 in 1971
(Kay, 1973). Glenny (1973) points out that "This rapidly growing
sector of post-see,,r lary education parallels the increases in enrollment
in adult and continuing education in all types of institutions" (p. 3).
No one who watches the commercials on television can doubt that the
number and strength of proprietary schools continue to wax. The
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extent to which proprietary schools do, or will, affect total enrollments
in the system is unclear. What is clear is the desirability of effecting
some kind of regular rapprochement between the proprietary schools
on the one hand and colleges and universities on the other, if Americans
are indeed to have the opportunity to progress educationally as far as
they can and wish. The action of Congress in 1972-73 making students
in proprietary institutions eligible for Basic Opportunity Grants and
authorizing representation of proprietary schools on statewide "1202"
planning commissions mandates at least some degree of rapprochement.
It is to be hoped that, as competency-based degrees gain currency,
relationships between the proprietary schools and the educational
establishment will work themselves out.

While the trends in sub-baccalaureate programs seem relatively
clearcut, those in bachelor's programs are ambiguous. There are reasons
to believe that the ...,helor's degree is declining in importance. In an
era of emphasis on career education, a bachelor's degree in the liberal
arts will inevitably be less and less regarded as an end in itself for social
purposes as it once was. The bachelor's degree in various applied fields
has been challenged by the rise of ny associate degrees and by the
growing importance of the mastu gree for professional purposes.
"It is becoming more apparent tha. . he baccalaureate degree does not
insure job entry. These skills have graduated to the advanced degree
stage. A sizable gap is appearing between the skilled trades and the
professions" (Martorana, 1973, p. 25).

Proposals to shorten the baccalaureate program, such as those con-
tained in Less Time, More Options (1971), reflect a diminished convic-
tion of its significance, even thoth they were not so intended, and a
desire to see the student "get on IA ith it," whatever "it" may beem-
ployment or further study. It has even been suggested that the under-
graduate college may go out of existence, its functions taken over by
secondary schools and the graduate and professional schools (Mayhew,
1968). If the bachelor's degree has become less important, then it is
certainly reasonable to suppose that the existence of separate institu-
tions limited to that degree is threatened. Further, in view of the severe
financial straits in which private four-year colleges find themselves to-
day, it does not seem at all unlikely that their number may grow fewer,
though it is hard to imagine their disappearing entirely.

Offsetting the reduction of the bachelor's degree in some fields, we
note an increase in the number of bachelor's degrees "with designa-
tion," preparing for first-level professional positions, in other fields.
Some additions of this nature have occurred in the last; decade in fields
formerly requiring the master's degree for entry into the profession
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(e.g., social work, rehabilitation counseling). Others are likely to occur
as new occupations and their educational preparation are upgraded
(e.g., respiratory therapy, radiation therapy; cf., Hamburg, 1973).
Such developments lend support to the Carnegie Commission's pro-
jection of a continued, though slowed-down, enrollment increase in the
baccalaureate sector through the seventies. It would seem that con-
flicting forces are exerting themselves on the bachelor's degree, and
it is hard to see as yet which will prove preponderant. The outcome in
nursing, as in other professional fields, must in the last analysis be
determined by a sober consideration of what the profession needs in its
practitioners, not only in terms of know-how but also know-what.

Like sub-baccalaureate study, graduate study may show an increase
in proportionate size in the system of higher education. Revised enroll-
ment projections by the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education
anticipate a 43 per cent growth during the seventies, compared to 30
per cent at the pre-baccalaureate level. However, within the broad
category of graduate (which includes graduate-professional), graduate
enrollments in 1970-71 showed a decline in mathematical sciences,
history, philosophy, and foreign languages (Chronicle of Higher Educa-
tion, June 18, 1973), all these being fields where the chief employment
of graduates has historically been in the academic marketplace. How-
ever, an increase occurred in English and literaturea field also pro-
ducing principally for academia and one which has always been over-
supplied with academic talent. Increases also occurred in applied social
sciences, the health professions, and businessdisciplines whose grad-
uates go into other careers than teaching. Figures for 1971-72, cate-
gorized somewhat differently, show graduate enrollments up in all
areas except physical sciences, which experienced a decline (Chronicle
of Higher Education, June 18, 1973).

A crystal ball might suggest that if enrollments develop logically,
applied and professional graduate fields will continue to grow, in re-
sponse to increased demands for higher level workers in such arenas as
health care, human services, environmental planning, and manage-
ment; whereas graduate enrollments in the liberal arts and pure sci-
ences will decrease still further and then perhaps stabilize.

We can anticipate, then, a system of higher education in which the
top tier changes shape and grows larger, the midsection changes shape
and becomes somewhat compressed, and the bottom layer becomes the
largest single part.

It will be noted that we have not called the latter the base. The word
base implies foundation, basis, or groundwork and as yet the one- and
two-year post-secondary programs do not have this relationship to the
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next educational levels. In most institutions and most programs the
first level is discrete from the baccalaureate and graduate levels. Vo-
cational and technical curricula have been thought of as terminal. The
graduate of one of them who decides he wanted a bachelor's degree in
the same or a related fieldcomputer science, for exampleusually
finds himself heavily penalized in terms of time and money to be spent,
duplication of work and lack of prerequisites. Nor are the arts and
science fields exempt from the costs of poor articulation.

The need for a well-articulated system of post-secondary education
is becoming more and more apparent, especially as new sub-professional
occupations evolve and are added to vocational and technical curricula.
In the past decade the junior colleges have recognized and attempted to
fill a need for what has been called middle-level manpower in fields
where tremendous manpower shortages existed, where it is too slow and
too costly to produce enough full-fledged professionals, and where
there were many tasks to be done that required training but did not
require sophisticated professional skills. We find examples of this
development in a wide variety of fields. Nursing, clinical laboratory
work, medical records, physical therapy, occupational therapy, social
work, engineering, computers, and librarianship are a few examples.
Administrators and instructors in these programs, those in the related
professional programs, practicing professionals, and above all, graduates
of the vocational and technical programs, all are finding that the lack
of articulation between levels of education handicaps both sides.

As greater numbers of students enter and graduate from the voca-
tional and technical programs and seek some means to upward mobility
in their careers, pressures toward articulation are increasing. The
problems in achieving articulation are complicated, involving much
more than planning for instruction in skills that progress from simple
to complex. It would be unrealistic to expect their solution overnight.
There are those who do not believe a direct solution is possible, arguing
that curricula igned as terminal do not provide sufficient educational
base for procce(ung directly into a baccalaureate program. Such bar-
riers are formidable indeed. However, they are not insurmountable.
We can expect a growing determination to work on solutions as atten-
tion is increasingly called to the need for articulation in various fields
(Hamblen, 1973; MacDonald, 1973; Hamburg, 1973; Mase, 1973).
The state systems of Florida, Georgia, Maryland, North Carolina, and
Virginiaand probably other states as wellare cur ently working
on curriculum changes and policie-S to facilitate transfer from com-
munity colleges to four-year institutions. State efforts will have to be
joined or followed closely by painstaking efforts, field by field and
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institution by institution, to work out specific curricula, redesigning
where necessary. Within a few years sufficient articulation between
levels may be achieved to allow a competent individual to enter the
next level without penalty. Perhaps eventually a planned progression
with interruptions for work experience, some of which will permit
advanced standing at the next level, will be possible.

The Commission on Non-Traditional Study treats articulation as a
much broader problem than the construction of a viable ladder from
one level of education to another. In Diversity by Design the commission
argues that a sound conception of articulation must be based on a life-
long continuum of education. Such a continuum implies much more
than the piecemeal, stop-gap kinds of offerings we often think of as
adult or continuing education.

Leaving aside for the moment the educational needs of, say, an
engineer who wants to learn more about classical Greece, or who in
mid-career wants to become a teacher, let us apply this concept of
life-long learning to the educational needs of the engineer who wants
to stay out front in the practice of his profession. It has become a com-
mon rule of thumb that, because of the rapidity of technological de-
velopments, a graduate engineer obsolesces in about fifteen years. But
keeping abreast of technology is not the engineer's only need for further
education. He also has to cope with major changes in the parameters
of his profession. Societal problems needing engineering know-how
today do not lend themselves to unilateral solution by one discipline.
Urban congestion, environmental deterioration, energy shortage,
transportationall such problems have multiple components that must
be understood sufficiently by the engineer that he can take them into
account and work with the necessary other professionals in their solu-
tion. As society's problems change, so do the educational requirements
for dealing with them. It has been said that retraining engineers has
not been successful, that continuing education is what is needed (Goglia
1973)in other words, life-long education characterized by regularity
and continuity.

Like the engineer, the nurse finds herself threatened by obsolescence
as technological advances, new knowledge about health and disease,
and changes in health care delivery modify the nature and scope of her
responsibilities. New professionals and paraprofessionals in health
care take over certain of her tasks and add others. Health problems
predominant in society shift from those environmentally caused to those
socially caused, requiring a different knowledge base for their manage-
ment and a new set of professional skills and professional relationships.

What is true for engineering and nursing is true for other bids as
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well. In almost any discussion of education today in any discipline,
the need for continuing education occupies attention, with most pro-
fessions insisting that the need is growing more and more acute. For
some of the health professions, notably nursing and medicine, one hears
arguments for requiring continuing education as a condition of con-
tinuing licensure. In the allied health fields, Mase (1973) predicts,
"Accountability will demand much more continuing education, and
because of the knowledge explosion all health workers will spend more
time in keeping up with new developments and in acquiring new
knowledges and skills than in getting the degree to enter into the
practice of their chosen profession" (p. 8). In social work it has been
estimated that an adequate continuing education program could ac-
count for at least one-fourth of the total social work program at a given
institution (Levin, 1973).

Mounting pressures are having an effect, though we have a long way
to go to bring some order out of the chaos that currently exists in the
area of continuing education. The present non-system, in which every
academic institution runs its own show in continuing education and
many of the larger universities run several, cannot be anything but
wasteful of resources. One promising approach is contained in 1973
legislation in Virginia, dividing the state into six continuing education
regions, with the senior institution in each region given prime responsi-
bility for co-ordinating all adult programs in its region. Private insti-
tutions can join any of the six consortia, and some have already indi-
cated that they will do so (SREB, 1973).

In the health fields the development of the Area Health Education
Center (AHEC) holds potential for providing continuing educatk
for a range of professionals on a logical, incremental basis. In concep:ion.
an AHEC, as defined by Willard (1973), "involves a program in cities
and towns some distance from, but closely affiliated with, a medical
school. Such centers are usually based in a community ho, al and
conduct clinical training programs for . .. medical students. .. . They
may sponsor and participate in educational programs in nursing and
the allied health fields conducted in conjunction with the medical
center or universities and junior colleges within their area.s, and they
provide continuing education opportunities for all of the health pro-
fessionals in the region" (p. 45).

Several statesTennessee, Kentucky, 3nd South Carolina among
themhave enacted legislation to enable the establishment of AH ECs.
The centers themselves, though still in their infancy, are multiplying
rapidly. If viable university-agency relationships are built into their
development, AHECs should constitute a vehicle for delivery of a com-
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prehensive program of continuing education for the health professions.
With an integrative conception of continuing education evolving, and

with concrete developments beginning to take place, continuing edu-
cation bids fair to receive high priority in attention and lands and
finally to achieve status in the intra-institutional pecking order. (The
Colorado Commission on Higher Education has established statewide
policies aimed at wiping out the invidious distinction between the on-
campus and extension study and to insure extension courses of high
quality.) Continuing education also promises to be an enterprise de-
manding systematic interinstitutional relationships.

Relating the Parts

Increasing attention to the need for interinstitutional planning and
action is not limited to continuing education. Many of the developments
discussed in this paper by their very nature will call for joint efforts.
The wisdom of co-operative ventures becomes more apparent as the
new depression continues and as, at the same time, higher education
finds itself under pressure to provide a greater variety of learning
opportunities.

The recent growth in consortia of colleges and universities is indica-
tive of the need many institutions feel to have access to more resources
than their own campuses and their own budgets can provide, while
retaining their own autonomy. Defining "a consortium" rather loosely
as "an arrangement whereby two or more institutions ... agree to pur-
sue between, or among, them a program for strengthening academic
programs, improving administration, or providing for other special
needs" (Moore 1968, p. 4), a survey by the U.S. Office of Education
found there were 1,017 consortia in 1965-66. Godwin (1973) estimates
that several hundred more have appeared since then. There has also
been a notable growth in formally organized consortia, each admin-
istered by at least one full-time professional, each having three or more
member institutions, each involving several academic programs, and
all requiring annual contributions or other tangible evidence of long-
term commitment of member institutions: from 31 in 1967 to 80 in
1973 (Patterson, 1973, p. v).

The potential that viable consortia offer their members is consider-
able:
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For one thing, they can save money through such means as
avoidance of duplication in programs and facilities, coopera-
tive management and pooling of resources for new or uncom-
mon programs. They can provide a wider range of course offer-
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ings to students and access to unique, qua:,
programs. They can open additional research
faculty. They enable established institutions to ast clevelop-
ing institutions and they extend capabilities for public service
and operation of enrichment programs for campus and com-
munity. Groups of institutions also have found that together
they can acquire support from governmental and private
sources and influence (with the same sources) not possible
through unilateral effort. (Godwin, 1912, p. 6)

This is not to say there are no drawbacks; there often are, of course,
including failures of communication and differences in perspectives or
objectives. However, colleges and universities appear to be seeing more
to be gained than to be lost as voluntary co-operative efforts multiply.
Thus, in an article entitled "ConsortiaA Partial Answer to Short
Funds," the Report on International Education (1973) states, "One of the
most conspicuous developments in higher education over the past
decade has been the slow, steady growth of consortia. In the face of
very real financial constraints, institutions have shown an increasing
interest in, if not total enthusiasm for, the cooperative method of con-
tinuing threatened programs and of establishing new programs at the
least possible cost" (p. 1).

Mandated interinstitutional planning is also increasing via the con-
tinuing growth of statewide co-ordinating agencies for higher educa-
tion. They now number 45, with exploration toward creating some
kind of state-level body in most of the remaining states. Though they
vary in structure and power, all such state agencies have the general
objective of promoting crderly development of the fast-growing public
sector and seeing that the state's needs for higher education are pro-
vided for. A criticism is sometimes heard that, far from preventing
unnecessary duplication within a state's total educational programming,
state agencies have in effect encouraged it: If the agency approved a
new program for University A, it often found itself in tint position of
being accused of favoritism unless it allowed University B to establish
a parallel program. This criticism may well have been valid in the

_sixties, when there seemed to be no ceiling on the e f.pansion of higher
education. Now, however, many state agencies for higher education
are viorking on long-range master plans for their states; in some states
moratoria on new programs have been in effect for two or three years;
and several have begun to look at programs producing few graduates,
with a view to cutting down. State higher education and legislative
reports reflect heightened interest on the part of governm,..i..: in the
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planning and controlling potential cf state co-ordinating boards. It is
hardly necessary to point out that, as formerly private institutions
continue to move toward public support and public control, statewide
co-ordination becomes more urgent.

Pursuant to the recommendations of the National Commission for
the Study of Nursing and Nursing Education, a number of states have
established or are in process of establishing State Master Planning
Committees for nursing education (Lysaught, 1973). The National
Commission urged that the mast er planning committee "take nursing
education under its purview, . , to lecommend guidelines, means for
implementation, and deadlines to ensure that nursing educa :on is
positioned in the mainstream of American education patterns" (p. 149).

It is greatly to be hoped that these committees will make certain they
have official hasion with their state higher education co-ordinating
agencies. A position in the mainstream of American educational pat-
terns is increasingly going to mean being part of a much larger whole,
with planning and funding considered in the context of the varied
educational needs and finite resources of an entire state.

Regional compact agencies are feeling the effects of both the insti-
tutions' interest in voluntary co-operation and the states' interest in
comprehensive planning. The regional agenciesthe Southern Regional
Education Board, the Western Interstate Commission for Higher Edu-
cation, and the New England Board of Higher Educationthough
supported principally by the participating states, operate through
persuasion, as they have no coercive power over the institutions with
whom they work. They can and do facilitate interstate and interinsti-
tutional planning in a regional context, with the net effect of a better
utilization of existing resources and strengthening of needed programs.
Regional agencies were established in the late forties and early fifties

as mechanisms to enable interstate sharing of limited higher education
resources. At the same time, the long view of regional co-operation
comprehended a system of voluntary participation in eliminating un-
necessary duplication and assuring availability of a full complement of
educational programs in the region as a whole. During the fifties and
sixties increasing popular and governmental support for higher edu-
cation enabled individual states to move toward educational self-

sufficiency. The present financial crunch has motivated both states
and institutions to take a new look at the possibilities inherent in
regional planning and co-operation. SREB, for example, has received
numerous specific inquiries about the feasibility of regional action in
various fields, and has taken steps to implement additional kinds of
interstate and interinstitutional arrangements.
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Communication, sharing of information, and sharing of costly services
will be facilitated as groups of institutions are joined together in the
operation of computer networks. New Jersey has recently implemented
a statewide educational computer network, and several other states
have plans in this direction. Technology, as well as finances and
demands, will act to bring institutions closer together in fact in
deed.

Assuming that the trends in interinstitutional co-operation, in state-
wide planning, and in regional development continue for ten or evtn
five years at their present rate, the big picture in higher education
could change in a relatively short time from one of unequal proliferation
to one of reasoned growth. A greater spectrum of academic resources
will be available to an indjvidual student. and the nation's needs for
educated manpower will be more evenly met.

The possibility of more realistic manpower development becomes
still more probable through another trend toward co-operationthat
of academic institutions with governmental agencies and with busi-
nesses. The growth of co-operative education and experiential learning
programs would in itself augment a trend toward university-agency
arrangements. The current movement for academic institutions to
reach out into the larger community for new resources for teaching and
learning, as in the University Without Walls and the Minnesota Metro-
politan State College; the rapid increase in career-oriented curricula,
such as the mushrooming allied health fields, in which some sort of
practicums are needed ; the development of area health education
centers, where a clust,.r of community agencies and hospitals affiliate
with an academic medical center for mutual education and service
functions; competency-based degrees which may eventuate in stan-
dardization of aca-L:inic recognition of certain types of work experience
in certain places; growth of proprietary schools and of in-house teaching
programs administered by business and industry: all these develop-
ments augur closer relationships between academic institutions on the
one hand and government and business on the other. Closer relation-
ships may mean dialogue and informal interchange some of the time
but will also mean more formal co-operative relationships for many
purposes.

More frequent and more binding ties between education and the
outside world should, one hopes, produce good for both and, abow all,
for the students, who must fit into both worlds.

DIVERSITY AT THE TOP

To be fair, it must be recognized that, though pockets of ivy-covered
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isolationism persist and probably always will, higher education in the
main not only is in contact with the outside world, it is part of it. "No
longer isolated from mundane society, called upon to staff greatly
expanded industrial and governmental activities in a variety of areas,
and encouraged to probe systematically the frontiers of both knowledge
and practice in a host of fields, the contemporary university is far dif-
ferent from its predecessor of it. generation ago. The difference is mcst
marked in the graduate education and research functions of the uni-
versity" (Cartter, 1968, p. 255).

Because of its pivotal role in the work of society, the graduate sector
of higher education merits a closer look in the light of the major trends
described in previous pages. To what extent and in what ways is
diversification overtaking this historically least diverse structure?

Transmutation of Aims

Many of the trends described elsewhere in this paper manifest a
zeitgeist that becomes more and more perceptible as the seventies pro-
gress; that is, a leaning toward career preparation and away from the
acquisition of knowledge for its own sake; a belief that education ought
to prepare the student for something more specific than "life" or "citi-
zenship" or even "scholarship." Competency-based learning, academic
credit for work experience, multiplication of technical programs, de-
eu.phasis of the bachelor's degree, recognition of the need for continuing
educationall these developments express a growing propensity toward
skilled action, a "career orientation." At the graduate level the issue
goes beyond that of providing the individual with a marketable com-
petence and involves the needs of society for a working hegemony that
is at once broadly knowledgeable and highly skilled.

The conviction that graduate education bears a responsibility in
solving societal problems is implicit in the final report of the Council of
Graduate Schools' Panel on Alternate Approaches to Graduate Edu-
cation (1973): "A sound approach to change in graduate education will
reflect . . . concern with how to make knowledge a more effective re-
source for meeting social needs. . . . The cause of advanced knowledge
cannot finally be separated from that of human aspiration generally"
(p. 31). Kidd (1974), in an article comparing ten major reports on
graduate education (including that of the panel) coming out (luring
the period 1968-73, expresses dissatisfaction with their lack of attention
to preparation for socially useful professional careers. Arguing that the
objectives and role of graduate education should be more intensively
debated, he adds, "We should give higher priorities to training spe-
cialists not only for industry but for significant social service careers--
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including health care, social work, and public administration. Means
should also be sought to help those students who will follow academic
careers to become better teachers" (p. 50).

Dr. Kidd's concern is in itself an indication that the debate exists.
If it is not yet sufficiently intense in the right quartersnamely, within
the graduate schools thernselves--one can assume that it will become
so in the foreseeable future, given a continuing climate of professionalism
and no let-up in either the complexity or the urgency of such social
problems as health care, management of the environment, transporta-
tion, and personal and national tensions.

Toward Diversity in the Doctorate

Debate about the nature and aims of graduate education io not new,
of course. The storm center is now, as it has always been, the doctorate.
Today the dominant question is whether the degree should continue to
adheh: to the same pattern as the traditional disciplinary research
Ph.D., or whether divergence should be encouraged so as to prepare
arts and sciences candidates more effectively for college teaching and
professional candidates for advanced practice and leadership.

A number of professions. of course, have long since established
doctorates of their own designation and prescription, such as the
Doctor of Social Work and the Doctor of Education. As long ago as 1962
Chase found that 197 institutions offered 36 different kinds of doctors'
degrees (not including first-professional degrees such as M.D.). It is
no secret that many of them are generally regarded as second-class
degrees, others as esoteric. Ideally, at least, such professional doctorates
are tailored more closely to the needs of the profession for particular
kinds of expertise, and their differences from the traditional Ph.D. may
therefore be perceived as differences in kind rather than in rigor. In
any case, comparisons are haza lous because, as Ashton (1965) points
out, there are variations in requirements from instition to institution
for any doctorate, including the Ph.D.

The diversity represented by the number of non-Ph.D. doctorates
available is more apparent than real, when numbers of degrees awarded
are placed in Cie picture. Chase reported that in 1962 83.3 per cent of the
doctorates awarded were Ph.D.s; the Ed.D. accounted for 11.2 per cent,
D.Sc. 1 per cent, Th.D. 0.1 per cent, and the 32 other doctes degrees
less than one-tenth of I per cent each. Recent figures are not available
(U.S. Office of Education reports on Earned Degrees Conferred do not
break down the doctoral category) ; but, in view of the heavy demands
by industry and governinent in the fifties and sixties for research and
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for personnel with research capability, it seems likely that the Ph.D.
has probably gainedf anything.

The unquestionable ascendancy of the Ph.D. as the culminative
degree means that it is the recognized model. Other doctorates are as-
sessed for respectability according to how closely their requirements
parallel those of the Doctor of Philosophy, regardless of how well they
fit the nature of the theory, practice, and investigative needs of the
profession concerntA. Mayhew warns, "If the Ph.D. degree . . . is held
as a model toward which the doctoral degrees in pro;essional fields
should move, the needs of further practitioners will very likely be
ignored or overlooked" (1972, p. 25).

One has only to review the recent vicissitudes of clinical psychology
in the graduate school to appreciate the validity of this caution. When
post-World War II demand for clinicnl psychologists prompted the
National Institute of Mental Health to make program support and
student stipends available, many universities established or expanded
this hitherto underdeveloped specialty in departments of psychology.
Enrollments grew rapidly and Ph.D. graduates were in great demand
not only for clinical positions, but also to fill university needs ior
faculty. By the seventies academic departments of psychology were
limiting stringently the number of applicants they would accept (for
example, in 1972 one department in the South reported having ten
vacancies for over two hundred applicants), and their graduates
'trained as academicians and researchers, were chiefly seeking academic
and research po' :tions in universities, with the need for practitioners
still largely unmet. The situation has prompted some obseuvii s to ad-
vocate creation of a Doctorate in Clinical Psychology (cf. Mase, 1973).
One institution, the University of Illinois, has established such a pro-
gram and reports a lively demand for its graduates.

The traditional Ph.D. has withstood many decades of attack, and
it would be reckless to hitimate that its days are numberednor would
one wish to do so. The things it stands for at its bestcreative scholar-
ship and researchare needed today no less than in the past. As Storr
suggests, "The critically important task is not to destroy a monopoly
held by an arbitrary exercise of power, . . . but rather to ensure that
the influence of the Ph.D. . . . does riot make balanced response to the
just claims upon the graduate school impossible" (1973, p. 67). What
we are predicting is that the pressure of "just claims," i.e., society's
needs for working professionals of the highest order, will progressively
force a "balanced response" in the form of do, xrates better conceived
to prepare such people.

The shortcomings of the traditional Ph.D. for professional purposes
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are underlined by its limitations for appropriate preparation of college
cel-xhing personnel (also a professional purpose, as is increasingly being
recognized). The problem became egregiously visible in the fifties and
sixties with their tremendously increased demands for college teachers
to deal with multiplied enrollments and greatly expanded programs.
Objections to the Ph.D. as a teaching degree have been discussed at
length elsewhere (cf., for example, Sere lson, 1960; Prior, in Walters,
1065; Heiss, 1970; Dunham, 1970; and numerous Proceedingsof the
Association of American Universities and the Association of Graduate
Schools); they need not be rehearsed here. Proposed remedies have been
almost equally numerous, including a two-year Master of Philosophy
degree, an intermediate degree between the master's and the doctorate,
and a special doctorate.

Solutions involving less-than-doctoral degrees have fallen by the
wayside. The end of the sixties saw the initiation of a doctor of arts
degree for college teacher preparation.* As conceived, this doctorate
would provide g eater breadth of disciplinary preparation, a sequence
in Education, a different type of dissertation, and supervised and
evaluated teaching experience (Dressel and Thompson, 1974). Whether
or not the D.A. will survive the seventies is anybody's guess. Koenker
reported in 1972 that the number of institutions offering, planning to
offer, or considering the possibility of offering the D.A. legree decreased
from 87 in 1971 to 60 in 1972. He also complained that many of those
purporting to offer it made the claim simply on the basis of requiring a
teaching experience, rather than providing a genuinely revised doctoral
program. It seems likely that state moratoria on new doctoral programs
are playing at least as great a role as academic conservatism in this early
decline, if that is indeed what is going on. The situation may simply be,
as Dressel and Thompson say, that "Act eptance of the need for a teach-
ing degree has been long in coming and only a second or third genera-
tion may bring it to fruition" (p. 130).

At any rate, the movement continues toward a redefinition of the
doctorate to make it more flexible and more responsive to society's
needs for a broader spectrum of highly developNI competencies. We
can anticipate that this movement will gain momentum in the next few
years.

--A definite shift is taking place from academic to professional in the
fields in which earned doctorates are }wiz g awarded. Of total doc-
torates conferred in 1961-62, 62 per cent were in fields that can be

*Some institutions have made the same type of program available in the Ed.D. --and
in a few cam; the Ph.D.rather than add new nomenclature.
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categorized as clearly academic, 38 per cent clearly professional; by
1971-72 these percentages had moved to 58 per cent academic and
42 per cent professional, and projections for 1981-82 predict 54 per
cent and 46 per cent respectively (cf. Simon and Frankel, 1973). As
the professional fields grow as a proportion of the total, their bargain-
ing power to asqert their own needs will also grow.

The research comp 'nice and interest produced in the traditional
Ph.o. program will have less ready salability in a period of reduced
research funds and an academic marketplace where expansion is
limit ' almost entirely to the two-year colleges (where research
orientation is more of a detriment than an asset in the classroom
cf. Chronicle of Higher Education, January 24, 1972).

Of late the sugg..Lion is frequently advanced that the needs for more
varied preparation at the highest level be supplied by offering alterna-
tive "tracks" in the Ph.D. program. Mayhew's proposal (1972) is per-
Imps the most fully developed along these lines. He recommends a four-
year post-baccalaureate program, with branching (beginning prin-
cipally in the third year) into three possible avenues: research, teaching,
and application.. The nature of the dissertation would be somewhat
different for each track.

The issue is not whether the doctorate will diversify. It has already
done so, and will almost certainly continue to in even more fundamental
ways. The issue is rather one of how the essential diveNification will be
structured, designated, recognized, and thus "blessed."

'1'rends pressing toward a well-conceived diversity in the doctorate
ought to serve as encouragenwnt for nursing to proceed with all de-
liberate speed to establish additional doctoral programs of its own
programs that will be responsive to the profession's needs for teachers,
researchers, advanced Hicians, and administratoN. AS of 1973 there
were only six doctoral programs in nursing in the nation. In all, only
one-tenth of 1 per cent of nurses hold a doctorate- most of them in
other fields, since tlw nursing doctorate per se is a relatively recent
addition. It has been suggested that thiS figure Should be at least 1 per
cent to provide the leader;hip personnel needed for teaching, adminis-
tration, and research (cf. Garrison et al., 1973). Surely this dms not
seeni an unreasonable ambition. Perhaps the percentage should lw
greater in view of the ernoreing need for clinical practitimwrs at tlw
highest level. The chalk will consist in designing programs that
collectively incorporalm uii lent flexibEity to allow for different em-
phases. For those present nurse leaders who espouse most warmly the
cause of enlarging the body of nursing research, tlw temptation to
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advocate a predominantly research-oriented doctorate will be strong;
but perhaps the profession as a whole would be better served if nursing
added its weight to the impending move toward providing options.

The Multiform Master's

In contrast to the doctorate, long characterized by a prevailing
uniformity, the master's degree is already so diverse that it is almost
impossible to discuss it as a single phenomenonl".1,11963-64, 602 colleges
and universities awarded 328 differently designated master's degrees
to 99,046 candidates (Chase and Breznay, 1965). The number of dif-
ferent degrees available may well have increased in the intervening
decade with the emergence of new professions. The universe of master's
degree programs comprehends a tremendous range of requirements.
Residence requirements, for example, vary from sixteen weeks to two
years (Snell, in Walters, 1965). Some require a thesis while others do not.
Some require a foreign language, others a competence in statistics, still
others a "smorgasbord" introduction to one or more research methods,
and some require no researdi fools of any kind.

Variations in requirements reflect differences in purposes. In the
arts and sciences fields the master's degree is apt to be conceived as
either a mini-dokorate, or a way-station to (and proving-ground for)
the doctorate, or a consolation prize for candidates deemed "not doc-
toral material." All these concepts of the degree may be found operative
in different departments in the same university. In the professional
fields, the master's degree has retained a more positive image of its
own, having a recogniwd place in the professional hierarchy and a
recognized market value. No doubt it was the relativdy healthy repu-
tation of the professional inaster':; degree that prompted Berelson to
state that tlw master's "has become associated with professional
practice ra t her than academic scholarship" (19(iO, 11. 187)

Having said that the professional master's is stronger as an entity
than the ac:uletnic master's, one is hard put, to it to make further
generalizations. Studies of profm4ional Nlucation have not undertaken
amss-the-board :malysis of the master's step on the ladder of profo4-
sional preparation. The seemingly infinite diversity in program patterns
constitutes ft deterrent to analysis :uid synthesis. As Snell says, "Even
among the professional degree programs there is great heterogeneity.
One of the few generalizations possible is that, several of the profsional
degrees commonly and explicitly require two years (If graduate study"

87). True enough; social work, rehabilitation counseling, and nurs-
ing, ftre three such that coine lo mind. Engineering and fine ark ex-
pl;citly require two years for the !mister's in many institutions, but by
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no means in all. And so it goes. Further, what may haVe been correctly
said categorically ten years ago is now changing. The development of
strong undergraduate concentrations in social work, for example, which
has occurred in the past decade has led to the shortening of t
work master's to one year for those students entering wiik wide,
graduate majors in the field.

The issue of the time requirement is especially pertinent to Luiag,
since the two-year requirement for the master's degree in this profession
has been questioned by the National Commission for the Study of
Nursing and Nursing Education (Lysaught, 1973). The Commission
expressed the suspicion that the two-year requirement has been, at
least in part, due to nursing's "zeal to be 'purer than Caesar's wife' "
(p. 170), which in turn is due to its relatively low position in the uni-
versity's informal hierarchy of intra-institutional prestige. Thus May-
hew (1971) describes "a definite hierarchy of professional schools" where
"medicine and law presume themselves to be the aristocrats while
education, nursing and home economics are pure plebeian" (p. 14).
Since the "plebeian" group consists of professions predominantly fe-
male, one might hopefully hypothesize that the hierarchy may change
with the changing status of women. In any event, there is no time like
the present for nursing, or any other profession, to review what should
be expected of a master's degree and how long it need take to provide
it.

Diversified Opportunities for Graduate Study

Length of time is not the only aspect of graduate study that society
is challenging today. While it cannot yet be said that instances are
proliferating, there are indications of at least a loosening of some of the
constraints of time and place that, have characterized graduate study
in the recent past. The following might lw called straws in the wind:

-The University of California offers nineteen part-time bachelor's
and master's programs from eight cam puses (Chron icle of Higher
Kthicalion, Novemlwr 2(1, 1973).

The Union for 10,xperiimmting Colleges and UniveNities has i.stab-
lishcd a ITnion Graduate School which employs a University Without
Walls concept in offering doctorates using individually dmiigtwd
programs and self-directed study condueted with minimal guidance
from adjunct pmfessors in institutions located where the student is.

Enrollnwnt in the graduate extensio,I program offered by the
lInivffsity of Oklahoma is up from MOO 1 1972 to 2000 in 197:1-74
(Iticklef% 1974).
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West Virginia has established a graduate center in Charleston
(the state's major metropolitan area, approximately 130 moun-
tainous miles from West Virginia University in Morgantown), which
offers master's degrees in several fields and currently enrolls some
2000 students (SREB, 1973).

An external degree program leading to a master's in public ad-
ministration is offered by California State College, Fullerton
(AACSU, 1972).

Apparently there is demand for formal post-baccalaureate study on
the part of a constituency whose members are working and want not
only additional credentiak but time-and-place accomm'odation in
acquiring them. This conclusion gains support from a recent study on
part-time stutkmts by the Amerkan Cmincil on Education (reported
in the ('hronicle of Higher Education, July 7, 1974): Among graduate
students the percentage of part-timers increased from just under 50 in
1907 to 03 in 1972, This rise in percentage reft.ects the drying up of
many governmental sources of fellowship support and the consequent
necessity for colhlf,e graduates to go to work, as wdi as the aspirations
of working professionals to advance o simply to keep up, and the
necessity for both groups to pursue further studies on a part-time basis.
It seems likely that universities, responding to these needs and further
impelkd by the desire to maintain enrollments, will find more ways to
make it imssible for them to do so.

The reeently cbstaNished Acatlemic Common Nlarket in the South
constitutes one such additional avenue. The connmm market consists
in an interstate agrement to pool sek,cted graduate programs, opening
them to students from all states in the agreement without charging
out-of-state tuition. By having availabk at reasonable cost, programs
not Offered in his home state, a student's opimrtunity for graduate
education is substantially increased. The twelve states participating
in the common market have placed in the imol mor than a hundred
"uncommon" graduate programs offered in thirty-mw universitilts
(SREB, 1974).

The Academic Common Market, eliminates the need for evry state
to onw a full complement of graduate programs in all fields. This
should kid to a btter allovation of intrastate resources and a
squvnt. strengthning of well-established programs.

To paraphras Bacon, if prosperity was the blessing of the sixties in
higher eduration, diversity is the blessing of the seventies. The edu-
cational climate iiati IWC11 more favorable to change ealeolated
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to further education's role in promoting.the social good. Each discipline
and each profession has its contribution to make to society. In the
atmosphere now prevailing, each has an obligation to design educational
programs and provide educational opportunities that will enable these
contributions to come to fruition.
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WORKING PAPER THREE

The Immediate Environment of Nursing:
The Changing Health Care System

DEFINITION OF THE HEALTH CARE SYSTEM

The discussion of the health care system must begin with a
basic definitions. Definitions, as obvious as they sometimes seem to
allow for better communication of ideas and concepts; moreover,
are a part of the premises or basic assumptions, which are an int( Lal
part of a theoretical framework for a nursing curriculum. The der nit ions
are not operational ones, as might he required for a research ende..n.,
but rather theoretical ones intended to convey a general overrid'og A/7
of the health care system as it is today and as it will he in the ;'iture.
The overall matrix of systems theory has been chosen to e;;;iress, the
ideas, not because of the belief that all nursing curricula shoul,! ;)e i i.A1-

icated upon that base, but because the holistic notions
them:y leml themselves best to describing dynamic syste! :; ev.r-
changing environmental settings: a phenomenon of contempoiary li

The System As a Whole

The word in the phrase health Care system is u be taken .:ery
seriously; it is intended as the systems theorist would define it: some-
thing complex, ha,.iim nany parts which interact and interrelate it
complex ways. A system, then, to be fully understood, mu:a be do
scribed :tont in tcrins of its strueture and its process, its foil- ail I its
lustmy; and, untess it 's a closed system, it is moreover not :to!y an .

stitott until itA interactions and interrelationships wit!: ifs .-..iron-
ment are described, (Tlw assumptions underlying the,- are
described in the section on pp. 7-13, above.)

The first. element in the definition of the health care must be,
then, that, it is a subsystem of I he larer social system, an non or living
vstem in ciniSnitli process of exchange with its environment. It iti

Can.-if' of this inter:v.tion that ninny writers say, like Ilaynes (1972):
'Any health care system is ;kelt' a sul st. n,f a broader social system

_and to a grea i ni lesser nirgo'' tell the stem of 7-.hich it
is a Part" in, 13).

Haynws flirt hor defines the lwalt h wire system - EL sot of service
etwinonents "orj4:ini7.ed, coordinated al cunstrued to ichieve certam
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goals. These components of service result from a combination of human,
physical, and fiscal resources that are mobilized within certain con-
straints" (p. 13).

The goals of the health care system are not as easy to delineate as it
might first appear. One reason is that they operate on many hierarchical
levels at once. Another is that there are numbers of them, and they
change as the larger society's valuet; change. As Haynes points out,
"in an ideal world, the goals of the sy 'al -..te.n would be clearly de-
fined, and the goals of the health ( (.1 system would be a sub-set of
those goals" (p. 13). But events in t.-v, ri ld are not that clear-cut,
and they do not occur in neatly sequoilt; al patterns. Instead, the simul-
taneous interaction of many variables, each one pulled by social forces
that may or may not work in different directions, control the course of
events.

For all that, certain assumptions about the goals of the health care
system can be made. First, ; nd most practically, the primary goal of
the system is to preserve and maintain life,. to prevent or miti-gate the
destructive effects of disease, malfunction, and disorder. The goal is
focused on the individual, but clearly, society as a whole gains much
from a system that protects the security and integrity of its members.
Closely allied with the primary goal is that of improving the quality
of life, again of the individual and of society as a whole. The second
goalImproving life's qualityis interrelated with the first--preserving
and maintaining life.

From this point of view, the health care system's global goals can be
thought to fall into two categories: the first consists of those goals for
which it bears primary if not truly exclusive responsibility (for example,
treatment of acute episodes of illness, management of trauma, preven-
tion of disease) and the second consists of the goals it shares with other
systems in society (for example, health education, the detection of
certain diseases, control of criminally deviant behavior).

At a very fundamental level, the nealth care system can be seen as an
expression of some of society's most profound values; its activities
embody society's convictions about being human, caring, and inter-
dependent. The manner in which it preserves life and prevents disease,
the distribution of its services among social groups, these and many
other variables reveal much about what individuals, communities, and
even larger groups truly value. Clearly, as social issues change, so do
values, so does the health care system, precisely because it is an open
system and a reflection of the surrounding system of which it is a part.

The health care system can be defined in terms of its goals, which
are future-oriented, but it can also be defined in terms of its past
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history: it is a repository of health technology and seience, a collection
of applied sciences and knowledge bases which have accumulated over
the years, undergoing a constant process of refinement and correction
as new experiences shed new light on old problems. Seen this way, the
system is one of several mechanisms by which society protects and
preserves its very being.

Headth

Society's perception of what it is to be healthy changes every time its
ability to intervene successfully in disease or dysfunction improves. As
we become more scientifically and technologically able, people's ex-
pectations change about health care, sometimes changing so much that
hopes are raised too high, creating the problem of dealing with expecta-
tions that cures and miracles can be performed which are in fact beyond
reach. It is futile to define health as the absence of specific diseases, a
list that must be constantly modified, and it is unrealistic, and an over-
simplification, to define health simply as the absence of all disease;
moreover, the definition should not be utopian or a product of wishful
thinking. A useful definition of health must survive repeated changes
and advances in health care; and in addition, it should describe a posi-
tive condition, something that can be achieved.

Health may be defined as a dynamic, not a static state. Good health
is the result of an individual's successful adaptation to both internal
and external conditions, resulting in his possessing a reasonable degree
of freedom from pain, discomfort, or dysfunction. The individual
enjoying good health feels himself to be in a state of both emotional
and physical well-being, and sees himself as being able to function
effectively. Such effective functioning takes place in a context of human
relationships; thus, an individual's health is determined partly by the
nature of his family and social relationships.

Americans have generally come to believe that such a condition of
good health is the right of every individual human being without regard
to economic and social status.

The community as well as the individual can be seen as enjoying
good or poor health. In fact, one expects that a healthy community or
region is requisite to a healthy individual. Clearly one of the clients of
the future health care system must be said to be the community and,
even more encoMpassing, the state or the region. An increasingly
ecological approach to health care will be required if good health is to
be enjoyed by the many,
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Categories of Health Care

The ways health care activities are grouped, or categories of health
care, have been defined differently from one health field to another,
and confusion has been the result. So that such confusion could be
dissipated, the terms primary, secondary, and tertiary care have been
carefully defined for the purpose of the curriculum project.*

Primary care has two dimensions. First the term designates the
client's life-long or basic point of contact with the health care system.
At the very least, this includes a person's first contact with the system
in any given episode of illness. It also includes the individual's long-
term enrollment in and continuous interface with the system: the con-
tinuous monitoring of his state of health. The second dimension of
primary care is the system's responsibility for the whole continuum of
care, that is, for the maintenance of health, including not only preven-
tive services, but also the evaluation and management of new symp-
toms, the appropriate referrals, and the long-term management of

chronic illness.**
Secondary, arid tertiary care arc more closely asi..ociated with and

dependent upon the hospital. Both types are usually direct responses
to single episodes of ill health; both usually take the form of isolated
incidents in a client's life. Secondary and tertiary care are distinguished
from each other chiefly by the degree of complexity or rarity of the
disease involved. Secondary care is more routine, more simple, and
geographically more widely distributed; health personnel involved in
dispensing secondary care are often less highly specialized than those
involved in providing tertiary care. Tertiary care, on the other hand,
is concerned with rarer, more complex health problems and often takes
experimental form. It is in the area of tertiary care that most current
clinical research is carried on. Tertiary care facilities are less widely
distributed than secondary care facilities and most often are located
at a university or research institution.

'Many readers will ask why fither terms that are vommonly seen in the literature,
especially in nuNing, have not been used. The terms episodic and distributire care,
used by the National Coinrnission for the Study of Nursing and NuNing Education,
for example, can be I U it f USI!flII. The decision to use another et of terms is based on
the faet that many writers contprrwd with the future of the health delivery system
rlevelop their models using the trms primary, secondary, and tertiary. The fact that
detailed definitions are needed, rlespite the fact that the terms selected are found
more frequently than others, only underlines our assertkm that confusion in matters
like this !irevails.

'"Phe stair winlId like to thank till' following :wminar members for their assistance in
the !replication of this definition: M. ROSI Foster, Ms, Virginia Phillips, Dr. Kenneth
Roberts, Ms. Nancy Strand, arid 1)r, Shirley Thompson. Tiw definition is based quite
directly on the definition of primary care found on p. 8 of NJ:tending the Scope of
Nursing Practice 1) 97 I ).
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In a recent issue of Scientific American White (1973) presents a
graphic analysis of primary, secondary, and tertiary care categories by
indicating the relative importance in each category of such variables
as site of care, referral pattern, orientation, and the like. (See Figure 1
for a chart based on White's illustrations of these concepts.)

Direct access, for example, is the referral pattern that is most common
in primary care. Direct access is less often seen in the secondary care
category, and is nearly absent in tertiary care. Or, put another way,
referral practice is characteristic of tertiary care, less so of secondary
care, and quite uncommon in primary care. From the client's point of
view, this means simply that if he has gained direct access to the care
he receives, it is likely that the care he is receiving falls into the primary
category; if, however, he must be refeffed by one health practitioner to
another in order to receive the care, it is likely that t lie care is secondary
or tertiary.

Or, to take another example from White's chart, the function he calls
"orientation" (a better term might be goal or purpose) : prevention
aryl health maintenance are crucial in primary care, much less so in
secondary care. and are not at all one of the purposes of tertiary care.
Early diagnwk and disability containment, are moderately and equally
prominent., in primary and secondary care and are not as prominent in
tertiary care. Finally, palliation and rehabilitation are mildly important
goals in primary care, more important in secondary care, and much
more important in tertiary care.

The greatest value of White's chart is that it brings home the point
that dm distinctions between these three kinds of care are not simple
either-or ones but instead are matters of gradations of importance or
dcgree. It is important to point out that simp'. ic definitions can be
very misleading. For example, it would be a mistake to associate tertiary
care exclusively with university medical centers, or to assume that
primary care is never extended in a hospital setting. And many a cli-
nician would be quick to point, out that two and maybe even sometimes
three of the categories of care can coincide in the case of a single client.

The Client

Fii ,Nord patient is the one that comes most easily to the tongue; it
is by far the most, conunonly used tATni. Th( )ssessive mode "my
patient" so common despite the fact that, it is sometnnes resented,
expresses a depth Of caring or commitment, by the profes.sional that is
valuable. Rut patient carries for many the connotatkm of someone who
is ill, despite the fact that, Webstpr's New Collegiate Dictionary (1973)
(Hines the patient simply as "an individual awaiting or under medical
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FUNCTION RELATIVE CONTENT

Primary Care Secondary Care Tertiary Care
Health Problem

Rare and Complicated

Infrequent and Specific

Common and Nonspecific
Site of Care

Ambulatory Care

Inpatient: General Care

Inpatient: Intensive Care
Referral Pattern

Direc, Access

Referral Practice
Extnt of Responsibility

Continuing Care

Intermittent Care

Episodic Care
Information Source

Patient and Family

Epidemiological Data Base

Biomedical Data Base
Use of Technology

Complex Equipment and Staff

Regular Laboratory and X-Ray

Office Laboratory
Orientation

Prevention and Health
Maintenance

Early Diagnosis
and Disability Containment

Palliation and Rehabilitation
Training Needed

Broad and General

Conc:entrated

Narrow and Highly Spocialized

Fiyure I Itedra,,cm fn,in illustration entitled "I,evels or Medical Care"
on p. 33 of White (1973). The (larker the shwling, the more important
tlw level of care is to the corrsponding function.
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care and treatment . the recipient of any of various personal services
. . . one that is acted upon." Perhaps tfw emphasis on the patient's
passivity in this definition is the reason for a certain uneasiness with
the word.

Health leaders and writers have turned increasingly to the woAl
client, hoping by the use of this word to make it clear that the user of
health services is not necessarily ill or in need of treatment, though he
is in need of health services. Client is defined in the dictionary as "a per-
son under the protection of another . . . who engages the professional
advice or services of another . . . a person served by or utilizing the
serviceS of a social agency." It is a definition that works far better,
given the definitions of health and health care and the concern that
much more than episodes of illness are understood to be part and parcel
of the health care system.

The definition also expresses the conviction that the person using
the health care system should be seen in the active as well as the passive
mode, as a user of a system, however dependent upon it he might be,
and as a participant in his own care whenever possible, and not as a
simple receiver of services. Thus, the word client has been cf.jsen for
specific and important reasons.

But the dictionary fails on the remaining point: the client is singular
in definition. But the client's health, according to systems theory, is
contextual; tlw client is a member of many groupsfamily, neighbor-
hood, community which determine his health in part. Moreover, each
individual client is also, as an individual or as a nwmlwr of a group,
part of the context that determines the health of other clients. As the
system tends to the needs of one client it is of necessity tending to the
needs of other clients as well. The client and his family are cared for,
as are the client and his community, and in some instanms, groups and
not individuals are the clients rmeiving care. The client is never utterly
singular as if in a vacuum; he is always engaged in reciprocal relation-
ships with his family, his community, and his society.

Furthermore, groups families. neighborlwods, communities of vari-
ous sorts lind sizes are perceived a; hirc aide to enjoy good !width or
sulky ill lwalth, just as individuals can. Th,, point nmy 1,ppear simple
hut in reality carries many itni,ori.:ait ..omifiefitionA for the evolving
system of health can.. Just how novortant will emerge more elearly ns
the detftils of mning changes in the health care ::,ystem are discussed
later in the chapter.

A SYSTEMS APPROACH TO THE FUTURE OF HEALTH CARE

The systems theory approach is one that, views the health care system
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as having both process and structure and Ps existing within the context
of an even hirger system. Those who write about the health system
differ as to which aspects should be ,..imphasized; some are concerned
with the future of health care in terms of the effect its context will have
on it--that is, its future as a subsystem in a larger, encompassing sys-
tem; some explore the future of health care primarily in terms of its
future structure; some examine the health care system in terms of its
processes; and a few discuss the system with attention to both its struc-
ture and its process. We review here examples of each of these ap-
proaches.

The Health System in Context

Long-Range Futures That are Health-Related. The Department of
Health, Education and Welfare asked the Center for the Study of
Democratic Institutions to piralyze the long-range social futures that
will affect the delivery of health care, and in 1973, Sisson published
some conclusions reached by researchers in that effort. In the intro-
duction to a list of iwedictions the author points out that the Center's
task was an enornmusly complex one, as almost all social futures relate
in some way to health and health care. Sisson's pubhshed conclusions
and abbreviated report are based on the ideas of different contributors
working under the direction of Harvey Wheeler and R. J. Carlson.

Sorrw of the predictions will have gr,at impact for those planning
curricular change. As an example, it is predicted that the birth rate will
continue to decline in this country, meaning that "few coupks will have
more than two children and many will have none." As a result the youth
base of the population will shrink. Shortly after the turn of the next
century "tifty pr cent of the people in the United States may be over
the age of fifty and nearly one-third . . . could be si:-ty-five or older,"
The concept of family planning will enlarge to eneom pass the long-term
well-being of each family member at all stages of life. A reversal of
values concerning age will cause a return to a feeling of respect for the
older individual. Certainly the "quality of public services will deterio-
rat if the talents of the elderly are not utilized," Howevet the shift in
psychosoeial foeus 'hay occur, the issue has not only long-term impli-
t .ttimis but some that, may loaftrialize in the immediate future as well.

Another group of developnwnts that could mean drastic change in the
health system includes diagnosis by amniocentesis, which Sisson says
"might facilitate effective treatment of tlw genetically defective." Tlw
development of techniques that, would allow tlw prevention or cure
iii wero of most if not all genetic defects some forms of mental retarda-
tion, hemophilia, sirklr chl arwmia, to name only a few -could mean
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the virtual disappearance of n- 'y ..,t! LU ,)bs, many care and mainte-
nance institutions, many soci;.: ar., 4,:ue t on services, and even entire
practice subspecialties for health 1)rofesIonals.

The staff at the Center asserts that by t i le year 2000 "the manufactur-
ing of products will occupy ehe energies of not much more than ten
per cent of the available labor force." Increasing numbers of people
will be occupied in service activities and will have much more leisure
time at their disposal. The vision of a nation made up of sedentary
workers, or a people at work only a small portion of each week, suggests
problems for primary health care only barely comprehended today.

The Sisson report, like almost every other analys;s of the future,
indicates that the so-called computer revolution will affect health care
in fundamental and comprehensive ways, just as it will affect all sys-
tems in society. There is no debate among futurists on this point. But,
perhaps, precisely because its effect3 will be so fundamental, it is hard
to realize just how the computer revolution will change our day-to-day
lives. One prediction is that increased use of computers will emphasize
the technical aspects of diagnosis and treatment to the further demise
of the more humane. On the other hand, the opposite effect may be
occasioned. Certainly the use of the computer in primary care for large
populations has already been beneficially demonstrated. Another asser-
tion is made that the "intensive use of the computer will facilitate the
evolution of larger and more complex units for the administration of
health care but smaller units for its delivery." The operating units of
computerized organizations will tend to become debureaucratized. "At
the same time that they shrink in size through a reduction of their
formalistic superstructures, authority will become more centralized
and overall size of operation will increase." The second prediction is
precisely complementary to the first, that health care administration
will evolve into larger and more complex units while delivery is offered
in ever smaller units. Computers will also "enhance the manipulative
power of the establishment." Society will be "much more intensively
planned, and our adjudication system will have to change to accommo-
date this factcr, incorporating preventive measures allowing society to
anticipate problems and develop responses."

On the one hand, computers could be one means by which the system
is humanized because computers may perform many of those tasks that
take the provider of care away frohi the patient; thus they may return
the human provider to the client's side. On the other hand, computers
could be the means by which the system is streamlined at the cost of
personal and direct forms of health care.

Because the rise of the computer is one development that will touch
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and change health care delivery at every level, specific possibilities for
future health uses of computers and computer science are referred to
frequently; the Sisson predictions are examples of some of the truly
revolutionary changes that are impending in health care. But they do
not represent straight lines forward into the future; rather, these most
revolutionary possibilities are characterized by the fact that they in-
crease the number of alternative courses that could be traveled into the
future and increase the burden of responsibility to make choices and
make them well. It is only partly true that computers are changing the
world. It is more true that man is changing the world by the use of
computers. The distinction between the two statements is a crucial one
to planners.

The Sisson report includes a prediction that is commonly seen in
futurist literature: man's increasing mobility will pose many problems,
one of the most invidious being the risk of pandemic disasters. The
inevitable response to predictions like this one by anyone taking sys-
tems approach to health problems is the reminder that the health care
system in any one society is of course not a closed system but rather a
part of an open system of international proportions. National planning
will have to take into consideration international concerns and issues.
In fact, Sisson predicts that a "new round of health treaties among
nations will have to be established."

Clearly. the health care system will be put to severe tests in the
coming years: its environment will be subjecting each system to severe
stress as the demands on it impinging from the outside increase their
number, their pressure, and their interlocking complexity.

In the area of politics and government the Center's staff have made
some very interesting predictions. The key words are government
planning, government control, centrali:ation of administrative services,
and the manipulation of structure to acquire desired ends, words which
today tend to carry more malignant than benign s-onnotations.

Standing in some contrast to these is the prediction that a "general
invasion of public policy arenas will accompany the growth of new-
corporatism as business firms provide more and more services once
reserved to government." It would seem that the health care system
might be expected to become nationally centralized and under govern-
mental control or that it .jgl't be fragmented into large and complex
segments, each of whic.. administratively complex and highly cen-
tralized, segments which are under the control of several different arms
of the establishment, business and government being but two examples
of possible foci of control.

The important point here is that whichever alternative occurs, the
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factors controlling tlw course of events in this iea are probably largely
external to the existing health care system. The nalities of political
power would seem to indicate that the ultimate choice in this very broad
tirea will noz. be in the exclusive hands of health care leaders. Indeed,
the elements that shape this particular aspect of the system's future
are so extremely numenws and complex that it Will likdy seem to most
of us Lhat the power for making that choice rested in no One place. that
indeed the decision was nmde by unseen others.

Reference to the very quality of tlw unmanageableness of large sys-
tems leads us to the prediction which states, "because mathematicims
Mieve nothing is in the (Ming that will enable us to learn how to manage
large systems, the problems of these large, unmanageable systems will
be solved by creating smaller social units." Obviously, what is suggested
is that society, over the next twenty-five to fifty years at least, will be
struggling the tremendous strains and 1;:.Lssures that will result
from tlw k,p;.a:tion of two very strong forces at work: the growth of
large systems jiat wil. overlap and tend eventually to merge, against
a process of fragnwntation, segmentalization. specialization, and simpli-
fication. Tlw resulting impact on the health care system is an open and
very crucial question.

It is obvious even today that health care has emerged as one of the
leading issues; its time has conw for occupying the spotlight of public
attention. The Center's staff projected this trend into the future this
way: "we must give political definition to our national 'well-being goals'
just as in the past we defined our production and employment goals; we
shall have to discover how to guarantee the equal right of all citi7ens
to well being: a new social contract."

The Center's staff saw significant cnang,s in society's values in the
coming years Among the possibilities are: a reversal of values con-
cerning ago, a "new kind of puritanism" and corresponding change in
how we view and treat sin and guilt," a "large scale religious revival"
may occur but the most basic alue change of ail wl be a post-industrial
ethic that will be less exploitive than the Protestant ethic. a resacrili-
zation of nature and of life. In short, a more thoroughly ecological ap-
proach to living, an organic whole view of t he in,iividual am: his uni-
verse.

Matek on Trends Affecting Health Policy. Matek's (1973) approach
to projecting the future of health practice is quite different from Sis-
son's, although he too is examining the large-scale and long-range trends
that will shape the future context of health care.
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The seven large-scale trends identified are:

1. A rate of world population growth that surpasses even normal
exponential growth rates.

2. Increasing urbanization and residential density.

3. A seri( : of crises resulting from too high a rate of consumption of
raw maLerials (e.g. acute scarcity of food; exhau.,tion of Jell non-
renewable resources as petroleum, goal, copper, lead, and natural
gas), a trend thatAs exponentially depletive and pollutive.

4. An increase in production efficiency.

5. Increasing mobility, both in terms of travel patterns and residency
patterns.

6. Technological development characterized by synergistic conver-
gence of new techniques.

7. Increase in both the volume and intensity of communications,
resulting in overstimulation and overproduction.

Using these trends as a framework foi his discussion of health care
futures, Matek points out that health issues are "subordinate to larger
interacting issues of population, food production, industrialization,
pollution and resource consumption" which must be resolved if the
health field is not to be "plunged" into "regression." He goes on to
assert, "commitment to a health profession must now be regarded . . .

as neces.sarily including active comliiitment to ti.e resolution of these
larger issues."

If it is assumed that just about anything neeued tc-hnologically is
possible, then given the scarcity of Oasic resources, priorities will have
to be set. Ultimately this means coping with problems of "value, policy,
and soi al techniques." Matek predicts that un .er these conditions,
conflicts between groups will be maximized and standards of conduct
will be compromised. Becaus society will be faced with the necessity
of reducing waste and the deteriorati' i of relations among groups it will
need to become more systematized, standardized, accountable, and
equitable.

Matek further predicts that "the most pandemic health problems of
the next three decades are very probably going to be physically, men-
tally, or behaviorally related to stress." An increase in the anxiety level
or society generally wili cause people to "retreat into superficial or
anachronistic patterns of thought. "This defensive reaction that will
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only cause the stress level to rise since it will not serve to pragmatically
reduce or eliminate the causes of anxiety and alienationa spiral pro-
cess that could ultimately cause the degeneration of the political process
into some form of "friendly fascism." Clearly, health care providers
will be waximally involved with the mamgement of stress, which
Matek says is likely to be the leading health issue of the remainder of
the century. Specifically this could mean: (1) an increase in escapist be-
havior, (2) a general decline in thc level of mental health, (3) the escala-
tion of psychosomatic involvements. Because stress is in part a )cial
phenomenon, the result of interaction between individuals and their
environment, social patterns and institutions will need to become more
flexible.

Matek further remarks that current attitudes and roles of health pro-
fessionals are not consistent with the need to incorporate the treatmPnt
of stress into most medical regimens, to wisely allocate existing re-
sources, and thus address issues of intersystem organiza+i: v.hich he
declares are the "most important responsibilities of health
and institutions." Obviously, efforts at change among heal I: rofes-
sionals will be "stressful, difficult, and resented." Efforts at col: r.-a-
don will be assailed by ambiguities and by difficulties attendan. . ion
the need to deal with ether systems "at many levels." As Matek .
"it will be an enterprise in rapid professional evolution as well a
social change."

In summary, it can be said that people working in the health .
system must reorient their thinking and become less parochial :hey
are to succeed in solving the most pressing health probleIns; thP.t Iarg
issues not usually thought to be health care responsibilities will imp;nge
with great impact upon the system; that the health care system will
heed to be more systematized, standardized, accountable and equitab1e;
that the system's greatest challenge will be the management of stresx,
both internal and external. One corollary to these points is that solu-
tions, to be effective, will have to be c;nnprehe%sive and holistic, and
not piecemeal or ad hoc.

Hubbard: The Context as the Source of Health 77ob1ems. No look at
the health care system in its context would vont, lete if it were to
ignore the extent to which the context itself is the stlorf.e of health
problems. Hubbard (1970) is only one of the many authors to point
out that the health problems that a :ow emerging as the le:Aing ones
are socially and culturally caust, a fact that represaits a radical
change from the conditions prevodalg in the nc'i-too-distant past. The
problems Hubbard identifies as ,Lc pressitc, are: poverty, exces-
sive population, obesity. accidents, alcoholism. drug abuse, smoking,
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physical indolerke, and suicide. He points out that they are "far outside
the centr ' int( lectaal interests of modern biologic t..! research" and
are often outsiue the concern of the health est iblishment as it is pres-
ently -*Irstituted.

As any health professional who has tried to deal v ith thcse problems
knows all too well, the impediments to successful treatment are nc
medical, they are "political, economic, cultural, and sometimes re-
ligious." Hubbard summari7es by asserting that " :he real dilemma is
the contest between the value assigned to health a-id the value as-
signed to competing activities that may be antagonistic 4-o health."

Hubbard's conclusion is that health knowledge is, cherefor, "not a
single coherent field of study. It is, rather the accumulation of :nforma-
tion from a broad range of disciplines." No health pi ofession, therefore,
can fail to emphasize the interdisciplinary nature of its knowledg: base
without seriously jeopardizing its effectiveness in I he future health care
system.

The Health System As a Structure

Relatively few efforts to predict the future of health care direct as
much attention to the social context in 'which op,m-ates as these
articles by Sisson, Matek, and Hubbard. Most attend to health care
alone, isolated from context, and of course many of thE se do not attempt
to look at the whole system but merely at one part. The quantity of this
type of literature is staggering; there is probably no;; an occr )ation,
specialty area, or profession that has not in recent years asked the
future direction of health care. Because of its volume, io attem--4 is
made to review this literature comprehensively.

Instead, a few examples of future-oriented articles and propcx als
have been selected to provide insight into the numerous approac! 2s to
the health care system that emphasize system structure. r firs .

example focuses on administrative structure, and the second proinses
a system strueture based on health care categories. There arc any r irn-
ber of ways one might build system structure, but the ones chosen for
review are those which currently enjoy widespread circulation and
discussion and contain familiar idew...

Structuralists tend to place a premium on efficiency, but re-
stricted focus prevents their developing a full definition of effit..2ncy,
which in health delivery can have many and possibly incompatible
meanings such as efficient use of money, materials, or health providers.
In a word, the structural approach is by definit:on incomplete, . L .t

that systems theory allows us to predict because important syste. A

elements such as system process or system goals are omitted.
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The \dministration of Health Care: Intervening Bureaucracy.
Health professionals frequently debate the effects that an intervening
hureau_eacy would have on effective delivery of health care. As various
methods of third-party payment have developed and grown, many
health providers have become increasingly sensitive to the issue.

Senator Edward Kenr9dy's proposed Health Security Act of 1973
(S. :7; H.R. 22-23), which is one of many health insurance proposals
under recent Congressional scrutiny, is an example of a structurally
o-..nted system proposal. Unlike the other proposals circulating in
Washington,* the Health Security Act actually creates a wholly new ad-
m:nistrative structure for the nation's health system, a fact that makes
his proposal particularly useful in this analysis of structural health

planning.
The bill proposes the esta41ishment of a national program of health

insurance whose purpose is two-fold: (1) to provide health insurance
for every United States resident, and (2) to expand and improve health
services while establishing budgetary mechanisms that keep health
costs under control. The second goal is to be achieved by setting stan-
dards, enforcing limits, and controlling process within the system.
Payment to institutions and health care providers will be tied to
corn pliance.

The structure that is proposed in the act can be summarized briefly.
The administration of the program would be divided fury- .onally into
three parts: a small board of presidential appointees to administer the
overall program, a larger advisory body that would include both health
providers and consumers, and a commission whose function would be
to control the quality of health care. The division of tasks is roughly
analogous to the division of work between the executive, legislative,
and judicial branches of the government. Looked at another way, the
structure is organized on four levels: the national, regional, state, and
local. On each level there would be offices representing each of the three
*Other proposals include a plan for catastrophic health insurance sponsored by Sena-
tors Russell Long and Abraham Ribicoff; an AMA-backed plan called Medicredit
(S. 444; H.R. 2222) sponsored by Senator Clifford Hansen and Representatives Joel
Broyhill and Richard Fulton; a proposal for tax incentives for buyers of private health
insurance backed by the Health Insurance Association of America. In addition, the
Nixon administration after 1971 developed its own national health insurance po-
posals, later (see Washinulmi Report 1973), it seems, developing two plans, the Stan-
dard Employer Plan (SEM and the Government Assured Plan (GAP). All these
proposals are either specialized, limited insurance plans Qr rely on the structure of
the existing health insurance industry. They are mentioned here because the number
f proposals being considered supports the assumption that some form of national
health insurance is nearly certain in the not-too-distant future. Hodgson (1973)
provides detailed descriptions of these proposals. President Ford's intention, stated
in hk August 1974 address to Ow Congress, to press for quick action in the formula-
tion of a national health program appears to reflect continuing high interest in the
subject on the tWeral level.
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functional branches of the administration. In a country the size of the
United States, the number of people involved in such an organization
would be very large.

It must be remembered that the structure proposed here, despite its
enormous size, would not be the overall structure of the total health
care system, but rather the structure for only its administrative portion.
Its function is to oversee the provision of care, not to provide :se; thus
the term interveniq bureaucracy. By the addition of such a structure
to the existing system, the proponents of the bill hope both to improve
health services and control health costs. The underlying means to
reach these goals are various forms of efficiency.

Obviously, there are both advantages and disadvantages inherent
in this approach to systematizing the health care delivery system:

86

1. The locus of power in health care could shift dramatically. Today
power is primarily in the hands of health professionals. The power
in the proposed system could shift into the hands of a health
managerial or administrative elite, to be shared in part with the
consumer. The emergence of such an elite could mean that party
politics would enter the health care delivery system for the first
time.

2. Under a more systematized form of health care delivery, care
would be more standardized, routinized, and, it is hoped, more
rationally distributed. However, because centralized quality
control would be based on statistical norms, quality would in-
evitably tend to hover at just above acceptable levels. Peaks of
excellence, especially those that are costly, are unlikely to re-
ceive much encouragement in a system committed to the wide-
spread equitable distribution of average levels of care.

3. Because significant deviance from prescribed norms of practice,
especially those that are costly, are not covered by the proposed
insurance program, innovative or experimental forms of treat-
mentwhether ad hoc or part of concerted experimental programs
---would have to be financed privately. Practice pro:ocols, which

would limit practitioners to the use of drugs specified as arrroved
in the treatment of specific diseases, and the proviso that a,iy
procedure that is not available everywhere in the country , anot
be covered could together encourage the development of two
parallel systems of health care, one financed publicly, the other
privately. The latter system would tend to oe more progn-
and more dramatically efrctive in tertiary care; the forrer's
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strength would lie in its efficiency and effectiveness in primary
care. The political and social consequences of such a split are, to
say the least, sobering.

4. Health care delivery under this type of structure would take on
all the characteristics that go with a massive, hierarchical, cen-
tralized bureaucracy. Along with standardization, equity, and
formal accountability would come a slowed rate of change and an
inability to react flexibly to evceptional situations.

5. The high costs attendant upon the proliferation of staff and paper-
work that are characteristic of bureaucracy could mean that a
disproportionate amount of each health dollar would not be spent
directly for health care.

Structure Based on Categories of Care. The structure of a social system
is often thought to be visible in administrative charts and buroaucratic
hierarchies; however, systems theory suggests that systems may be
structured in other terms as well. The Kennedy proposal is an example
of the more familiar bureaucratic approach to social structure; the
approach now to be examined is of another kind: structure that is de-
signed on the basis of functional activities within a system.

White (1973) outlines one means for structuring the nation's health
services on the basis of the three categories of health care: primary,
secondary, and tertiary. (See pp. 74-76, where the definitions of these
terms are described.)

In this scheme, services are coordinated regionally, with primary care
units being most widely dispersed, each unit designed to serve a desig-
nated small population. Primary care actually occupies two levels: the
lowest, the independont practitioner's office, feeds into health centers
or clinics and they in turn feed into community hospitals, which carry
responsibility for secondary care. This scheme, however, allows no
direct feed from a private practitioner's office into the hospital. More-
over, White assumes that the first contact with the health system for all
clients will be through a physician. A more realistic scheme would have
to allow for a greater variety of first contact arrangements for care at
the primary level. Rutstein (1974) has suggested a triage nurse as the
first contact between the client and the care system.

Grnups of primary care units feed into seco- ,ary care units, which
serve the larger, aggregated population of the smaller units. These
secondary units then feed into tertiary units, which serve the largest
population, that of an entire region. The regions operate independently
of each other, but all are regulated by centrally administered mandates
and statutes.
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The system as White deseribes it is a highlV abstract one, with very
few details provided. Despite this, hoNA ever, one can reasonably assume
that a network of care delivery units that interrelati will feed into each
other, and at the highest level, into tertiary care units that serve a wide
geographical area. It IF, likely that all these units will be governed by
a small but highly centralized and powerful administration. Moreover,
it is just this sort of system---highly centralized with small delivery
unitsthat Sisson foresees as being made possible by computer tech-
nology. The regionalization of health care is a concept that has re-
ceived much attention in recent years; the eventual organization of the
nation's health care system along regional lines is not unlikely.

Indeed, proposals for reorganizing education for the health refes-
sions on the basis of such an approach have received increasing attention
in recent years. As Pellegrino (1973) says, an interlocking arrangement
between a variety of health care institutions is a necessity if health
education is to meet the demands placed on it by the social system of
which it is a part. As an example "university hospitals simply do not
afford opportunities for extensive training in some of the most important
and neglected areas of hel.lth care ... they do notand probably should
notprovide settings for teaching secondary care and the much
neglected family care, primary and first-contact care, long-term care,

and health maintenance . . such care is delivered now and is certain
to be delivered in the future: in community hospitals, ambulatory
clinics, group practices, physicians' offices, and emergency rooms."
Experience in settings like these and with practitioners in these areas
must become "integral and organized segments of the clinical education
of many more students." Consortia such as those proposed by Pelle-
grino might easily be viewed as having the structure described in
White's model. Certainly it would solve many of the existing problems
in nursing education. Nurses are now educated, depending on the
generic program selte(:, in either secondary or tertiary care and rarely
for primary care ia an.- .nstance.

Two of the five trends that are likely results of the institution of a
national health security program like Kennedy's would also be likely if
health care were to be regionally structured along the lines of White's
model or other quite similar ones. First, power would likely shift away
from health professionals, although prolably not as decisively as would

be the case with the Kennedy proposal er others similar to it; the Ken-
nedy proposal envisions the addition to the existing system of a new
subsystem that would be endowed with extensive power, whereas
White's model proposes a more rationally ordered set of intermlation-
ships between existing health institutions. Second, care under such a
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system as White's might be more standardized and routinized than
care today, and it certainly would be more rationally distributed, but
whether this would have the effect of putting a lid on quality by keying
it to an average level is not known since White's model does not indicate
what mechanism, if any, would be employed to control quality.

A third possibility emeigc_ in this scheme for health delivery: an
.effectively centralized hierarchy like this one could have the unfortu-
nate effect of setting up a system of buck-passing, where responsibility
and accountability for the individual client's welfare would slip upward
in the system and finally out of the reach of the disgruntled individual.
But this is not clear, since this model is incomplete: it does not indicate
how responsibility and accountability are to be assigned. Nor is it clear
whether or not continuity of care is to be provided for at all; continuity
would go a long way in rssurirpz that at ler ;t a modest level of account-
ability could be maintained.

An obvious advantage of the regional approach is the economies it
makes possible: regional coordination to this degree would allow for
very effective control over expensive duplication of services and fa-
cilities. This is why legislators and other health planners have often
been so enthusiastic about regionalization prcposals. Something like
the same concept can be seen as the motivating force behind simpler,
small-scale forms of cooperation such as consortia of educational insti-
tutions, the activities of community and area planning commissions,
and even cooperation in planning complementary rather than com-
peting services among individual hospitals.

Efficiency and Values: Whose Health Matters Most? Some of the
problems an:l issues inherent in the establishment of a hoalth care sys-
tem that is carefully structured so as to be centralized and efficient on a
massive front are described by Dubos in tLe final chapters of Man
Adapting (1965). The basic dilemma, as he sees it, is not at all new:
which has priority, the welfare of the individual or that of the group?
Which is the higher good, the individual or the collective? Which is the
health care thrust necded most in the coming years, that which strives
for the individual's health or that which puts the collective health
first? Dubos describes the second type of health care this way:

As our societies become technologically more complex and
more highly organized, they generate problems that affect
the well-being of the st 2ial body as a whole, by giving rise to
new types Of pathological disorders and to new types of col-
lective responsibilities. In this sense, there is rapidly emerging
in the modern world a set of problems that could properly be
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called social medicine. . . . The health field is no longer the
monopoly of the medical profession: it requires the services
of all sorts of other skills. This collaboration will become in-
creasingly urgent as the community demands that steps be
taken, not only to treat it- *-;e:ises, but also to protect its
health. (pp. 404-405)

But, as the pendulum swings in the direction of a more social medicine
there is the danger that adherence to the collective good may extract
unexpected costs. Dubos puts it this way:

The danger in this inescapable trend is that the medical pro-
fession may be progressively edged out of many social aspects
of medicine. While persons trained in the physical and social
sciences, from engineers to general biologists and lawyers, play
an essentiai role in the total medical picture of our society, it is
usually difficult for them to -omprehend all the complexities
and subtleties of health and disease problems. Limited points
of view are likely to generate oversimplified formulae of action.
. . . (p. 405)

Dubos points out our greatest need when he says, "problems of decision
created by the dilemmas of modern medicine demand a new kind of
sociomedical statesmanship involving not only physicians and medical
scientists but the citizenry at large" (p. 429).

Or, to put it another way, we are now undergoing a transitional
period in health care. In responding to the pressures exerted by first one
social crisis and then another, we are trying to create a more social
medicine in the hope that emphasis on primary care and preventive
techniques that are widely and equitably distributed will prevent at
least our worst fears from coming true. But just what the costs of such
a shift in emphasis will be is hard to discern: some of the costs that
seem likely seem also to be high.

For example, if raw mate:ials and basic resources are to be in short
supply, are we to assume that at some point we will have to decide that
certain rare acute diseases are just too expensive for society to vllow
them to be studied -:nd treated? We are already faced with such a
bitter question in the case of hemodial'::is. It seems reasonable to
assume that tne same kind of decision-- vhom can we afford to save
and whom must we sacrifice-- will occur in connection with numerous
other health problems as well.

Whatever else the structuralists' proposals domodels like Ken-
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nedy's and White's offer approaches that can facilitate the pragmatic
solution of some very bothersome health delivery problemsthey can-
not offer answers to questions like these. The problem lies with the
incompleteness of structure-centered modes: the systems theorist knows
that only a holistic approach that incorporates both structure and
process in the design can provide a model equal to the task.

The Health System As a Process

Garfield's Proposal: The Kaiser-Permanente Model. Garfield (1970)
uses the Kaiser-Permanente plan to derive a generalized model for
health care delivery. His proposal starts from the same assumptions
as Kennedy's program doesthat health care is the right of all citizens
and that the delivery of care must be reformed so as to make that right
a reality. But the approach Garfield adopts is one that focuses on pro-
cess, with the idea that the right changes in the delivery process will
result in the right changes in structure. The Kennedy bill is based on
precisely the opposite assumption, that proper changes in structure
will bring about the proper changes in the delivery process.

Using a systems analysis approach, Garfield compares the traditional
system with the Kaiser-Permanente system and suggests that fee-for-
service arrangements in the traditional system have indeed served the
purpose of keeping people from seeking help soon enough to make pre-
vention and early treatment possible. The fee thus limited the number
of well and early-sick clients seeking entry into the system. In support
of this argument, Garfield says that experience with Medicare and
Medicaid has been precisely the same as that of the Kaiser-Permanente
group: namely, that the removal of the barrier of a fee creates another
barrier to good practice and that is an "uncontrolled flood of clients"
all seeking entry at one narrow point, the physician. The fact that
;Lvailable physician time then becomes occupied by healthy people inter-
feres with the care of the sick and disabled The out-patient clinics and
emergency rooms of some community hospitals are staggering under
this load. What is more, the physician, whether in an office or a hospital
clinic, is being asked to apply his training for sick care to the examina-
tion of basicall, well people, a reverse use of his or her education.

Garfield suggests that the solution tu the dilemma is to find a "new
regulator ... at the point of entry, one that is more sensitive to ... need
than the ability to pay and that can help to separate the well from the
sick and establish entry priorities for the sick." The regulator Garfield
chooses is a system of health testing called multiphasic screening that
combines a "detailed computerized medical history with a comprehen-
sive panel of physiological tests administered by paramedical per-
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sonnel." Garfield lists other advantages this regulator has over the fee-
for-service method or the first-come, first-served method of fee-less
service: "It detects symptomless and early illness ..., aids in the diag-
nostic process, provides a basic health profile for future reference,
saves . . . time and (client) visits, saves hospital stays for diagnostic
work and makes possible the maximum utilization of paramedical per-
sonnel." Finally, "it falls into place as the heart of a new and rational
. . . delivery system."

The system Garfield proposes is one based on a process that differ-
entiates the healthy client, the symptomless early-sick client,Oand the
sick client, and assigns them to wholly separate services: a health-care
service, a prever.iive-maintenance service, and a sick-care service.
Because the hualth needs of the typical client of each of these three
services would be very different, the services differ greatly in terms of

manpower, facilities, and geographic locations.
The health-care service would be a new beginning, a service without

historical precedent. By segregating health care from sick care, "true
health care" would at last have the chance to develop, Garfield says.
Housed in a new type of facility, the service would provide health edu-
cation, immunization, posture and exercise programs, counseling in
psychosocial areas, including drug abuse, HIld clinics specializing in
nutrition, 'family planning, and prenatal sare. well-baby care, and
related services.

The preventive-maintenance service would provide health services
that are available today but that are often attenuated because they are
submerged in sick care. This division would provide care for common
chronic illnesses that require "routine treatment, monitoring, and
follow-up." Clinics in this service would specialize in such areas as
obesity, diabetes, hypertension, arthritis, rehabilitation, mental dis-
ability, geriatrics, to name a few.

The sick-care division, unlike the others, is manned primarily by
physicians. The support from the other divisions to this one is apparent:
diagnosis, follow-up the education of patients and relatives, in particu-
lar.

Sick care would be extended in a medical center that could be sur-
rounded by "outreach" neighborhood clinics where services for health-
testing, health care, and preventive maintenance would be located.
Within the medical.center would be facilities and personnel for intensive
and acute care, extended care, radiotherapy, and special laboratories.

The system would depend on the computer for coordination. The
computer center would "regulate the flow of patients and information
among the units, coordinating the entire system." Although most pa-
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tients \vould enter first through the health-testing service. others
emergency cases are the primary example would enter first elsewhere.
Just what path the client follows in passing front Otte ilivision to another
differs with the client, for his needs are what Iletnymines the path of
movement.

are drawhacks to Garfield's proposal. Although multiphasic
screening has received much ;mention in recent years, not all health
providers are rei.oly to rely on it so completely as this approach would
requin,. :\Ioreover. the question of economic feasibility for the use of
the computer to comprehensively coordinate the In,alth care system is
one that has not been resolved. And many would react with hesitation
to any system as centralized as this. believing that it could pose a
serious threat to clients rights of priviwy. The most serious dilemma is
who is finally aml ultimately responsilde for the client's welfare?

Function Follows Funding: The Closed-End system. Rut Garfield's is
not the only process-oriented approach; other writer:,, have focused on
some aspect of health care process and have therchy hied insight al tout.
other facets of the delivery prohlent. Sztwartl (197:11 takes a look at the
health care process, hut he analyzes what happens to health prone( lures
as a result of funiling procedures. 11e says, -That form follows function
is as true for the structure of programs as it is for physical structures.
It might he added that functiim follows funding... I I n at4rces with Car-
tiehl that the fee-for-service method has shaped tuday's system, hut he
departs front Garfield after this point..

11e assumes -SOHO' form of entitletnent of everyone to a basic set of
per..:onal health service benefits" will have arrived in the United States
in ten years or so, benefits that might or tnight not he federally fumled.
lie assumes also that -during the same period the costs of health care
will have risen- and that over half of the costs will he tax-funded. This
means that -health care must compete with otlu,r priorities . under
public review" and that "at t he end of the next ilecinle the percentage
of the total gross national product devoted to health will he unable to

fUrthOr lin short there will in effect In, total hudgets for health
it will be necessary for providers of health services to operate

within he annual hudgets." In the face of the continuing rise of costs
for technical developments. "There will never In, enough money to
.1;atisfy what seem to he the rational needs of the health care system.-
The new clement. unprecedentol in our healt h care system today, wouid
he a "strong- emphasis on cHSt effect iceness."

For the most part the system is now oper:Ited on a fc, -ft,r-service
bu.sis, an open-ended process of health economics. A chow., o a specific
financial allotment . a closed-end system. carries enormous implications
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that are betO (1)10' oiial :,nd practical.
Such a change would very likely move away from a fee-for-service

method to a '14 ,iticaily based unit Of alit hOri ty C "OSOI ye questions of

allocations." I %elivery organizations under sch 'iuthority might re-
semble he I-lean Corporations proposed by the American Hospital
Association in it.; Ainecipl.,n; existing prototypes of other possible de-

livery organiz:aions voiiI ncLkle prepaid group iraetic..'s. foundations
for lwaltn care, health service corporations. awl the like.

This is another system that wouhl he structured regionally. Health
delivery organizations would be alloted fum Is "in relation to the num-
bers and denm,,,aphic characteristics of the population they voluntarily
and competitively control." Whatever the structure, tht basic pocess
of the annual bwlget. a closed-end syster ii. has at least the following
implications:

1. 'Die means of determining the quality of health care provided by
any one organization would have to he evaluated in terms of better
health for the population served under the evaluated plan as op-
posed to any competing plan. The moans for doing this is elusive
at the moment; developing better methods and educating people
to do it would mean a new thrust in both health research and
education.

94

9. The pr-)hlem of priorities would be most trouldesome. Even assum-
ing that optimum efficiency of delivery could b.-, achieved, Saward
points out that "no system can provide every service that anyone
might want." The question of who will decide priorities is a mean-
ingful one.

:3. Present concepts of the respective roles of health professionals
woukl be certain to undergo radical change in a elosed-end system.
Saward puts it very simply; Ii a "task can be done by a nurse
practitioner at a third of the cost . . there \vill be interest in
tlw delegation of the task." In fact, it is safe to say that all kinds
of tasks and responsibilities will he handed downward, coming to
rest with the person whose elI uca tion iireimres him exactly for that
level of performance. It is not a new process in health care, by any
means. but in a bona, led system it will happen more quickly and
more often.

4. A closed-end system will provide strong motivation to shift em-
phasis away from sick care and toward health maintenance and
illness prevention. The proponents of prepayment plans. which
operate under annual budil.ets. have long argued t,hat budgeted
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health care places an economic premium on keeping clients well.
.% widespread movement to budgeted health care ve:y well
have tho effect of shifting financial support for research to pro-
jects that seek t(.) enhance underst"nding and capabilities in pre-
ventive healtli; it would also increase interest in the improvement
of skills in these areas. Ittsearch and development would have to
come first, as knowledge in this area is inadequate- the attention
has up until now been so focused on disease that health care and
prevention have been something of a step-child -so that even th-
universal budgeting, should it come about, would not cause
nificant changes in health on a broad scale for a number of yefu.s.

Cost-Effectiveness and Service Goals: Are They Compatible? Two
process-oriented approaches to reorganizing the health care sy,tem have
been examined, emphasizing the distinctive qualities of each. Now an
examination of the common qualities is appropriate.

A close look at Garfield's model, which is based on the Kaiser-Per-
maziente system, aml at Saward's model, baso I on the concept of
bownled systems in economics, reveals that both are fundanientafly
analogous to the industrial model, that is. cost-effectiveness is the pri-
mary goal of both systems. :Making such a criterion one of the primary
goals would he revolutionary,.in the sense of changes it would stimulate
in the system.

Proponents of cost-effective health delivery argue quite sensibly that
their approach would inevitably cause an improvement in health
maintenance aml disease prevention, since obviously a well population
is much less expensive to care for than is an unhealthy population suf-
fering a high incidence of disease. The cost-effective system moti-ate.
care proviilers to keep people well or to deteet and treat disease and
disonler at the earliest possible stage.

However, it is necessary to examine a possible alternative outcome
to such an approach: Would health providers' drive to achieve greater
cost-effectiveness prompt them, consciously or not, to diagnose health
problems poorly or to avoid initiating treatment for borderline cases?
If it can be argued that today's fee-for-service system is the cause of
too great a readiness on the part of physicians to prescribe medicine
or perform surgery, it can equally lostically be argued that a reversal
of the economic motives wouhl create exactly the opposite problem,
fostering an unacceptalde degree of conservatism in the treatment of
disease and disorder.
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A.nother objection to the cost-effi.rctive approach to the design of
health care systems is stated by Somers (1973), w1-10 observes:

Among the many paradoxes associated with the triumphs ot'
modern medical technology none is n-,or e striking thz.11 this:
The more advanced and the more effective the teehnology,
the greater- the overall costs of health care. . . . In ma,-,y in-
dustries the more effective the technology, the lower the unit
cost of production.... Dit.gnostic screening coteler ;;.e handled
on a mass basis from the production point ot eiew.

But health care, by and large. does not lend itsdf to the
mass production approach. -fitere seems little hope that the
rising costi; of medical care can ever Ire b,danced by the same
sort of productivity increases that we have witnessed in

industry in general. (p. 39)

Because both Garfield's anilSawanl's approadies focus so exclusively
on process and so little on structure, especially on administrative struc-
ture, one has no way of knowing what mechanism might be devised.
if indeed one is possible --for monitoring and reviewing decisions and
thus maintaining quality of care at an optimum level. How is the client
to be protected from the possible flaws-- from his point ef viewof a
system that has simultaneously two goals, his welfare and its own In

short, a health care model that is strongly keyed to cost effectiveness
is perhaps not appropriate for application in the non-industrial area of
health care service in which the interpersonal factor assumes so much
importance in terms of eventual results and euteomes. A sei vice that.
does not serve is, however cost-effective, an expense that is not afford-
able.

The Health System and Systems Theory

It wouhl seem appropriate at this juncture, having examined ex-
amples of structure-oriented and process-oriented approach,-rs to healt!:
care, to review the reasons why systems theory provides a more satis-
factory basis for health care planning by permitting development of
models that balance process acal structure.

Th- theoretical viewpoint of systems theory provides a way of con-
sidering many variables simultaneously. Clearly, our very complex
society makes such a tool necessary. Second, systems theory describes
a method of considering process as it takes place in an overall structure.
a method most appropriate to a situation characterized by the constant
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and apt I change that defines the tenor of inodern t hues. Vinally, systems
theory ;Wows con.:illeration in perspective of the role of values within
the ambient e of contemporary t hotudit. This means that health eare
delivery can be examined in ta,rins of the societal ethos that surrounds
it.

Three types of approaches to the future of health care delivery in the
United State:', have been examined and it can be deduced that:

1. Thos., that concentrate on the forces outside the health system
show that health planners will confront increasingly complex and
difficult problems, nio:A of which will he shared with other social
systems. The health care system cannot tackle alone those issues
that concern poverty, equity. crises, limited resourees, and the
like. Shane (1972) reports that futurists have been "highlighting
major crises that will challenge planners during coming ye'trs. and
many of these are problems that the health system cannot ignore

hat it cannot solve alone." Among these problems are the
"crisis of crises." the sheer a:cumulation of extremely serious
problems, the loss of credibility of people or groups of people in
authority. "institutional overload." disagreement over the defini-
tion of thy good life, thQ loss of widespread agreement over what
constitutes right and wrong, the problem of equity versus egali-
tarianim. and others (pp. 4-6), It is clear that health professionals
will need to become more knowledgeable about many areas here-
tofore considered quite unrelated to health science, areas such as
urban planning, impact upon the individual of increasing aliena-
..ion, poverty, leisure, an t! legal rights.

Thos.- that concentrate on the structure of the system. either by
,weilicting what it will be GI- by proposing what it should be,
sacrifice some attention to process. therchy risking a simplistic
amtroach to planning resulting in what many health professionals
i:ave called protocol or "cookbook" care. No overall structure can
adequately provide for the process on the interpersonal, dynamic,
complex and delicate level that the events and situations en-
countered in the health care system detuand, events that allow
for thy expression of society's most profound values.

:3. Those that concentrate on the process of health care attempt to
base their planning on a sensitivity to the fact that health care
as it is delivered to the specific client is idiosyncratic, characterized
by many variables, anil that both the long-range and short-range
health needs of both society and the individual need to be recog-
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nized and met. However, they tend to sacrifice careful attention
to the pragmatic necessity of providing a system with enough
structure to keep it running. A system. if it is to be successful,
must survive over Cle long term. Systems whose economic feasi-
bility are largeiy unknown m. wnoe economic goals might be
inimical to its health service goals cannot Oe deemed viable.

What one needs, obviously, is the holism of a systems approach,
which promises to provide ways to avoid the skewed effects of models
that give too much emphasis to structure or to process.

It might be well to note the work of Miller (1972) and Field (1973)
describing a fully systematic approach to the health care system--work
that attempts to keep structure and process in balance, that views the
health system as a subsystem, a part of a larger society and in inter-
action with other societal subsystems in the larger system. Work in
applying systems theory to forms of health care delivery is relatively
new and as yet quite abstract in nature. Miller, Field, and other authors
writing from this viewpoint are offering a thinking tool, a method that,
may give planners and providers the answers needed, producing in them
the realization that the forest is visible, despite all the trees.

Finally, a brief word needs to be said about all planning for health
care, whatever its philosophical base. Because the nation is in the throes
of coping with change from rural society that was relatively widely dis-
persed to an urban, massive society characterized by density and an
accompanying sense of anonymity and alienation, health planners
will be forced to cope with strong resistance to a high degree of planning
for any activity which, like health care, is fundamentally an interper-
sonal undertaking. Resistance that planners will have to cope with will
come from within themselves as well as from others. One difheulty will
be to overcome the apparent contradiction between society's overall
health needs and the client's right to choose the people who provide his
health care and to choose his own level of wellness.

Underplanning could spell disaster for society if it causes us to fail
to solve health crises capable of destroying society. Overplanning could
subvert the individual, who might define himself healthy enough but
unhappy in "a brave new world." By the same token, underplanning
could spell disaster for many individuals whose health needs might go
undiscovered, ignored, unmet. Overplanning could be catastrophic for
a society dedicated to a concept of democracy and committed to ideas
about freedom that seem to be incompatible with the dictates of an
efficient system whose costs can be met.
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TIIE FUTURE OF HEALTH CARE: THE UNCERTAINTIES

The whole literature on the future of health care includes quite a wide
range of opinion: from those who declare that we are in the throes of a
great health crisis to those wlm deny that our problems are very bad
at all; from those who propose a total, radical change in the whole sys-
tem to those who tight vociferously in behalf of the status quo. The
majority fall somewhere in the mitldle, foreseeing and proposing piece-
meal change and the gradual evolution of the system. There are three
areas, however, in which a surprising amount of agreement occurs;
although writers disagree or are uncertain about eventual outcomes,
most agree that these very important trends are already underway:
One is the changing roles of health professionals. one is the changing
function of the hospital, and the third is the change away from an
exclusively fee-for-service economy in health care.

Changing Roles of Health Professionals

A nearly universal agreement was found that roles of health pro-
fessionals will he changing in the future, that roles will overlap and blur
and that it will be increasingly difficult to define health jobs in terms of
exclusive or unique tasks and responsibilities. In fact, the term health .
professional is becoming increasingly difficult to define. Actually the
whole process of blurring and overlapping presents many curricular
challenges for nurses, physicians, social workers, aml other allied
health personnel. Already we are beginning to see an outcropping of
many programs in distinct aml different professional schools purporting
to accomplish similar purposes. Practitioner programs in nursing, phy-
sician's assistant programs in medicine. aml community health practi-
tioner programs in the junior colleges. to name a few, are exemplary
of a change in the whole dimension of the blurring and overlapping of
roles aml knowledge bases.

In medicine the question appears very much at issue. Will physician
education continue to produce graduates who specialize aml even sub-
specialize in their own practice, or will there be a rather massive return
to general practice'? Primary and preventive care is, of course, the area
that tmlay receives the most attention. and it is the area where most
critics agree improvement is needed. It is in primary care that con-
tinuity of care is expected. that, 111011' personalization anil humanization
is effected. that a holistic approach to a patient rather than a disease
can be most fully realized, that preventive aml maintenance care are
provided. The ttrmtial question concerns the response of physicians to
pressures within the heidI h care system. Will physicians continue to
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be treaters and curers of disease, leaving an increasing portion of pri-
mary care to be provided by others, and claiming secondary and
tertiary care areas as their special domain, or will physicians move
back to general practice in massive numbers?

In nursing the issue appears to be one of role. Will nurse education
continue to produce graduates who specialize and even subspecialize
in acute care, or will there be a massive reorientation to primary care?
The crucial question is again the response of nurses to pressures within
the health care system. Will nurses continue to provide acute care
services, leaving an increasing portion of primary care to physician's
assistants and others, or will they create new roles and collaborative
relationships for chronic care management, geriatrics, the management
of stress, and group and independent practice?

It is predicted that the trend among physicians toward increasing
specialization will continue and that those younger medical professionals
who choose family practice as a specialty will continue to represent
quite a small fraction of the total number of physicians. Moreover, tFs
doctors will practice less as generalists than as a new kind of spec:L.
who will be functioning more and more frequently as managers Dr
supervisors of primary care units. They will be too few in number to be
able to carry the full burden for the actual provision of primary care.
The provision of primary care directly to clients will be an area in-
creasingly open to, and indeed in need of, other health care providers,
especially nurses.

A significant movement in this direction, however, will be slowed by
several factorsthe opposition of some physicians and some nurses to
this sort of change can be expected, and the need to change the edu-
cation of other members of the health team -op as to fully prepare them
for the added responsibilities.

Other and more powerful factors are propelling change vs well. Pri-
mary among these is the economic factor; if the demand for more and
more effective primary care is to be met, the sheer cost limitations will
force us to find cheaper ways of doing it. The physician is now the most
expensive worker we have in the system because of the cost and length
of his or her education. In addition, other health professionals are also
emerging prepared at the highest levels and demanding higher salaries.
Some decision will have to be effected as to how to use the talent of
these people in an economically feasible manner that preclu'ies their
use as the most frequent or sole droviders of primary care.

Though the ultimate role of the physician will strongly influence
other health care roles, it is not the only influence at work. Indeed,
nursing should have beconw accustomed to role changes by now, since
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many such changes have affected it over the past thirty ye..rs anti
continue to do so. As Mase (1973) points out, "A great proliferation of
technicians, assistants and aides, as well as more highly specialized
health professionals, now perform duties and assume responsibilities
previously relegated to those in the general category." It is certainly
true that, with the growth of allied health occupations, many of them
in response to the development of new technology, registered nurses
have yielded certain tasks to othersphysical therapy, respiratory
therapy, and many operating room chores being examplesand have
replaced them with more managerial and generalized functions in
coordinating these highly specific activities in the care of a given patient.

With its growing orientation toward the planning and management
of care, nursing seems the logical profession, and certainly the one best
prepared, to create roles that will fill gaps in our future system of
care -for example, in insuring fare for the aged that is more than
custodial, or in providing quality care for the chronically ill. The
management of stress and anxiety is another such gap, one that will
assume increasing importance if Matek (1973) is correct in predicting
it as the leading health problem in the comiag decades.

The growth of new health roles and occupations constitutes a major
factor in the blurring of roles alluded to earlier. Hamburg (1973) calls
attention to the fallacy of conceiving of "the more than 125 separate
health specialties as though they were independent variables totally
unrelated to and unaffected by ' he numbers and duties of each." Para-
doxical as it may seem on the surface, expansion and fragmentation as
concurrent forces have acted to bring health roles closer together, as
no single role can be seen as sufficient for most client needs. As Mase
(1973) puts it, "No health drofession can go it alone any more." From
this he argues a growing necessity for interprofessionai working relation-
ships, a team approacn to health care, and a strong interdisciplinary

mponent in education for the health professions.
It is highly unlikely that we have yet seen an end of new .health

occupations and professions. No doubt we can expect more as new
settings and agencies spring up to meet new needs and perform new
funAions.

The Changing Function of the Hospital

Another area of much debate concerns the future of the hospital and
its possible relationship to new agencies. The hospital is now the
institutional centgr. home base as it were, of the health care delivery
system. The most urgent health care problem relating to the future of
the hospital is that it is increasingly used for services it was not designed
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to deliver. Its central restme.;ibility originally was Lo provide care,
usually of an intensin nature, for the acutely ill. Over the years other
tasks have been zulded: some hospitals now aave as much responsibility
as teaching institutions as they do as caring institutions; most hospitals
are being useil for diagnostic purposes that might be performed else-
where; other acute care hostiitals are providing long-term care of chronic
illnesses; still others provide rehabilitative centers and out-patient
clinics which include some responsibility for family planning, for drug
and alcohol abuse control, and so on and on. The question is whether
these functions could be carried out more inexpensively and molv
effectively in other settings designed specifically for them.

It seems reasonable to assume that pressure will increase to move
non-hospital services away and into their own. more appropriate set-
tings and that such agencies as out-patient clinics and specialized
nursing homes will proliferate. It wow c! seem that a. fragmentation
process might be expected, a decentndization of service settings, that
would tend to reduce die ov;rwhelming dominance of the hospital over
today's health care system. In the belief that varied settings would
allow for lietter practice, many a health professional would welcome
such a trend, as would many clients who lind vast hospitals difficult to
navigate anil forbidding places to go for help.

On the other hand, if the Sisson report (1973) is to he believed, it is
also possible that the hospital will remain the core of the delivery sys-
tem. liecoming a more massively centralized center for the delivery of
care. Therefore the assumptions about what is coming an4, what will
happen represent two opposing thrusts in the delivery system. The
iiicture is an enormously complex one.

As is well known, the concept of hospital differs with the setting;
there arc teaching aml research hospitals. there are proprietary hos-
pitals. there are small community hospitals tending to give only secon-
dary acute care, there are huge urban hospitals extemling themselves
over the whole range of primary to tertiary care all of them essentially
acute care settings. All are caught in the cost squeeze. meeting rising
payroll demands. facing up to the possibility of unionization of workers.
coping with a client load that is exploding under the stimulus of third-
party payment systems, and lighting the exponential rise in the use
of extremely expensve health technologies.

Knowles (I 973 ) lists three trends from the 1961 1971 decade indicat-
ing that the future development of the hospital may not be linear from
present and past operational practices. For example, if the centralized
center concept. materializes. n .,'ialized units or entirely separate
satellite care facilities be leveloped. Ginzherg (1969) has
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indicated the impact of federal third-party payment systems in stimu-
lating commercial interests in nursing and convalescent homes, suggest-
ing that satellite facilities may indeed be an imminent possibility. On
the other hand, convalescent and nursing home facilities may be de-
veloped in geographic isolation from the hospital but with newer and
more cohesive ties to a centralized service emanating from the hospital
hub. That is to say, centralized services in such areas as primary care,
including public health nursing, may originate in and be coordinated
with a chronic disease and geriatric service, all issuing forth from the
hospital center. Knowles (1973) also observes that smaller hospitals
have declined in number, indicating, perhaps, the elimination of an
expensive duplication of services and better coordination of care re-
sources. A note of caution might be sounded. however, in regard to
moving services away from dispersed points in the community and
into more massive cfmters that stad in isolation from the community
they serve.

One other point by Knowles is that psychiatric inpatient services in
the acute-care settings have rapidly proliferated. He interprets this as
being a sign that the care of patients with psychiatric disorders is being
integrated with the rest of the care system instead of being isolated in
geographically distant areas. However, not all professionals would be
so sanguine about the desirability of treating long-term psychiatric
patients in acute-care settings. What the practice does reflect is a
growing commitment to returning clients with emotional disorders to
an adequately functioning life as rapidly as possible.

For e'rery prediction about the hospital's future an exactly opposing
prediction can be found. Some say the hospital will remain at the center
of the system; some say that only the university training hospital will
occupy that position; others say that the hospital will undergo such
extensive change that its place tomorrow will be very different from
today's. Further confusing the issue is government funding for primary
care centers. Government funding has been withdrawn from 0E0 and
similar projects sponsoring the development of comprehensive health
care clinics, and the reional medical programs appear to be faltering
now.

The forces that influence the cause of tlu- hospital in the futur. rre
so numerous and complex. and there are so many political impci,,ier-
ables. that them is only one certainty and that is ambiguity. It i:. ,x-
pected that primary care settings could become decentralized, wide::
d ispersed, anti easily available thr(mghout local communities. Secondary
care, thus free(I of encumbrances that only add te the already strained
facilities and personnel, coulil operate more efficiently. humanely, and
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effectively. Tertiary care could then be located with a most miserly
hand so that this most costly form of service would be provided as
economically as possible and with as wise a use of highly traiaed man-
power as possible.

Whether a rational disbursement of health settings is feasible, or
desirable, only the future will tell. Just what the health care settings
of twenty-five years hence will be is impossible to say, but it is safe to
conclude that kinds of settings are increasing and that employment
alternatives for health professionals are expanding.

Fee-for-Service Economy

Another area receiving a great deal of attention is the question of
whether or not the traditional fee-for-service economy will continue to
be replaced by prepayment schemes. Of course, many prepayment
plans exist now, but it is the fee-for-service concept that has shaped the
delivery system, and the crucial question is actually whether or not the
delivery system will change its form as a result of a significant trend
away from the traditional economic base.

Political and economic imponderables play a large part in the course
of events here, just as they do with the future development of hospitals,
but in addition to these there is one other element that clouds the future.
This factor is the one-to-one relationship existing between the client
and the health care practitioner who works on a fee-for-service basis.

The third-party payment schemes illustrate how a diadic relation-
ship, in becoming triadic, can also be attenuated. Responsibilities are
split; decisions are made by others besides the professional person and
client, and are most often made a priori, for a group. The professional
becomes embedded in bureaucracy, a situation already quite familiar
to many nurses. The physician hospitalizes a client unnecessarily for
diagnostic tests because the insurance policy the client holds will pay
for those tests only if the client is hospitalized. The nurse is unable to
move a patient for valid clinical reasons from room to room in the
hospital out of deference to the accounting department who is in turn
responsible to the third-party payer.

In fact, third-party payments are changing the meaning of pro-
fessionalism. The central question is: to whom is the professional re-
sponsible? Is it the client alone, the client and the organization simul-
1:aneously, or the organization alone? Confusion reigns and will increase
until the meaning of professionalism can be resolved theoretically and
experientially, and can be individually internalized by practitioners.
The problem is not restricted to nursing and medicine, but share, by
other professional groups such as architecture and law. Many nurses
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have for years sought a solution to this dilemma and have been un-
successful in their effort to do so, resulting in frustration and hostility
toward the bureaucratic structuring of client care. The bureaucratic
pull in smaller organizations is usually not as strong, and this fact then
presents a strong argument for decentralization of administration
services.

Clearly the fee-for-service economy will not survive unchangel, ..-
a transitional period when both prepayment and fee-for-service
exist side-by-side can be expected. The meaning of third-party p..
ments for the survival of current profmsional values is as yt uncleal,
but an adaptation will neol to be made.

The fact of the matter is that pressures exerted from outside the
health field will be one of the vital determinants of the financial basis,
as well as other dements of the future delivery systm. A social sen-
sitivity to the fact that man's resources are not infinit but instea,1
finite and sometimes frighteningly scarce is likely to propel an irr-
sistible trend toward more accountability, making health care operate
on the basis of an exacting cost-effectiveness. Moreovr, in an xacting
cost-effeaive health system priorities have to be msigned in such
a way as to force decisions on the I.. pie values of: (1) primary,
secondary, and tertiary eare; (2) basic research in biomedical sciences
UM opposed to more immediate clinical applieation of knowledg and
techniques, and (3) health care that serves individual clients as op-
posed to care that serv s groups instead.

What makes matteN wors is that these priorities will need to III.
evaluated and changd rpatedly as circumstances change. The
dmands are unrdenting. Moreover, th decision as to who woukl lutve
the responsibility for setting priorities is ibtelf a value-ridden one, is,r-
haps mor difficult than th deeisions about the priorities themselves.

Budgetd health ear could 1311M fantastic brakthroughs in the
delivery t radically improved health care, or it could ramie the de-
struction of whatever capacity that is now possessed in the olelivery
mechanisms,
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Emerging Themes
The reader will remember that our croinimaiwis of feminism, higher

edneoliou, and the health care system (If', all based oil the same aiisump-
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as the unirersal model; other combinations (e.g., man and woman with no
children; man or woman alone with chil(Iren; the many combinations
shaped in communitarian experiments) are receiving more attention and
are increasing in frequency. IVe are no longer as rertain'as we were a
decade ago that we can predict what the future family will look like.

The paper on trends in higher education also testijies to changes in tradi-
tional forms. One of the most general and widespread will serve to make our
point here: up until World War II "higher education" meant to most
people the private liberal arts college that served, with rare exceptions, the
older adolescents from upper-middle class homes. A college education, in
other words, served the mit-poses of and indeed identified the members of a
specific clas.s in society. Today, "higher education" has diversified so much
that such simplistic associations no longer apply. If sheer numbers are
what count, then we must see the greatest shift in higher education as that
more toward community colleges that serve students of both a wider age
range and a greater variety of social background and goals. Needless to
say, the educational content has cluinged US the predominant form has
chit nyed .

Forms in health rare probably all the traditional forms are changing.
Again, just one of many possible examples will do. Hospitals were mice
thoroughly oriented to the rare of the (widely ill, but with the passage of
time many larger,. nrImn hospitals assumed responsibility for providing
many kinds of care and offered extenSive out-patient services to the sur-
rounding community. As a connequence, the hospital appeared to be the
focal point, the visible renter of the health care system, the one location that
people thought of in connection with the provision of health care. But now
even this can be seen to be changing again. Neighborhood clinics that pro-
vide coin/ire/len:4re health services, spin-offs from the massive urban hos-
pital, are developing, often in renponse to broad-based pressure from the
community I() (lecentralizT, relocate, and /III man i7e the places where health
rare is provided. As with the family, it is hard to be sure of the future shaff

honpital, but like the family, the hospital of the flit II re is certain to
look rather different from that institation Imlay.

ANCES TIIAT 111,1111 DISTINCTIONS

/tut it in not jant that a lot of changen are (wowing, and quickly; it in be-
coma( fi 8 ill (// f/ that PIMP fir more often than ma is the kind that
blurn dintinctimin Once clear to everyone, Territorien that were once marked
off by definite boandarien are now overlapping, and the bon ndaries, if they
have not dinappeared altogether, are hard to locate.

For example, all UT hare disdained ill ma paper on women, male and
female I (den are hula y OM II at a III/ I /We in recent memory. Matti/
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functions and perquisites once reserved for one sex or the other are now

shared, and the trend is clearly toward increased blurring of masculine and
feminine roles The extent of the change is so great that everything from the
superficial, eq, ., clothing, to the essential, e.g., parental roles, is affected, and

attention is being paid to these changes at every level, from the popular
literature to the scholarly.

it similar sort of blurring process can be seen in higher education, where,

for example, one important trend receiving attention is the increasing
homogee,eity of schools. The categories of institutionsliberal arts schools,

women's and men's colleges, technological institutions, state universities
once called to mind institutions having a much more distinct individuality
than they do today. The trend everywhere seems to be toward a larger and

more heterogeneous student body, more inclusive curricula, and more nu-
merous and varied educational goals.

Likewise, as we pointed out in the paver on the health care system, occu-

pational roles in the field of health care are overlapping and blurring. Just
what one actually does do in any given h,a lth job seems to be determined

more by sePing and individual circumstances than by job title. Such blurring
of function can simultaneously provide opportunity and cause confusion.
In fact, it could be said that of all the exan.ples of change we have studied

the move to,yard less clear-cut defiOions, whelk it is less precise defini-
tions of sex roles, of a school's function, of an occupational role, are in-
creases of flexibility accompanied by increases in uncertainty. Or, put more
simply, greater freedom is not ever easier, because it inevitably brings
greater responsibility.

THE CHANGING SENSE OP 'LACE

"Open" is so very popular a word todayopen schools, open marriages,
and even open divorce!---as to have become a cliche. The currencv of the
word implies a change in our sense of place, and in fact we can ji nd many
examples of the ways in which outsideness and insideness have become less

distinct.
Perhaps the most obvious group of examples comes front the chapter on

higher education: universities without walls are but one example of a con-
scious effort by educators to break down the old attitudes about the kind of
place a school is. A university without walls would have no inside that is
distinct front the outside, "real" world. Many related reforms make a much
less direct appeal to this concept but are nonetheless part of the same im-
pulseto bring the educational world closer to the rest of the world; such
forms include student internships of many sorts, the awarding of academic
credit for work experience, the use of others besides profeSsional educators

as teachers, and the like. Government agencies, businesses, and other social
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institutions not usually devoted to education are joining with educational
institutions in formal ways to provide students with one coherent living/
learning experience. In the process, the sense of the school as a distinct and
separate place is breaking down.

Some of the same process is taking place in health institutions. Here the
efforts still seem to be devoted more to pointing to the need for change than to
actually bringing changes about. The hospital is the focal point for special
attention largely because it is, as we have pointed out, the one place almost
everyone thinks of in connection with health care provision. Special prob-
lems arise in the case of urban hospitals thai are attempting to address their
communities' needs in the sociocultural area. Wany health professionals
are coming to agree that the extent to which such hospitals are sharply sep-
arated from their surroundings mark r,. -,xtent to which many of their new
programs will fail. Outpatient serviceN fccus ot:,,ntion on health prob-
lems with a heavy social and preventive emphasis Ltia. ts alcoholism and
drug addiction, family planning, geneti( ::cninseling, mental illness or the
effects of stress, rape counseling, obesity cwiwol, and the like, are more often
being organized either away from the central hospital or in such a way as to
minimize the separation of the hospital from the community. It is widely
agreed that such health services succeed better when they are located "out
in the community." The purpose is, again, to break down the sharp sense
of "inside" the hospital as opposed to "outside" t..! 1.6spital.

The same process is taking place with the familp is a subtle process,
perhaps, but much of the evidence mustered in our p ..per on feminism sup-
ports our suspicion that the "insideness" of the family is changing. More
than ever before, people are seeking satisfaction for basic physical and
emotional needs outside their families. With the growth of child care fa-
cilities we see an obvious move outward, as increasing numbers of children
are being reared outside the family circle during significant portions of their
lives. Many adults seek emotional supportsupport even, of a fairly inti-
mate nature--outside the family limits; the proliferation of encounter
groups and their many offshoots is but one aspect of thiF phenomenon.
Another is the growth in the demand for clinicians and case workers in
nursingsocial work, psychology, psychiatry, and counseling, not to men-
tion the increased counseling demands being placed upon the clergy. The
debate over whether these changes are (10011 or not will rage for many years;
some argue that such "open" family life takes intense and unhealthy pres-
sure off the members of the nuclear family and makes it possible for more
people to find more effective ways to meet their needs. It is a matter of in-
creasing the individual's re,sources aml options, it is said. Others argue
that the process weakens family bonds by reducing the sense of personal
commitment between family members; the demise of the family itself and
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the consequent collapse of society is sometimes predicted. But both sides are
agreed: the family is no longer so tightly knit and so private a place as it
once was.

THE CHANGING SENSE OF TIME

There is a time and a place for everythingor so we once thought. It seems
that along with our changing sense of place, that is, cur assumptions about
the functions that are appropriate to certain places, we have also been
changing our beliefs about what is appropriate at certain times.

In each of these three environments of nursing we have seen that our
perception of the uses of time is undergoing basic change. Generally, we are
less inclined to mark off large blocks of time and assign them single pur-
poses. For example, our conception of the average woman's lifespan is
changing in just this way. Once it was assumed that each stage in her life
was programmed for a single purposelate adolescence and the early
twenties for courtship (and education, but only as an embellishment), the
twenties and early thirties for child-bearing and*rearing, the forties and
fifties for gradual conversion to the multifarious social and civic pursuits
of the matron, and thereafter for the emptiness, the limbo, of the "golden
years." However, now we are seeing the stages dissolving at the edges or be-
ing assigned many purposes rather than just one. Reality is forcing what-
ever change is taking place in our percePtions (and, as we pointed out in
the paper on women, the perception lays behin(1 the reality) as larger num-
bers of women are functioning as heads of household, as larger numbers
of women combine civic or occupational pursuits with traditional family
responsibilities, as larger number,s of women refuse to restrict primary
emphasis on courtship to one period in their lives, as larger numbers
of women perceive that education need not be relegated to just the first two
decades of life, and as larger numbers of women refuse to accept the final
decades as years without purpose. In short, the life histories of females are
becoming less typical and predictable with every passing year.

I n education too we are swing a re-allotment of time. Where once we
assumed that the first I wo and a half dectuks in everyone's life was the time
set aside for learning, we now talk of "continuing" read "never-ending"-
educatimi. We once paid only lip service to the idea; now vie are formalizing
the concept. The Htudent body is less and tess adolescent each year; increas-
ing numbers of middle-and and elderly people are entering institutions of
higher education, sometimes to update career skills, sometimes to develop
new careers, Hometime8 to enhance private life.

In health care, similar shifts in the perception of time are taking place.
The time to provide health care has traditionally been considered to be after
the fact of a disease or dysfanctn; once nick or in trouble, the client seeks
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the scrvices of health care providers. But no longer are we approaching
health service so simplistically; as we change our perception of disease pro-
cesses, as we conceive of health problems more as part of a continuum, as
we place greater emphasis on the maintenance of health and the prevention
of disease, we see health care as a service that is provided continuously and
before the fact, not just after the fact and episodically. Agreement is wide-
spread that such a new orientation is one way to make health care more
effective.

Perceptions of time such as these we have cited are like ground swells;
they are so basic and so gradual that we often fail to see how great the change
is until it is an accomplished fact. And once the change has occurred, it all
seems so obvious that we tend to overlook the fact that the changes have been
truly revolutionary.

WHERE IIAVE ALL THE CATEGORIES GONE?

Clearly, the trends we have reviewed that are common to feminism, higher
education, and health care can be subsumed under one overall trend; we live
in a world in which clearly bounded categories useful for organizing and
perceiving reality are losing viability. It is not that we are having trouble
fitting square pegs into round holes; we are rejecting the pegboard itself.

Some people think comfortably of banks of pigeonholes, as in desks, or of
filing systems, or of series of boxes or baskets, each container labeled with a
subject name; as we go through life collecting information we put each piece
of information into its proper category. It is the way we keep what we learn
organized, coherently stored away for easy reference later.

The trouble with thin system is that it is breaking down under the sheer
weight of the amount of information we keep finding that will not fit into
one box or pigeonhole. For example, we discover living forms that do not
conform to our conception of either "plant" or "animal"; we discover ob-
ject', that do not fit readily into either the category of "life" or "nonlife."
We vry 19 understand and to cope with behavior that will ?lot fit our pre-
c-ni 'ved notions of either "crime" or "disease." We develop courses of

hal do not clearly belong either with the Knglish or the history de-
',et. We discover that "femininite and "masculinity" are not the

, we have often assumed aml that they share many traits. The list
of auch uncomfortable facts could go on aml on.

Tmlay we find ourselves facing no ntuch inforntation that forces change
that change itself ham taken on crisis proportions. We are confronted with
the necenn:ty of redefining no much tluit in basic, even lo the point of re-
defin ing out nelve.s, that we suffer often from the effects of great stress. I ndi-
vidual pernonn, oee H pational groups, families, and even
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whole social systems are reassessing themselves, redefining themselves. It
could be called a society-wide identity crisis.

The one factor that seems to be causing the uproar is the realization that
is beginning to dawn on everyone: we live in a small and finite place. Our
resources are smaller and fewer and more exhaustible than we had previously
imagined. Moreover, the interconnectians among them all are much more
numerous and complex than we i,ad realized. We live in a seamless web;
no system is closed off from the other systems; we live in a system of sys-
tems so overwhelmingly complicated and intricate that balancedelicate
balanceis supremely important but supremely difficult to imagine, much

less achieve.
Such a task requires intellectual equipment, a philosophy, an image of

reality that is new. The pigeonholes, the boxes, the rows of labeledfile cate-
gories just will not serve. To take their place we are developing new per-
ceptions of reality that allow categories to share labels or to change them the

way chameleons change colors in response to specific surroundings, that
allow boundaries between categories to shimmer and shift and move with
change, that allow us to conceive of reality as not just a structure having
static shape but as happenings that move and change in time, that allow us
to perceive the interlocking processes of change, reaction, and consequent
new change in a reverberating chain of events that moves far, far out from
its point of origin.

The new perceptions that are being developed are all part of what is called
"systents theory." It is a kind of thinking that is closely tied to the develop-

ment of the computer and that in its practical applications often relies
heavily on the use of the computer. Systems theory is a fascinating subject
in its own right; its literature is often difficult and very abstract in the hands
of pioneer thinkers at, its forefront. But the basic concepts of systems theory

are very simple; one is the concept we have discussed repeatedly in this work-
book: nothing stands alone or lives in isolation. Or, to come back to the idea

we focused on in the opening chapter: thinking in systems is nothing ntore
than thinking environmentally, in terms of influences. Start anywhere in
realitybe it just one loblolly pine treeand trace the influences working

on it and the influences it wields, examining the interconnections ex-
haustively, one is bound to return eventually to the loblolly pine but to have

traversed the whole of reality in the meantime.
But of course such exhaustiveness is both impossible and impractical,

even a little silly. However, the intention of examining processes of in-
fluence exhaustively becomes a viable method for working effectively in a
terribly complicated world.
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W hich brings us back to the Nursing Curriculum Project . and this
theoretical framework for a nursing curriculum. Our task is twofold:

1. To design a model for curricula that will enable nurses to meet society's
needs over the next few decades. To senn society well one must first
ascertain what society needs and then arrange those needs according
to some sort of priority. One must also assess what one's capacities
are in order to distinguish what one can do front Omit one cannot do,
either because it seems at the time impossible to achieve ot because it
would be more effectively done by others.

2. To contribute productively to the redefinition of itself that nursing is
going through. In other words, realize and accept the fact that noth-
ing is standing still, much as we might wish that it would. A static
world is one that would make final solutions possible; ours is a dy-
namic world in which no solutions can be assumed to be permanent.

One, then, plans for the future not only with caution but with flexibility.
A nursing curriculum that will serve well over the next few decades will
have to be one that allows individual faculties to move quite literall, with
the times, to assess the surrounding situation and then to act in accordance
with the constant need to achieve and then maintain the delicate balance, a
state of equilibrium, between the many forces that act upon nursing and that
nursing acts upon.

The undertaking is clearly a difficult and challenging one. We do live in
"open" times and the problems we face are crucial. The costs of failure
would be very high, but the freedoms and the opportunities available to
nursing along with these responsibilities are, we think, unprecedented in the
history of nursing.
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